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Results from a Mathematical Model of Frost Heave
G.L. GUYMON, R.L. BERG, T.C. JOHNSON, AND T.V. HROMADKA II

A one-dimensional model for simulation of frost heave in a vertical soil column
is presented. The model is based on simultaneous computation of heat and
moisture transport in a freezing or thawing soil. Thermal processes at the
freezing front are approximated by a lumped isothermal approach. The model
accurately simulates frost heave, soil pore-water pressures, and temperatures
when compared with a laboratory freezing column; however, to achieve adequate
correlation certain model parameters must be determined by calibration. Because the model, like the frost-heave process itself, is highly sensitive to environmental and soil parameters that are variable in both time and space,
purely deterministic simulations will not provide sufficiently accurate predictions. Consequently, further development of the model is required in order
to indude a statistical-probabilistic approach for estimating frost heave within
specified confidence limits.

Since July 1975, the Federal Highway Administration
(FHWA), the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA),
and the U.S. Army Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory (CRREL) have been engaged in a
jointly funded project to develop a better understanding of freezing and thawing processes
in
soils. The main thrust of the research has been the
development of more suitable methods for analyzing
and simulating potential frost heave and thaw weakening in prototype embankments.
The component of
the research reported here is the development of a
mathematical model of frost heave.
The other components of the research are the development of a
-0ne-dimensional laboratory freezing and thawing soil
column (!. and a paper by Ingersoll and Berg elsewhere in this Record), the collection of field data
on frost heave and thaw weakening <llr an evaluation
of soil frost-susceptibility index tests (see the
paper by Chamberlain elsewhere in this Record), and
an evaluation of thaw weakening of soils (see the
paper by Cole, Irwin, and Johnson elsewhere in this
Record).
It has been recognized for some time (1_) that
frost-heave-susceptibility criteria for soils and
associated laboratory test methods in current use
are unreliable.
Soils that meet established criteria may experience frost heave while other soils
that do not meet the criteria may be free from frost
heave (]). The original purpose of the mathematical
modeling research was to develop a tool to correlate
results of laboratory tests of frost susceptibility
with pavement frost heaves measured in the field.
The development of a mathematical model was seen as
a practical way to integrate most of the complex
soil thermal and hydraulic characteristics with the
environmental factors that influence a given soil
profile.
Part of our initial objective was to
identify the most significant parameters that influence frost heave in a given soil in order to assess
and develop improved laboratory tests of frost-heave
susceptibility.
As our study progressed, it became
apparent that the mathematical model has usefulness
beyond the original objective and can probably be
applied directly as a design aid or tool. It is emphasized, however, that laboratory tests will still
be required to characterize the parameters of the
mathematical model.
BASIS OF MATHEMATICAL MODEL
Guymon and others (_!) briefly review the current
literature related to modeling frost heave and heat
and moisture transport in freezing soils and present
most of the details of the development of the mathematical model.
Although it is recognized that in

many situations a two-dimensional or even a threedimensional process is involved, a one-dimensional
approach was taken in order to simplify the computational problem and concentrate on demonstrating the
validity of the modeling concept.
In fact, at the
time the research was begun in 1975, the modeling
approach was regarded as a relatively high-risk research effort.
At that time, only Harlan (2_) and
Guymon and Luthin (.§_) had shown modest success in
modeling coupled heat and moisture movement in
freezing soils.
They assumed moisture movement in
freezing soils could be approximated by unsaturated
flow theory, and they did not consider ice segregation and associated frost heave.
Our model is based on the one-dimensional equations of moisture and heat transport in a vertical
soil column.
Assuming Darcy's law applies and inserting it into the continuity equation yield
(a/ax) (KH aq,/ax) = (aOu/at) + M,,

(1)

where
x
KH
~

Su
t
Ms

vertical coordinate (positive downward) i
hydraulic conductivity= KH(f,ai) i
total hydraulic head = f - x, where f equals
the pore-water-pressure headi
volumetric water content~,
timei and
a moisture sink due to ice formation = Piaai/
Pwat, where p is ice and water density and ai
is ice content.

The coupled heat transport equation for a freezing soil column is given by
(a/ax)(KTaT/ax) - Cw v(aT/ax) =Cm (ilT/at) - LM,

(2)

where
KT
T

Cw
v
Cm
L

thermal conductivity of the soil-ice-water
mixture,
temperature,
volumetric heat capacity of water,
liquid water velocity flux,
volumetric heat capacity of the soil-waterice mixture, and
volumetric latent heat of fusion of water.

The linearized moisture transport and heat transport
equations were independently verified for simple
equations (1_).
The equations of moisture transport
and heat transport are coupled through the parameters that arise in their derivation, and these
coupled nonlinear equations can only be verified by
comparison with laboratory or field data.
Parameters such as thermal conductivity and volumetric
heat capacity of soil-water-ice mixtures are computed by using the Devries relations <1> or similar
methods.
Solution of the moisture transport equation requires a functional relation between porewater pressure and water content [e.g., Gardner's
relation (8)).
A significant aspect of this model is the manner
in which phase-change effects are handled and ice
segregation is assumed to occur. We have assumed an
isothermal freezing process in which a heat budget
for a finite volume of freezing soil is established
(2).
The soil is considered entirely frozen only
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when latent heat effects are satisfied for the
amount of water present in excess of an unfrozen
water content factor <enl; i.e., the water that
would remain unfrozen at a preselected subfreezing
temperature (10).
This method of handling phase
change is tantamount to computing small changes in
heat evolution rather than solving the heat transport equation for small changes in temperature. Because phase-change processes dominate the thermal
process , this manner of c omputing phase-cha ng·e effects provides c e r tai n numeric al ad va ntages by permitti ng large spatial d i scre t ization and la r ge computat i o nal time steps .
Ic e s egrega tion is assumed
to occur if, within a finite volume of soil, the
frozen water plus the unfrozen water content factor
exceed the original porosity of the soil. Figure l
shows the computational algorithm and the formation
of segregated ice
<esl during a certain time
level.
The 8n parameter establishes the pore-water
pressure at the freezing front for the solution of
the moisture transport equation.
The lower hydraulic boundary condition is usually the water
table.
Overburden effects
(~ 0 ),
which tend to
restrain .frost heave, are modeled by adjus ting the
pore -water pressure at the i ce s egregation f r on t by
the weight o f tbe overlying mater i al a nd surc harge,
thereby li miti ng t he amoun t of water drawn toward
the freezing front.
This model of the complex free zi ng and ice segregation process is a ·macro s copic lumped thermodynamic
model that ignores the complicated and poorly understood microprocesses that occ ur in the freezing
zone. Such proce sses as rege lation and problems associated with water-ice film pressures are not included in our model. In summary, the model is based
on macrophysics equations. Specifically, it is assumed that:
1. Moisture transport in the unfrozen zone is
governed by the unsaturated flow equation based on
Darcy's law.
2. Moisture flow is via liquid movement and
vapor flow is negligible.
3. Moisture flow in the frozen zone is negligible.

Figure 1. Typical model simulation result at given simulation time level .

Isothermally
freez fng
Element

Unfrozen
Elements

3

4.

The unfrozen zone is nondeformable.
Soil pore-water pressures in the freezing
zone are governed by an unfrozen water content
factor.
6. All processes are single valued; i.e., there
is no hysteresis.
7. Heat transport in the entire soil column is
governed by the sensible heat transport equation,
including a convective term.
8. The frozen zone is deformable for determining thermal parameters.
9. Salt exclusion processes are negligible;
i.e., the freezing-point depression of water is constant.
10. Phase-change effects and moisture effects
can be modeled as decoupled processes.
11. Freezing is an isothermal process.
12. Constant parameters are constant with respect to time.

s.

Numerical solution of the governing equations
discussed above, subject to their respective boundary and initial conditions, is by either the subdomain method or the f inite element method (].,11).
The one-dimensional sol ution domain is divided into
a number of variable-length "finite elements", where
parameters are assumed temporarily constant but may
vary from element to element and from time to time.
The state variable in each element is assumed to be
described by a linear basis function in such a way
that the state variable is continuous throughout the
solution domain (3). The time domain solution is by
the well-known Crank-Nicolson method
(12).
The
governing equations are reduced to a set oY-explicit
algebraic equations that may be solved on the "mini"
class of computers (e.g., the PDP 11/34).
One of
our main objectives is to provide a mathematical
model that is efficient and capable of operating on
readily available small computers.
Application of the model requires the following
soil hydraulic and thermal parameters:
1. Relation between water content and pressure
(unfrozen soil),
2. Relation between unsaturated hydraulic conductivity and pore pressure (unfrozen soil),
3. Hydraulic conductivity correction factor for
partly frozen soil,
4. Soil porosity,
s. Soil density,
6. Relation between subfreezing temperature and
unfrozen water content for the soil,
7. Soil thermal conductivity,
8. Soil heat capacity, and
9. Soil-water freezing-point depression.
Thermal parameters for water and ice are included in
the model.
The above-required parameters must be
determined in the laboratory, or values must be assumed in order to use the computer model.
In addition, the model requires the following auxiliary
conditions :
1. Initial conditions for pore pressure, ice
content, and temperature;
2. Soil-surface boundary conditions for pore
pressure and temperatures (may vary with time); and
3. Lower boundary conditions for pore-water
pressure and temperature (may vary with time).
To conduct a computer simulation of frost heave, a
column length must be specified (e.g., 1 m), and the
total length must be divided into sublengths (finite
elements) that are on the order of 1 cm. Time solution factors are specified, such as time-step size
and total simulation time.
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VERIFICATION RESULTS

Table 1. Comparison of simulated and measured frost-heave data for 3.4-kPa
surcharge.

Preliminary verification of the model is discussed
elsewhere (2,4).
The model verification work will
be expanded-on here, and additional results will be
presented.
The primary emphasis of our verification has been
to compare simulated values of frost heave, soil
pore-water pressures, and soil-water-ice temperatures with corresponding actual values measured in a
laboratory soil column.
Berg and others (1) describe the soil column and present data for- Fairbanks silt, which is the primary test soil considered to date.
The test column filled with Fairbanks silt was
subjected to various boundary conditions, and frost
heave was measured while a 15-cm length was frozen.
The lower portions of the column were unfrozen with
a water table initially approximately 45 cm below
the top of the column. Laboratory analyses of Fairbanks silt were conducted to determine soil hydraulic properties.
These parameters and boundary
conditions were approximated as input data for the
mathematical model simulations. Two cases were used
for comparison. The first case was a 110-day simulation for nearly unrestrained heave in which a nominal surcharge of 3.4 kPa was applied to the top of
the soil column. This case was also used for an extensive sensitivity analysis of the parameters. The
second case considered was a problem of restrained
heave in which a 34. 5-kPa surcharge was applied to
the top of the laboratory column.
Figure 2 shows a comparison of measured and simulated heave for the small-surcharge case.
Porewater pressures and locations of the o•c isotherm
were also compared (,!), and good agreement was obtained between the model and the soil column (see
Table 1). The simulated frost heave shown in Figure
2 was achieved before incorporation of a correction
factor for the hydraulic conductivity in the freezing zone .
Slight (within 10 percent) adjustme.n t of
the labor atory-deri ved soil moisture cha r acteristic
curve (soil water pressure versus water content) was
required in order to achieve the results shown in
Figure 2 and g iven in Table 1.
As Figure 2 show!'!,
the rate of hea ve during the initial 25-day period
is accurately computed.
Total heave is simulated
relatively well for the entire test. The laboratory
soil column had essentially ceased heaving when the
test ended at 40 days, and the model also exhibited
no additional heaving after about 40 days.
Parameters in the model were varied singly and in pairs to
test their sensitivity for the early 25-d:iy period,
which showed the maximum heave rate.
For Fairbanks
silt, the unfrozen water content factor was the most

Figure 2. Simulated versus measured heave in vertical column of Fairban.ks
silt with nominal surcharge.
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critical parameter.
Sensitivity analysis disclosed
that the model is highly sensitive to pore-water
pressure versus water content and hyd r au lic conductivity parameters and is less sensitive to thermal
parameters. A fairly substantial variation in thermal parameters. does not significantly affect simulated frost heave because the thermal process is
dominated by the phase-change process and sensible
heat conduction and convection do not play predominant roles.
Processes occurring in the freezing
zone dominate the soil-heaving process where the
supply of water and the rate of heat extraction are
the most sig n:U:icant factors.
In an e ffort to co;bine the sensitivity of various hydraulic parameters into one parameter and also
to improve the accuracy of model prediction, a correction factor for hydraulic conduct ivity in the
free zi ng zone was included in the model.
Th is factor accounts for the d e c reased hydraulic cond ucti vi ty due to ice formation in soil pores and is defined as
(3)

where
Eei ~ 0
and
K(~)
is
d e termi ned
from
the relation between hydraulic conducti v ity and pore
pressure f o r un frozen soil . Cu rrently, the E factor
must be determined by cali bratio n for a given soil.
When we have more experiP.nce with application of the
model to a range of soils, it may be possible to select a suitable value without calibration or testing.
Figure 3 shows a plot of frost heave versus time
for the small-surcharge Fairbanks silt case (also
shown in Figure 2) for the first 25 days . With no
tuning of the various parameters, and with E selected equal to 8, the simulated heave almost exactly duplicated the experimentally measured heave.
Figure 3 also shows the effect of varying the E
parameter.
When this parameter is included, .other
parameters such as K(~) and en show less sensitivity. The sensitivity of thermal parameters remains neglig ible.
Figure 4 s hows the results of a 25-day simulation
of restrained heave (34.5-kPa surcharge) compared
with laboratory heave data.
As can be seen, simulated heave closely approximated the laboratory
data.
Exact comparison is somewhat difficult because of the need to use approximate boundary conditions in the simulation.
Model simulations were also compared with data
from the Tomakomi field site in Japan (13).
Soil
proper ties determined fr om l aboratory data, together
with appr oxima t e boundary conditions, were used to
simulate frost heave, which is compared with measured frost heave (Figure 5).
The first five days
of the heave process were used to calibrate the E
parameter to a value of 5.
As can be seen, fair
agreement was achieved without adjusting the other
parameters.
Fu rthe r attemp ts to more accurately
compute frost heave and fros t depth were considered
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Figure 3. Simulated versus measured frost heave in vertical column of Fairbanks
silt with nominal surcharge showing effect of ±20 percent variation in E
parameter (dashed lines).

Figure 5. Simulated versus measured frost heave and frost penetration for
field tank with Tomakomi silt.
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Figure 4. Simulated versus measured restrained heave (34.5-kPa surcharge) in
vertical column of Fairbanks silt.
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unwarranted because the upper temperature boundary
condition was not accurately known.
Very limited
sensitivity analyses for this case were performed.
It appears that the Tomakomi silt is much less sensitive to hydraulic parameters than the Fairbanks
silt.
To further verify the model, it is also being applied to other field data.
Several sets of field
data were obtained from the Winchendon test area in
northwestern Massachusetts.
Figure 6 shows measured
and computed frost heaves and frost depths for
Ikalanian silt during the 1978-1979 winter. Laboratory-determined values of hydraulic conductivity and
other parameters required by the model were used in
the simulation.
Boundary conditions and initial
conditions for the 1978-1979 winter were estimated
or determined from the field data and were applied
to the model.
Periods from 50 to 70 days were used
to calibrate the E parameter.
As Figure 6 shows,
computed frost heave does not compare with measured
frost heave as well as in previous simulations.
Simulated frost depths are about the same as those
measured in the field except during the spring thaw
period (day 70 and beyond), when predicted frost
penetration is too shallow.
The discrepancy may be
due to rather large elements (10 cm) used on the
bottom of a 1-m simulation column.
Several periods
of thaw during the 1978-1979 winter are also approximated by the model.
In particular, the spring thaw
from day 80 on was approximated accurately in terms

of both thaw consolidation and thaw depth. The difficulty in accurately simulating the entire record
is probably due to the fact that there were a number
of freeze-thaw cycles during the year.
Cyclic
freezing and thawing causes parameters to change
with respect to time, but the model assumes parameters that are invariant with respect to time.
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
Development of the frost-heave model has progressed
to the point where both restrained and unrestrained
heave can be simulated in relatively well-controlled
cases.
Further study is, however, required to improve or extend the model.
The sensitivity problem needs further study. The
fact that the model is sensitive to certain parameters should not be a surprise, since the frost-heave
process itself is highly sensitive.
Slight differences in environmental and / or soil conditions cause
markedly different results.
More complete physicsbased information on the ice segregation process may
reduce some of the sensiti v ity.
If such information
should become available, it can be included in the
modeli however, it is probable that purely deterministic simulations will never be adequate no matter
how complete our knowledge.
It therefore seems inevitable that some form of a probabilistic model
must be associated with the deterministic model.
In
other words, a deterministic simulation can be performed and then simulated frost heave would be presented in terms of confidence bands based on given
or anticipated variations in parameters and boundary
conditions. Research on this aspect of the problem
has already commenced and will be reported at a
later date.
The model needs to be extended to include thaw
weakening.
We will develop an algorithm for estimating temporal variations in the resilient modulus
(or some other parameter reflective of the strength
of the pavement system), especially during periods
of thaw weakening.
The third area of concern is the dissemination of
the model and its use by engineers.
The model is
somewhat complex and will not be readily understood
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Figure 6, Simulated versus measured frost heave, frost
penetration, and thaw depth for lkalanian silt during
1978-1979 winter at Winchendon, Massachusetts,
field site.
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by many practicing engineers.
We are attempting to
simplify the code to provide a model that is versatile and usable on small, readily available computers.
During the next year or more, a major effort
will be to make the model more readily usable by the
practicing engineer.
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Evaluation of a Self-Refrigerated Unit
for Frost-Heave Testing
K.J. LOMAS AND R.H. JONES

The British Transport and Road Research Laboratory (TRRL) frost-heave
test, in which specimens are frozen from the top downward in an open system for 250 h, is specified in terms of a cold room but is more often under·
taken in a self-refrigerated unit (SRUI. In both units the air temperature

above the specimens is maintained at -17° C and the water bath at +4° C. The
maximum permitted heave is 13 mm in England and 18 mm in Scotland. A
comparative study Involving six aggregates of 40-mm maximum size and
covering a range of geological types and gradings was undertaken to estab-
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lish whether the SRU should supersede the cold room as the preferred testing
facility. Statistical analysis indicated that the two units produced similar
results within the working range. Therefore, in view of its operational
advantages and more widespread use, the SRU should become the preferred testing facility. Some variations in the imposed temperature conditions were observed in both facilities. However, there appeared to be no
relation between the heave of individual specimens and the mean top-surface
temperature. It was concluded that the main cause of scatter was specimen
variability and that improved methods of specimen preparation are more
likely to reduce scatter than are refinements to the testing facility. A subsidiary analysis showed that in the TRRL test frost susceptibility can be
assessed at least as well after 96 h as after 250 h. The possible use of a
shorter test, with appropriate limits, is being considered by TRRL.

In the United States and in a number of European
countries, unrestrained heaving tests are used to
assess frost susceptibility.
Several types are
used, including constant boundary temperature (CBT)
(l,l), constant rate of penetration of zero isotherm
(CRP)
(}), and constant rate of heat extraction
(CHE) (~).
There is some evidence that the various tests
rank materials in the same order (5).
To obtain a
parameter that characterizes a mat~ial for design,
a sufficient number of tests, all under the same
conditions, must be undertaken to obtain a reliable
average.
The CBT test has the advantage of not requiring feedback from individual specimens,
and
therefore identical conditions should be easier to
achieve.
In addition, it can be argued that the CBT
test more closely models the natural conditions in
which the road structure responds to a change in
boundary temperature.
In Britain, a form of CBT test developed by the
Transport and Road Research Laboratory (TRRL) , following early work at Purdue University (i), has been
routinely used for frost-susceptibility testing in
perhaps 20 laboratories for more than a decade.
Modifications to the test specification have been
introduced
to
improve
reproducibility
(2,7).
Further modifications are envisaged, includi;g- a
change from a cold-room (CR) testing facility to a
self-refrigerated unit (SRU) and probably the introduction of a shorter testing period.
This paper presents the results of tests on six
granular subbase materials in both the CR and the
SRU and makes a preliminary evaluation of the relative merits of various testing facilities for undertaking CBT tests.
FACILITIES FOR TRRL FROST-SUSCEPTIBILITY TEST
In the TRRL test, nine cylindrical specimens 102 mm
in diameter and 152 mm high are placed in an apparatus so that the air temperature above them can be
maintained at -17 ± 1°C.
The specimens rest on
porous ceramic discs within copper carriers.
The
discs are in contact with water that is maintained
at +4 ± 0.5°C.
The sides of the specimens are
wrapped with waxed paper, and the intervening space
is filled with loose, dry sand (5- to 2.36-mm fraction).
Push rods bearing on caps placed on top of
the specimens enable the heave to be measured.
From
the start of the test, heave measurements and, if
necessary, topping up of the water level are undertaken every 14 h.
Usually, a test run will consist
of three specimens of three different materials.
Currently, materials are judged as frost susceptible
if, during 250 h, the average heave of three specimens is more than 13 mm (in England and Wales) or 18
mm (in Scotland).
Only i f there is doubt about the
classification will nine specimens of the same
material be tested.
Cold Room
The test was originally specified

<ll

in terms of a

CR.
The Nottingham CR is 3.8x2.lxl.8 m, and the
temperature is controlled by a 1.5-kW condensing
unit (Prestcold AS 200 M) used in conjunction with a
ceiling-mounted electric defrost cooler ECL 120.
The cooler incorporates two 90-W fans that maintain
air circulation.
There is a 20-min defrost period
every 12 h.
Four trolleys are available: these are closely
modeled on the TRRL design <ll but with the addition
of stirrers and mercury contact thermometers (~).
Foamed polyurethane insulation,
used instead of
granulated cork, gave similar thermal insulation in
reduced width and permitted the trolleys to pass
through the existing CR door.
The tests described
in this paper were all undertaken in the same
trolley.
Self-Refrigerated Unit
Although the TRRL test is specified currently in
terms of a cold room, an SRU is likely to become the
preferred testing method in the future <2>·
A unit
based on a prototype developed at the University of
Nottingham (~) (see Figure 1) is now available commercially.
This type of SRU is more convenient to
operate, does not require defrosting during the
test, and is fitted with a Mariotte vessel to maintain a constant water level.
In the standard SRU,
both air and water are cooled from a common refrigeration circuit.
A separate water-cooling system
can be incorporated as an optional extra.
However,
since the main aim of the present series of tests
was to evaluate a standard SRU, an additional cooler
was not fitted.
DESCRIPTION AND PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS USED
The aggregates used in this investigation were supplied from the standard stocks maintained by TRRL,
and their reference numbers are included in the descriptions. The six materials included several geological types, and the gradings at which they are
commercially available (see Figure 2) span the U.K.
Department of Transport type 1 and type 2 envelopes
(10).
Three of the materials were supplied as dug
(i.e., uncrushed) within the type 1 grading:
Ashton
Keynes (102) is a sand and gravel that consists of
weathered fragments of Jurassic limestone.
The particles are smooth, rounded, and flattish.
Spencers
Farm (103)
is a flint gravel-sand-fines mixture
(i.e., a hoggin). Many of the flint particles have
a chalk coating.
Stanley Ferry (106) is a floodplain sand and gravel with rounded but very rough
gritstone particles.
There were two crushed rocks that conformed to
the type 1 grading:
Croft (105) is a crushed granite that consists of angular, rough-textured particles, some of which appeared honeycombed.
Dene
(119) is a crushed carboniferous limestone that consists of angular, rough-textured particles.
Completing the set was a fine type 2 aggregate,
Woodhall Spa (114), a sandy hoggin that contains
elongated,
glassy
flint
particles
and
rounded,
smooth chalk particles.
All six materials were separated at TRRL into
four component fractions--40-20 mm, 20-10 mm, 10-5
mm, and 5 mm-75 µm--before being dispatched to
Nottingham.
Subsequently, the finest fraction was
divided into two on a 600-µm sieve for all type l
materials and into three on the 600- and 300-µm
sieves for the type 2.
The individual fractions
were then recombined in an attempt to reach the target gradings shown in Figure 3. This method was devised to produce specimens with repeatable gradings.
However, there was generally a shortage of
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Figure 1. Self-refrigerated unit.

Figure 3. Grading curves for aggregates as reconstituted for testing.
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Tabla 1. Properties of test aggregates.
Figure 2. Grading curves for aggregates as available commercially,
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fines, so that the actual gradinqs tended to be
coarser than the target be low the 300-µm size.
In
particular, not more than 4 percent passing a
75-µm sieve could be achieved.
This was not considered a major drawback, since the main aim was to
compare testing facilities rather than to assess the
frost susceptibilities of commercially available
materials.
The specific graviti e s and water absorptions of
fractions of the various materials finer than 20 mm
were determined.
Typical values are given in Table
1 together with the maximum dry densities and optimum moisture contents determined by the vibrating
hammer test (test 14 BS 1377:1975).
A fresh sample
was used for each compaction point to avoid the risk
of progressive degradation .
SPECIMEN PREPARATION
The component size fractions of each material were
thoroughly mixed, first dry and then with the required amount of water added.
The moist material
was then allowed to stand for about 10 min.
One-third of the required mass of the specimen
was then placed into the standard tapered mold (!J
with the removable bottom plug in place.
The
material was compacted to a depth of 56 mm by 25
blows with a tamper, and this was followed by the
application of a vibrating hammer.
The process was
repeated for a second layer of equal mass to give a
total depth of 106 mm.
For the final layer, after
tamping and about 20-30 s of vibration, the top end

Fl
Fl
Fl/2
F2

3.9 6
3.99
3.99
2.70
2 .72
2.77
3.98
3.97
3.94
1.56
1.59
1.59
2.06
2.05
2.05
3.45
2.88
2.36

plug was inserted, the mold was inverted, the other
end plug was removed, and a similar period of vibration was applied to the other end.
Vibration was
then applied in equal intervals to each end of the
specimen alternately until its height was reduced to
152 mm. This method is an advance on that currently
used in compliance testing and is similar to the
method proposed by TRRL as a result of studies that
have shown that it produces more uniformly compacted
specimens.
After compaction, each specimen was pushed from
the mold with a hydraulic extruder, wrapped in waxed
paper, and placed on a porous disc within a copper
specimen carrier. Weighings were made to determine
the initial mass, and the specimen was then tempered
in the unit for 24 h.
The free-water level was
maintained at the top of the porous disc.
TESTING PROGRAM AND RESULTS
Heave Measurements
Thirteen test runs were made in each of the two
facilities. Sets of nine specimens were tested at C
grading (Figure 3) for Dene, at M grading for the
remaining type 1 aggregates, and at three F gradings
for Woodhall Spa (type 2).
In addition, all of the
type 1 aggregates were tested in sets that consisted
of three specimens at each of the C, M, and Fl
gradings.
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Readings of heave were taken daily in the usual
manner, and the amount of water added in the CR
trolley or the water level in the Mariette tube of
After the final reading at 250
the SRU was noted.
h, the specimens were taken out of the apparatus,
and the depth and thickness of the terminal lens
The specimens were then weighed,
were recorded.
A check was made on the
oven dried, and reweighed.
initial density and moisture content (the dry mass
From each run,
and initial wet mass were known).
one randomly selected specimen of each nominal grading was wet sieved.
A summary of the heave measurements is given in
Table 2.
Tem~erature

Measurements

Continuous traces of air temperature in the CR and
of both air and water temperatures in the SRU were
obtained on circular chart recorders actuated by
mercury in steel capillary thermometers.
In addition, in this investigation, each specimen was instrumented with copper-constantan thermocouples that
were placed in contact with the top and bottom sur-

Table 2. Heaves and standard deviations.

SRU

CR

No. of
Aggregate

Grading

Specimens3

Heave

SD

Heave

SD

c

Three
Three
Nine
Three
Three
Three
Nine
Three
Three
Three
Nine
Three
Three
Three
Nine
Three
Three
Nine
Three
Three
Nine
Nine
Nine

8.7
9.0
11.7
11.5
3.0
5.0
4.8
4.7
4.5
5.2
4.2
6.2
1.2
1.5
1.6
1.3
4.0
3.1
3.8
4.7
15.1
14.7
11.3

1.9
0.5
1.0
0.5
0.9
0.9
1.0
0.3
0.9
0.6
0.6
0.3
0.3
0
0.4
0.3
0.9
0.9
0.8
0.3
1.7
2.1
1.3

6.2
10.5
11.0
11.7
3.7
3.3
4.3
4.5
3.5
4.3
5.1
5.8
0.7
0.8
1.5
0.7
3.3
2.9
5.0
5.2
14.7
13.0
9.3

0.8
0
1.2
1.3
0.3
0.8
2.9
0.5
1.8
0.8
0.8
1.0
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
1.2
1.0
0.6
1.6
1.0
1.7

Three
Three
Nine
Three
Three
Three
Nine
Three
Three
Three
Nine
Three
Three
Three
Nine
Three
Three
Nine
Three
Three
Nine
Nine
Nine

13.8
14.2
16.4
16.5
4.5
7.5
8.3
7.2
7.5
8.0
6.8
10.2
2.2
2.5
2.8
2.3
5.5
4.7
6.0
7.0
26.0
23.8
17.8

2.6
1.0
1.2
3.0
1.5
1.8
3.0
0.3
1.5
1.0

8.2
13.3
16.0
16.0
6.7
5.7
7.1
7.7
5.3
7.8
8.0
8.5
1.3
1.8
2.7
1.8
5.8
4.7
7.3
7.3
23.2
20.8
16.8

1.3
0.6
1.7
1.7
1.0
1.5
4.7
1.3
1.8
3.1
1.4
2.3
0.3
0.3
0.7
0.3
0.8
1.7
1.0
1.2
2.7
2.8
1.7

At 96 h
Ashton Keynes

M

Fl

Spencers Farm

c

M

Fl

Stanley Ferry

c

M

Fl

Croft

c

M

Fl

Dene

c

M

Woodhall Spa

Fl
Fl
Fl/F2
F2

At 250 h
Ashton Keynes

c
M

Fl

Spencers Farm

c

M

Fl

Stanley Ferry

c

M

Fl

Croft

c

M

Fl

Dene

c

M

WoodhallSpa

3

Fl
Fl
Fl/F2
F2

Number of individual results used to determine mean values.

1.1

0.8
0.3
0
0.5
0.3
0.9
1.3
0.9
1.3
2.8
3.1
2.4

faces of the specimen and in the water at the lower
surface of the porous disc.
Furthermore,
five
thermocouples were positioned on each of four wooden
dowels that protruded into the air space above the
specimens.
In the CR, where there was considerable
air movement, the thermocouples were loaded with
5-rnrn-diameter phosphor bronze balls.
The output voltages from the thermocouples were
monitored on a 120-channel Solartron data logger,
which was used to scan all of the thermocouples in
one of three modes:
(a) at 2-h intervals throughout
the test at a scanning speed of 1. 25 s/channel i (b)
at 30-min intervals for either part or all of a
test, again at a scanning speed of 1.25 s/channeli
and (c) at 2-min intervals, usually for periods of
about 2 h, at a scanning speed of 0.1 s/channel.
The voltage output was displayed, to the nearest
millivolt, on a digital voltmeter and recorded on
punched tape for subsequent analysis.
Every thermocouple was individually calibrated by
recording the voltage output at each of 40 temperatures covering the expected operating range.
Conversion constants,
voltage to temperature,
were
obtained by linear regression.
Correlation coefficients were always greater than 0.99, which corresponds to 95 percent confidence intervals of better
than ±0.1°C.
For each frost-heave test, the paper tape was
processed by an ICL 1900 series computer and the
calibration data were used.
The output consisted of
tables that showed individual temperature readings
and salient average temperatures with the corresponding standard deviations and also graphs of the
variation of temperature with time.
Sections of two
such graphs from 2-min scans (starting at 132 h for
the CR and 96 h for the SRU) within the nonpenetrating isotherm stage (9) are shown in Figure 4.
The
instantaneous air temperatures in Figure 4a are the
mean of four readings in the same horizontal plane
over a period of 4 h in the CR and 2 h in the SRU
(only parts of these periods are shown in Figure
4).
The remaining temperatures are the means of
nine over the same periods.
Particularly noteworthy in Figure 4 are (a) the
defrost period in the CRi (b) the controller-induced
cycling of the SRU air temperature, which is not reflected in fluctuations of the top-of-specimen temperature i and (c) the very small variations in the
bottom-of-specimen temperatures in both units.
COMPARISON OF CR AND SRU RESULTS

The 250-h heave results from Table 2 are shown
graphically in Figure 5.
Two-way analysis of variance of all tests containing nine similar specimens (Table 3) revealed
that the heave of an individual specimen was independent of its position in either the CR trolley or
the SRU.
For each unit, all of the results at 250 h for
the same aggregate and grading were combined, and
the average and standard deviation were calculated.
Statistical analysis using t-tests revealed no significant difference, at the 5 percent level, between
the CR and the SRU on sets of 12 results from type 1
materials (see Table 4).
Two significantly different values were obtained from the sets of three. Of
these, the Croft aggregate had such a low heave that
the difference is not of engineering significance.
The remaining large difference given by the Ashton
Keynes C grading may have been due to the difficulty
of producing coarse, open-graded specimens.
However, with the type 2 material, for which sets of 9
results were tested, two out of the three gradings
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Figure 4. Typical
temperature fluctuations in
CR and SRU.
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ularly where it occurs as a coating on the flint
particles.
In passing, it is also interesting to note the
effects of grading on heave.
Taking the best estimate of heave as the average of all results for each
material and grading, the relation between 250-h
heave and the effective size D10 after testing is
shown in Figure 6.
For the type 1 aggregates, the
250-h heave generally increases with fineness.
An
exception was Croft, which, in any case, did not
heave much at any of the gradings tested in this investigation.
The type 2 aggregate showed a reduction in heave with fineness. A maximum heave within
the type 2 envelope has been observed before (11,12)
and may be attributed to an "optimum" betwee;-p~
ticle pore size.
However, in the case of the Woodhall Spa aggregate, the decrease in the proportion
of chalk, the most frost-susceptible material, with
increasing fineness may also be a factor.
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Figure 5. Heave results at 250 h.
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Table 3. Two-way analysis of variance of individual heaves.

Unit

Source

Sum of
Squares

Degrees
of
Freedom

CR

Position
Aggregate
Residual
Total
Position
Aggregate
Residual
Total

41.65
3801.30
346.20
4189.15
20.44
4969.08
274.98
5264.50

8
7
56
71
8
7
56
71

SRU

Mean
Square

F

5.21
543.04
6.18

0.84
87.87.

2.56
709.87
4.91

0.52
144.58.

Note: Critical F-values at 5 percent sjgnificance level (two-tailed test) are 2.43
(position) and 2.49 (aggregate),
8Resu1ts significantly different (i.e., F >critical F).

gave significantly different heaves in the CR and
the SRU. These gradings produced the largest heaves
observed in this study: Both were well in excess of
the 18 mm that is the maximum currently acceptable
anywhere in the United Kingdom.
Nevertheless, the
comparisons, taken as a whole, cover a wide range of
gradings and material types and support the conclusion that the SRU and the CR give the same heave results, at least for heaves in the working range.
The F-values in Table 4 indicate that there are
no significant differences in within-run repeatability between the CR and the SRU.
The within-run
repeatability of the sets of nine Spence rs Farm M
specimens (Table 2) was much poorer than that found
in corresponding runs with other materials.
This
appears to reflect a variability in the specimens
that arises from the influence of chalk, partic-

From Figure 4, which is typical of the data obtained
from the tests, it can be seen that the fluctuations
of both the water bath and the bottom-of-specimen
temperatures were very small in both uni ts.
There
was a greater variation in the top-of-specimen temperatures.
The defrost period appeared to have no
influence on the CR water-bath temperatures.
In the
SRU, there was a general tendency for the corner
specimens to be colder than average and the middle
specimen to be warmest (see Table 5) •
No such
simple pattern was obvious in the CR tests.
There
was a tendency, particularly in specimens that exhibited large heave values, for the top-of-specimen
temperature to fall throughout the test (see Figure
7).
This is an inherent feature of the TRRL test,
in which the aim is to maintain a constant temperature in the air some distance above the specimen (9) •
The influence of cold-side temperature on the
heaving rate of soils under particular test conditions has been demonstrated elsewhere (13).
However, in the present series of tests, th~e was no
obvious dependence between the 250-h heave and the
mean surface temperature (after initial pull-down) .
Thus, although the central specimen in the SRU wao
always warmer than the corner ones, the heave was
independent of position.
Fluctuations of temperature at the freezing front have also been proposed
as a cause of variability in the frost-heave test
results (~), but in this series of tests these
fluctuations are very small and are unlikely to be a
major source of scatter.
Relative Merits of Constant Bounda r y Test Fac ilities
The results indicate that the TRRL test can be performed satisfactorily in either the CR or the SRU.
The SRU gave better repeatability for most of the
materials.
It also has the advantages that (a) it
does not need defrosting during a test;
(b) a
Mariette tube is standard so that water-level fluctuations are avoided; (c) thermocouple monitoring of
specimens is self-contained whereas the CR requires
trailing leads; (d) the operator works in room temperatures, which reduces the risk of gross errors in
readings; and (e) for a single unit, to test nine
specimens, it is cheaper.
For these reasons, it is
logical to make the SRU the preferred testing
facility.
Nevertheless, satisfactory results can be obtained in the CR, especially if the facility were
designed, as was the original TRRL CR at Harmondsworth, with an entrance lobby and a double refrigeration system so that temperatures could be maintained during door opening and defrost periods.
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Table 4. Statistical analysis of 250.h
CR and SAU heaves.

SRU
Aggregate

Grading

Ashton
Keynes

c

Spencers
Farm

c

Stanley
Ferry

c

M
Fl
M
Fl
M

Fl

Croft

c

M
Fl

Dene

c

Woodhall
Spa

M
Fl
Fl
Fl / F2
F2

CR

No. of
Specimens

Heave
(mm)

SD
(mm)

Heave
(mm)

SD
(mm)

F

S8 /mm

3
12
3
3
12
3
3
12
3
3
12
3
12
3
3
9
9
9

13 .8
IS.8
16.S
4.S
7.9
7.2
7.S
7.1
10.2
2.2
2.7
2.3
4.9
6.0
7.0
26.0
23 .8
17.8

2.S7
1.S I
3.04
I.SO
2.60
0.29
I.SO
1.17
0.76
0.29
0.4S
0.29
1.20
0.87
1.32
2.77
3.11
2.39

8.2
IS .4
lS.S
6.7
6.7
7.7
S.3
8.0
8.S
1.3
2.S
1.8
s.o
7.3
7.3
23.2
20.8
16.8

1.26
1.91
1.32
1.04
4.31
1.36
1.76
1.78
2.29
0.29
0.69
0.29
1.58
1.04
I.IS
2.72
2.79
1.72

4.16
1.60
S.30
2.08
2.7S
21.99
1.38
2.31
9.08
1.00
2.3S
1.00
1.73
1.43
1.32
1.04
1.24
1.93

2.02
1.72
2.34
1.29
3.56
0.91
1.64
I.SI
1.71
0.29
O.S8
0.29
1.40
0.96
1.24
2.7S
2.9S
2.08

3.40 8
0.S7
0.S2
2.09
0.83
0.67
1.64
1.46
1.22
3.8o•
0.84
2.11
0.17
1.66
0.30
2.16 3
2.16 3
1.02

Note: Critical F-values at the 5 percent significance level for 3, 9, and 12 specimens, respectively, are 39.00, 4.43, and 3.48, and critical
t-values are 2.78, 2.12 , and 2.07.
&Results significantly different (i.e. , t > <.::ritical t).

Figure 6. Effect of grading on heave.
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Ideally, a heated Mariotte vessel should be connected to the specimen trolley.
It may well be possible to improve further the
temperature conditions within the SRU.
Suggestions
include closer control of the air temperature, insulating the gap between the specimen box and the
inner surface of the SRU (the optional extra water
cooler may then be needed), and installing an internal fan to give a better distribution of air temperatures.
Alternatively, units that give individual control of the top temperatures by using either
Peltier modules <l,~l or a circulating fluid system
(!!) could be substituted. These have the advantage
of applying a constant boundary temperature to the
top surface but may require guard ring systems and
fairly complex controllers.
However, since the heave was independent of mean
temperature, it would appear that test conditions in
the CR and the SRU are satisfactory and that the
scatter of heaves reflects variations in the specimens.
Obviously, this conclusion needs verification
for a greater range of materials, including subgrade
soils.
In the meantime, for aggregates at least,
attention should be directed toward improved specimen preparation as the most likely means of reducing
scatter.
LENGTH OF TEST
The 250-h period required for the present test is a
major disadvantage and many investigators have suggested shortening the test (8, 15-17).
Since this
possibility is being considered byTRRL (18), the
results of all of the tests described here ~re examined to see whether the testing need continue beyond 96 h.
The relation between 96- and 250-h
heaves is summarized in Table 6 for both the present
series and for other tests under comparable condi-

tions on various materials that were either type 1
aggregates or sand-limestone-filler mixtures.
On
average, the 96-h heave is approximately two-thirds
of the 250-h heave. Both the standard deviation and
coefficient of variation of the heaves are less at
96 h than at 250 h, although the relative improvement, as measured by the coefficient of variation,
is small.
Nevertheless, it would seem that for the
materials examined there is no advantage in continuing the test beyond 96 h.
Clearly, revised limits
would need to be set for the shortened test, and the
question of what these should be is being considered
by TRRL.
In the
TRRL test,
the
250-h
heave
occurs
initially with the zero isotherm penetrating and
finishes with a nonpenetrating phase.
Ending the
test at 96 h foreshortens or even eliminates the
nonpenetrating phase.
It would therefore appear
that the relative ranking of materials is the same
in both penetrating and nonpenetrating phases.
A
similar conclusion was reached in a comparative
study of CRP, CHE, and CBT tests (2_).
CONCLUSIONS
1. The
heaves obtained
from six
aggregates
covering a wide range of gradings and geological
types in the CR and SRU were not significantly different within the working range. Five of the aggregates were within the U. K. Department of Transport
type 1 grading, and one conformed to the finer type
2 grading.
2. There is no significant difference in the
within-run repeatability obtained in the two units.
3. Generally,
heave
increased
with
fineness
through the type 1 grading envelope but decreased
with increasing fineness through the type 2 envelope.
This behavior was broadly in accordance
with previous experience.
4. The water temperature is controlled satisfactorily in both units.
The top-of-specimen temperatures are lower than average in the corner and
highest in the center in the SRU; for the CR, no
simple pattern of temperature distribution appears
obvious.
Apart from defrost periods, the top-ofspecimen temperatures are less variable in the CR
than in the SRU.
5. In both units, although the air temperature
remains nominally constant, there is a tendency,
particularly for specimens with a high rate of
heave, for the top-of-specimen temperatures to fall
throughout the test.
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Table 5. Typical top-of-specimen temperatures.
Temperature (°C)
Plan Position
Unit

CR

No. of
Specimens

Aggregate
Ashton Keynes
Spencers Farm
Dene

SRU

Woodhall Spa
Ashton Keynes
Croft
Dene
Woodhall Spa

3

Warmest position.

Time into
Test (h)

Grading
C,M,F I
M
M
C,M,Fl

Three
Nine
Nine
Three
Nine
Nine
Three
Three
Nine
Three
Nine
Nine
Nine

241
264
117
219
250
203
146
176
250
208
250
244
196

c

Fl/F2
C,M,Fl
C,M,Fl
M
C,M,Fl

c

Fl
Fl/F2

bColdest position.

a
-6.0
-7.6
-5.1
-4.8•
-4.8"
-6.0
-6.9
-6.0
-6.5b
-5.8
-6.4
-6.9
-5.9

b

-6.5
-7.6
-6.2

-cc
-c

-5.9
-5.5
-6.2
-5.5
-5.1
-7.1
-5.5

d
-6.4
-6.7
-3.5 8
-6.0
-5.3
-4.8•
-7.4b
-7.0
-6.5b
-6.6b
-6.9
-7.4
-5.8

-6.5
-7.7b
-4.9
-5.4
-5.8b
-5.7
-6.1
-5.2
-5.5
-4.9
-6.3
-6.5
-5.1

g

e

-5.5"
-6.5
-5.4

-c

-5.1

-c

-5.5"
-5.o•
-5.o"
-4.o•
-5.1•
-5.6•
-4.8•

-6.6b
-6.2•
-4.5
-6.5
-5.0
-5.1
-6.2
-5.2
-5.5
-5.6
-6.1
-6.2
-4.9

-6.6
-6.7
-5.8
-5.9
-5.0
-6.2b
-6.9
-7.2b
-6.3
-6.0
-8.7b
-6.7
-6.2

h

k

-6.3
-6.7
-6.0
-6.1
-5.2
-5.9
-6.8
-5.4
-5.9
-5.0
-6.3
-6.5
-5.0

-

c

-6.7
-7.2b
-7.6b
-5.I
-6.2b
-6.8
-6.7
-6.0
-6.0
-6.7
-7.5b
-6.3b

Instantaneous
Avg

SD

-6.3
-6.9
-5.4
-6.0
-5.1
-5.7
-6.5
-5.9
-5.9
-5.5
-6.4
-6.7
-5.5

0.4
0.6
1.1
0.9
0.3
0.5
0.6
0.9
0.5
0.8
1.1
0.6
0.6

cBroken thermocouple.

Figure 7. Variation of top-of-specimen temperature with heave: average
temperature at top of nine specimens.
TIME INTO TEST {HOURS)

Slag Federation for grants that funded the early development of the improved SRU, and R.C. Coates and
P.S. Pell for their constant encouragement and
support.
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Effect of Variable-Drainage Freeze-Thaw Tests
on Post-Thaw Shear Strength
BERNARD D. ALKIRE

Research is reported that shows that the effect of freeze·thaw on post-thaw
shear strength can be determined by observing the effect of freeze-thaw on the
preshear effective consolidation and overconsolidation ratio. It is also shown
that availability of water is one of the primary factors that controls the preshear conditions in a saturated soil subjected to freeze·thaw. In order to quan·
tify the effect of freeze·thaw on post·thaw strength, a series of consolidated
undrained triaxial tests was conducted on a Manchester silt subjected to drained
and undrained conditions during freeze or thaw. Each combination of drained
or undrained freeze followed by drained or undrained thaw produced a set of
unique and predictable preshear conditions. Based on the results from the
variable·drainage freeze-thaw tests, it is concluded that laboratory triaxial tests
could be used to study the effect of freeze or thaw on post·thaw shear strength.
Specifically, it is shown that (a) freeze-thaw conditions that cause an increase
in preshear water content produce a reduction in post·thaw shear strength, (b)
freeze·thaw conditions that cause a reduction in preshear water content pro·
duce an increase in post-thaw shear strength, and (c) freeze-thaw at constant
water content causes a slight reduction in post·thaw shear strength.

freeze-thaw and then to undrained shear tests.
The
drainage condition during the freeze or thaw phase
was either drained or undrained.
These conditions
were used as an expedient to simulate the effect of
various rates of temperature change on the preshear
conditions.
The drained condition is associated
with slow temperature change and the undrained condition with a fast temperature change.
The basic laboratory test used throughout the
test program was a consolidated undrained triaxial
test with measurement of pore pressure.
This test
was conducted on all samples after the appropriate
temperature and drainage conditioning.
In order to
observe the possible effect of overburden on soils
subjected to freeze-thaw, consolidation pressures
from 6. 9 to 69 kPa were applied before temperature
and drainage conditioning.

Frost action in soils can cause several detrimental
effects.
The effect most people are aware of is
frost heave.
A lesser known but equally serious
problem is the reduction in soil strength that
occurs after freeze-thaw. This problem has been reviewed (ll and researched <ll, and still there is no
clear link to conventional soil mechanics. The purpose of the research described here is to help establish this link.
For an unfrozen soil unconditioned by freeze-thaw
cycles, the shear strength is primarily a function
of the preshear history and consolidation stress of
the soil. Any factor that affects these conditions,
such as an induced pore pressure, will also affect
the resulting shear strength.
Therefore, because
temperature changes can induce pore pressures, it is
postulated that the effect of freeze-thaw on shear
strength can be defined by observing its effect on
the preshear conditions in the soil. Then, once the
preshear conditions are known, conventional effective stress analysis can be used to determine the
post-thaw strength of the soil.
To explore the effect of freeze-thaw on preshear
conditions, a series of tests was conducted in which
the soil specimens were subjected to a single

BACKGROUND
It has been recognized for some time that certain
combinations of soil type and moisture conditions,
when subjected to freezing and thawing, result in
significant heave and/or reduction in the strength
of the soil.
The magnitude of the heave and the
seriousness of the loss of strength associated with
freezing and thawing are a function of many physical
and
environmental
conditions.
Climate,
ground
cover, location of the groundwater table, soil moisture, and rate of freezing and thawing are only a
few of the factors that influence what is called
frost action.
Of the many factors that contribute
to frost action, the main villains are pore water
and water transported to the freezing front by
temperature-induced suction.
The movement of water within soil is limited by
conditions that are comparable to the triaxial tests
termed "drained" or "undrained".
A drained system
is associated with movement of water from some external point toward the freezing front, whereas an
undrained system is not associated with movement of
water other than local redistribution.
In the
field, the drained condition would be achieved if
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the soil was pervious or if the rate of freezing was
slow enough to allow movement of water to the f reezi ng front.
Undrained conditions would occur when
the soil was impervious or freezing was so fast that
water could not move to the freezing front fast
enough to satisfy the suction induced by the freezing process. Obviously, it would be unlikely that a
soil in situ would be either perfectly drained or
undrained i rather, these are idealized limits that
are easily established in the laboratory.
In general, it would be possible to study the effect of freeze-thaw on either a saturated or unsaturated soil.
However, many soils, when subjected to
the movement of water associated with a temperature
gradient, will become saturated, and the in situ
conditions of a soil subjected to freeze-thaw frequently will be saturated.
Therefore, the deformation and loss of strength related to freeze-thaw
might be divorced from the degree of saturation and
be considered only in terms of the effect of freezethaw on the preshear conditions of a saturated
soil.
In relation to undrained shear strength for
this condition, the primary preshear parameters of
interest will be the stress history (overconsolidation conditions) and the effective in situ consolidation stress.
Before attempting to relate the effect of freezethaw to a particular soil, consider the curves of
(a) water content at failure versus log effective
consolidation stress and (b) shear strength versus
effective stress, shown in Figures 1 and 2, respectively.
Figure 1 shows a typical consolidation curve for
a
normally consolidated
soil
and
three
ideal
rebound-recompression curves.
Three lines of con-

Figure 1. Idealized soil behavior: consolidation characteristics.

c
~
c

stant water content are also shown.
It can be seen
that, along any one of the lines of constant water
content, the overconsolidation ratio (OCR) increases
as the consolidation stress decreases.
Thus, the
OCR for point A is less than that for point O, which
is less than that for point E.
In Figure 2, the shear strength is determined by
a combination of water content at failure and
effective consolidation stress. When the values are
obtained from a series of undrained tests on samples
of identical water content but different OCRs, a
straight line is defined that is used to establish
the "true" friction angle <~el and the "true" cohesion (eel [Hvorslev parameters (_l)). When the OCR=
1--i.e., normal consolidation--the shear strength
determined from undrained tests falls on a line that
defines the friction angle of the soil (~).
Figure 2 shows typical effective stress paths for
various OCRs as well as for a normally consolidated
soil.
It is apparent that the effect of stress
history can be substantial. This can be observed by
comparing the difference in shear strength between
point B (OCR= 1) and point o (OCR= Pc /Peo>· On the
8
other hand, when conditions are such that constant
water content is maintained, the effect of stress
history may not be too large: for example, when the
shear strength at point A (OCR = 1) is compared with
that at point o (OCR= Pc /Pc >.
8
0
Currently, the effect of freeze-thaw on stress
history and consolidation stress can only be predicted in a qualitative fashion.
However, these
predictions can be used to define "critical" conditions and, by approopriate use of the concepts discussed above, it might be possible to quantify the
effect of freeze-thaw for some well-defined temperature and loading conditions.
The use of the basic soil relations given above
is a promising avenue of approach for studying the
effect of freeze-thaw on the shear strength of
soil. This approach tends to minimize the effect of
physicochemical factors on strength and emphasizes
the mechanical factors.
However, the mechanical
factors are extremely important and are major ,factors in controlling the shear strength of silts and
inactive clays.
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Figure 2. Idealized soil behavior: shear-strength determination based on
Hvorslev's hypothesis.

The soil for the test program was a Manchester
silt.
It is described as having subrounded to subangular particles with a specific gravity of 2. 73.
The liquid limit is 26 percent, the plastic limit is
21 percent, and the maximum dry unit weight is 1.73
g/cm' at a water content of 11. 6 percent.
The coefficient of uniformity of the soil is 3.0, and 92
percent of the soil particles are less than 0.074 mm
and greater then 0.002 mm in effective diameter.
The gradation curve is shown in Figure 3.
The soil
is highly frost susceptible.
Sample Preparation
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Soil for the triaxial samples was prepared by weighing out 500 g of air-dry soil and adding a predetermined amount of deaired, distilled water to produce
a water content of 20 percent.
The soil was then
thoroughly blended and cured for at least one day to
allow equal moisture distribution. Once the samples
were to be prepared, the soil was remixed and water
was added, if necessary, to bring the moisture content to the desired level.
Samples were prepared by using a split mold 50. 8
mm in diameter and 127 mm high.
The soil was compacted in five equal layers by using a tamping rod
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and hammer.
The weight of soil in each layer was
predetermined to achieve a final dry unit weight of
1.60 g/cm' at a water content of 20 percent.
Once the soil was compacted, the sample was removed from the mold, weighed, and measured.
The
final weight was typically within 0.5 percent of the
calculated weight.
Satu ration and Consolidation Proc e du r e
After the sample was removed from the split mold and
weighed, it was mounted in a triaxial test cell that
had a modified base 50.B mm in diameter.
Two 0.127mm-thick latex rubber membranes were used to encase
the sample and minimize air leakage.
The sample was saturated by connecting the top
and bottom drain lines to a vacuum source.
Upward
drainage was achieved by keeping the vacuum on the
top of the sample at a slightly greater value than

Figure 3. Gradation curve for Manchester silt.
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F i ne

0.001
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Figure 4. Triaxial test equipment and freezing cabinet.

the vacuum on the bottom.
Typically, this differential was 35 kPa.
Once water was seen to pass
through the top platen, the top and bottom drain
lines were closed.
After vacuum saturation, the sample weight was
again determined, the top of the triaxial cell was
placed over the sample, the sample was connected to
a water-filled burette, and a selected consolidation
pressure of 6.90, 34.5, or 69.0 kPa was applied.
Consolidation continued until water uptake ceased
(usually 18 h or less).
The drain line of the
sample was then closed, and the sample was ready for
the next stage in the test sequence.
Temperature Condition i ng
Triaxial
tests
were
conducted
on
consolidated
samples that were subjected t o a set freeze-thaw
temperature-conditioning
sequence.
In
addition,
several series of tests were conducted on samples
that were never frozen.
All samples were prepared
and saturated at 18°C and consolidated and shear
tested at 5°C.
All freeze-thaw temperature conditioning took
place in a freezing cabinet similar to the one shown
in Figure 4.
During freezing the cabinet temperature was lowered from +5°C to -7°C in approximately
30 min and was held at this temperature for 24 h.
By adjusting the hot-plate temperature, the temperature of the base of the sample was kept above the
temperature of the top and side. Thus, the base was
always the last to freeze and the first to thaw.
This type of temperature control produced a "pseudo"
one-dimensional freezing condition.
The thaw cycle
was also 24 h and was initiated by turning off the
refrigerating unit and allowing the sample to return
to the ambient temperature of 5°C.
Various drainage conditions were obtained by controlling the sample's access to water during the
freeze or thaw cycle.
Four types of variabledrainage
tests
were
conducted:
(a)
undrained
freeze/undrained thaw (UF-UT), (b) undrained freeze/
drained thaw (UF-DT) , (c) drained freeze/undrained
thaw (DF-UT) , and (d) drained freeze/drained thaw

Bu r ro tie
tor Drainage

Li near Mot ion

Thermocouple

Lea ds
Geo test
Triaxial Cell

Insuloted Bo•

c
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(DF-DT). For any given test, the selected drainage
condition was maintained for the entire 24 h of
freeze or thaw.

Table 1. Summary of results of variable-drainage freeze-thaw triaxial tests.

Consolidated Undrained Triaxial Tests

Drainage
Test

Axial loads for all undrained shear tests were applied by using an electromechanical loading system
with an axial rate of displacement of 1. 0 mm/min.
Axial deformation was measured by using a linear
position transducer. Loads were measured by using a
load cell with bonded-wire strain gages.
Pore pressure was measured at the bottom of the
sample by using a pore-pressure transducer attached
to the drainage line of the triaxial cell.
The
pore-pressure measuring system was subjected to the
same temperature regime as the test specimen and had
to be protected from the freezing temperatures that
occurred in the c:abinet.
Initially, heat tape was
wrapped around
the drainage lines and
valves.
Later, this system was abandoned and an insulated
box was constructed that fit over the drainage system (Figure 4).
This, along with circulation of
room air around the piping, provided a system that
was adequate to prevent freezing of the porepressure measuring system.

DF-UT

TF.ST RESULTS
For the test results described here, the soil is defined as undrained if the soil sample is subjected
to freeze or thaw without access to water from the
drainage burette (Figure 4). Drained conditions, on
the other hand, allow access to water from the
drainage ,burette.
Obviously, the undrained condition is a· ··constant-volume freeze or thaw, whereas
drained freeze or thaw may involve changes in water
content.
Each freeze-thaw test was subjected to the same
temperature-conditioning sequence.
The effect of
different rates of freeze or thaw was simulated by
the drainage condition.
In interpreting the results, the words "fast" and "slow" could be substituted for undrained and drained, respectivelyi i.e.,
a drained freeze is equivalent to a slow freeze
test, where temperature is lowered slowly enough to
allow migration of water to the freezing front.
To
establish a basis for comparison, a series of consolidated undrained tests was conducted on samples
that had undergone no freeze-thaw temperature conditioning.
These tests are labeled no freeze-thaw
(NFT) in the discussion below.
A single freeze-thaw cycle was used in all
tests.
Actual soils would be conditioned by some
number of freeze-thaw cycles prior to the conditions
simulated by the variable-drainage tests.
The results of the variable-drainage freeze-thaw
tests are given in Table 1.
It will be noted that
each drainage and freeze-thaw condition is duplicated at three levels of consolidation stress.
All
values of shear strength were determined from undrained tests on the thawed sample.
The main trends apparent from the tabulated results are as follows:
1. Each of the four different drainage conditions produced a different set of preshear conditions with different shear strength.
For the Manchester silt, the DF-DT tests at consolidation
stress of 6. 90 kPa resulted in approximately zero
shear strength when the soil was tested after thaw.
For the same consolidation stress, a soil not conditioned with freeze-thaw has an undrained shear
strength of approximately 130 kPa.
2. For all drainage conditions, undrained shear
strength increases as consolidation stress in-

Consolidation
Stress
(kPa)

Undrained
Shear
Strength
(kPa)

Excess Pore
Pressure at
Failure
(kPa)

Water
Content at
Failure

6.9
34.5
69.0

0
43.3
150.4

NA
NA

36.87
31.10
27.54

DF-DT

6.9
34.5
69.0

90.4
115.2
187.7

UF-UT

6.9
34.5
69.0

89.7
115.2
179.4

NFT

6.9
34.5
69.0

127.6
134.6.
191.8

-33.8
-46.2
-59.3.
-36.6"
-40.1•

UF-DT

6.9
34.5
69.0

108.3
126.3
221.5

-41.4
-16.6
-39.3

+62.2
-41.4
-42.8
-33.I

NA

(%)

Strain
at Failure
(kPa)

30.33
28.18
27.38

20+
+10.00
3.33
16.3
4.67
5.33

28.68
26.68
28.00

6.70
3.33
6.33

28.06
26.73.
26.93.

2.83
2.84
2.54

28.44
26.63
26.94

3.92
3.33
6.66

aAverage of two tests.

creases.
Typically, the shear strength will double
as consoliaation stress increases from 6.9 to 69 kPa.
3. Pore-pressure response is more erratic, and
trends are not clear-cut.
The positive pore pressure recorded for the DF-UT test at consolidation
stress of 69 kPa is particularly suspect.
As would
be expected for unfrozen soils, the higher negative
pore pressures are associated with the lower levels
of consolidation stress.
It appears that freezethaw did not alter this general behavior in any way.
4. Water content at failure decreases as undrained shear strength increases.
Considering all
the possible drainage conditions for the Manchester
silt, water contents varied by approximately 8 percent for the tests at consolidation stress of 6. 9
kPa to less than 1 percent for tests at consolidation stress of 69 kPa.
5. Strain at failure generally reflects the undrained shear strength. The lower the strength, the
larger is the strain at failure.
Strain in excess
of 20 percent was observed for the softest sample.
It is interesting to note that even at the higher
strains the samples were dilating, as indicated by
the negative pore pressures at failure.
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
By using the concepts discussed in the background
material, it was possible to establish a relation
among preshear consolidation stress, stress hi.story,
and the resulting undrained shear strength.
Now it
is also possible to discuss how freeze-thaw will
affect the preshear conditions and
thus shear
strength.
Consider, for example, what might occur
during various freeze-thaw cycles by using Figure
5. Shown in this figure are a normal consolidation
curve and several rebound-recompression curves.
On
the curves are points with coordinates that represent preshear water content and effective consolidation stress along with a designation of the drainage condition that is associated with the point.
It is assumed that point o is the initial point
for all tests and is the as-compacted or in situ
condition for a soil that has never been subjected
to freeze-thaw. Because point O is on a recompression curve, the OCR is PcB/Pea, the preshear water
con!ent is wA, and the effective consolidation stress
is Pea· The undrained shear strength obtained for
these preshear conditions would be comparable to
that obtained for point O in Figure 2.
Starting at point O, the same soil subjected to
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Figure 5. Relation between drainage conditlon and resultlng void ratio and
effective consolidation stress.
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1. Freeze-thaw drainage conditions that increase
preshear water content cause reductions in strength.
2. Freeze-thaw drainage conditions that decrease
preshear water content cause increases in undrained
shear strength.
3. Freeze-thaw drainage conditions that maintain
a constant water content cause a reduction in postthaw shear strength that is proportional to the excess pore pressure that remains after thaw.
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UF-UT would produce the following set of events.
First, as the temperature is lowered and drainage is
prevented, a negative pore pressure (UF) develops
and the soil experiences an increased effective
stress and reconsolidates, at least on a microscale,
to point J Ii>· Then, as undrained thaw occurs, the
pore pressure increases (UT), the effective consolidation stress decreases to PcE' and the soil rebounds
to point E.
If the soil is now subjected to
undrained shear, the preshear condition is defined
by the_initial water con~ent_ wA, the consolidation
stress PcE' and an OCR of PcB/PcE· Because points E
and 0 are at the same water content, they produce
undrained shear strengths that fall on a line of
constant water content defined by the true friction
angle and true cohesion.
The difference in shear
strength would be a function of OCR as was observed
in Figure 2 for points 0 and E.
From these
observations, it is possible to predict that the
undrained shear strength of a soil subjected to
undrained freeze followed by undrained thaw is less
than that
for
a
soil
not
subjected
to any
temperature conditioning.
Similar observations may be made for a sample
subjected to other drainage conditions, such as
drained freezing followed by undrained thaw.
For
this case, starting at the initial point O, the
following sequence is predicted. During lowering of
the temperature, potential negative pore pressure
will develop, as it did in the case of undrained
freezing.
However, drainage conditions are such
that the negative potential causes water to move
toward
the
freezing
front
with
an
associated
increase in water content to some point F.
(The
actual water content of point F will be a function
of
the
freezing
conditions
that
control
the
potential for the development of negative pore
pressure.)
Because drainage is prevented during
thaw, the water content remains at the level of
point F and, for post-thaw undrained shear, the preshear conditions are wp, Pep• and an OCR equal to
Pc /Pcp•
8

for point F in Figure 2. In comparison with point o
in the same figure, it can be seen that this
condition is more severe in terms of loss of
strength
than
the
UF-UT conditions
previously
discussed.
In fact, this is the most critical
condition that can develop during a freeze-thaw
cycle.
In summary, it can be stated that the effect of
freeze-thaw on post-thaw undrained shear is reflected in its effect on water content after thaw,
preshear overconsolidation ratio, and preshear consolidation stress. When a soil not conditioned with
freeze-thaw (NFT) is compared with a soil conditioned with freeze-thaw, the following observations
are appropriate:

The resulting shear will be similar to that

According to the observations made above, the
shear strength of a soil subject to the various combinations of drainage conditions should increase in
the following order:
(a) OF-UT,
(b) DF-DT,
(c)
UF-UT, (d) NFT, and (e) UF-DT.
Table 2 summarizes
the results of the variable-drainage tests and verifies the trends suggested above.
When
compared with
NFT samples,
the
shear
strength of soil subjected to freeze-thaw varies
from O to 115 percent.
The low value occurs with
the lowest confining pressure and increasing water
content (OF-UT) , and the high value is associated
with the highest confining pressure and decreasing
water content (UF-DT).
These are extreme conditions, the latter of which might occur when a saturated soil near the surface is subjected to slow
freezing and the former of which would occur when a
saturated soil at greater depth is subjected to a
fast freeze followed by a slow thaw.
Also of interest is the close relation between
water
content
at
failure
and
undrained
shear
strength. As expected, the DF-UT condition produced
the highest water content.
This was true at all
consolidation stresses, although the difference in
water content at the highest consolidation stress is

Table 2. Effect of temperature and drainage conditioning on Manchester silt.

Consolidation
Stress
(kPa)

Undrained
Shear
Strength
(kPa)

DF-UT

6.9
34.5
69.0

0
48.3
15Q.4

0
35.9
78.4

131.4
116.3
102.3

DF-DT

6.9
34.5
69.0

90.4
115.2
187.7

70.8
85.5
97 .9

108.1
105 .4
101.7

UF-UT

6.9
34. 5
69.0

89.7
115.2
197.4

70.3
85 .5
94.5

102.2
99.8

NFT

6.9
34.5
69.0

127.6
114.6b
191.8b

UF-DT

6.9
34.5
69.0

108.8
126.3
221.5

100
100
100
84.9
93.8
115.5

Drainage
Test

8

Comparison with NFT samples.

Undrained
Shear
Strength'

Water
Content at
Failure"

(%)

(%)

bAverage of two tests.

JOO
JOO
100
JOl.4
99.6
100.0
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only 2 percent greater than the value for the unfrozen test. This emphasizes the stabilizing influence of surcharge on the effect of freeze-thaw, as
has been observed by others (.2_-ll·
Overall, the discussion given above shows that
the undrained shear strength of a soil is a function
of preshear history and consolidation stress.
In
addition, the results of the variable-drainage triaxial tests showed that freeze-thaw altered the preshear conditions in a rational and quantifiable way
and these tests could be used to simulate several
well-defined temperature paths--i.e., fast or slow
freeze or thaw.
If this is the case, then it should
be possible to evaluate the effect of freeze-thaw on
post-thaw soil properties by using a stress-path approach. The stress path in this case would have to
simulate both anticipated temperature and load.
For example, to follow the usual stress-path approach (!!l, it would be necessary to perform the
following:
1. Select one or more critical points within the
soil region influenced by the design temperature and
loading.
2. Estimate the magnitude and duration of the
temperature and stress changes at the critical
points.
3. Perform laboratory tests following the estimated temperature and load paths.
Because of time
constraints, it might not be possible to follow the
anticipated temperature path exactly, and it would
be necessary to simulate the effect of the temperature path by using the idealized method presented in
this paper--i. e., using drained freeze or thaw to
simulate a rapid temperature change and undrained
freeze or thaw for slow temperature change.
The appropriate loads could be applied at any time during
the test sequence but usually would be applied after
thaw.
In addition, the soil could be tested by
using drained or undrained conditions during loading
as required from the stress path determination.
4. Use the results from the laboratory tests to
predict the effect of the design temperature and
load conditions on the in situ soil.
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Results also showed that tests in which a constant-temperature conditioning procedure was used
could simulate critical rates of freeze or thaw by
controlling access to water during the freeze or
thaw.
Thus, undrained test conditions produced the
results expected for fast freeze or thaw.
Drained
conditions during freeze or thaw produced results
expected for slow temperature change.
Specifically,
the
results
of
the
variabledrainage freeze-thaw triaxial tests on the Manchester silt showed the following:
1. The DF-UT condition produced the lowest postthaw shear strength at all levels of consolidation
stress.
2. As the level of consolidation stress increases, the post-thaw shear strength increases for
all freeze-thaw drainage conditions.
3. The highest water content and largest strain
at failure is associated with the DF-UT condition.
The lowest water content occurs for the UF-DT condition.
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Effect of Freezing and Thawing on Resilient Modulus of a
Granular Soil Exhibiting Nonlinear Behavior
DAVID M. COLE, LYNNE H. IRWIN, AND THADDEUS C. JOHNSON

Freeze-thaw cycles experienced in areas of seasonal frost can cause wide variations in the supporting capacity of subgrade materials. The U.S. Army Cold
Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory is currently engaged in a program to assess these variations in a number of soils used in roadway and airfield
construction. The complete testing and analysis procedure for one of these
test soils is presented. The procedure uses a layered elastic analysis to link
laboratory and field test results. The component materials of experimental
road and airfield sections are eveluated in laboratory repeated-load triaxiel
tests, and the resilient characteristics are determined as a function of imposed
stresses, soil moisture tension, dry density, and temperature. Repeated-platebearing and falling-weight-deflectometer tests yield surface deflection basins
for the test sections at various times throughout the year. Temperature end
soil moisture tension are continuously monitored in the field so that the layers
of the test section can be characterized at the time the surface deflections are
evaluated. The laboratory results have been verified by using statistical models
of material behavior to generate various soil-layer properties commensurate
with the prevailing conditions of a given field test. An elastic analysis performed by using the layer properties thus obtained and a surface deflection basin
measured in the field test have shown, in general, good agreement. A technique
is discussed whereby a single soil specimen is tested several times to determine
the resilient properties at various levels of soil moisture tension. The computer
analysis is discussed, and actual and calculated deflection basins for several
points in ti me are presented.

chusetts, and the second at the Albany County
Airport at Albany, New York.
The results obtained
for the soils of the Ikalanian sand test sections at
Winchendon are presented here.
Results and analysis
of repeated-load triaxial tests to characterize the
asphalt concrete pavement, the Ikalanian sand test
soil, and the natural sandy gravel subgrade are
given.
The field testing is described, and an
analysis of several representative deflection basins
is presented.
An improved technique for laboratory
simulation of the strength-recovery phase of the
test soil is also described.
BACKGROUND
This work deals with the development of predictive
techniques for the resilient behavior of subgrade
soil and granular unbound base courses throughout
the seasons.
It is part of an extensive research
project jointly funded by the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers,
the
Federal
Aviation
Administration
(FAA), and the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA)
(]).

The supporting capacity of subgrade materials for
roads and airfields can vary drastically through the
freeze-thaw cycles and subsequent spring-summer recovery experienced in areas of seasonal frost.
Currently, work is proceeding at the U.S. Army Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory (CRREL)
toward evaluating these fluctuations in material
properties for a number of test soils and toward
development of suitable predictive models.
Both
laboratory and field tests are being conducted.
Repeated-load triaxial tests were performed to
determine the resilient characteristics of the component materials from experimental pavements under
conditions designed to simulate those prevailing in
the field tests.
Empirical relations were then
generated by standard statistical techniques to express the resilient modulus Mr as a function of
density, soil moisture tension, and the stresses imposed in the triaxial tests.
A repeated-load plate bearing (RPB) apparatus and
a falling-weight deflectometer (FWD) were used to
determine the response of a paved soil test section
in terms of surface deflection basins.
The surface
response was measured at critical times between late
fall and spring
to characterize
the materials
throughout the freeze-thaw-recovery cycle.
The validity of the laboratory results was then
demonstrated by the use of a layered elastic analysis of the deflection basins. For this purpose, key
environmental and physical parameters representing
the in situ materials, as determined from field
data, were applied to the empirical models to generate regression coefficients and resilient moduli
for use in the deflection-basin analysis.
The
analysis yielded stresses, strains, and resilient
vertical displacements throughout the system; a deflection basin was thus generated and compared with
the deflection basin actually measured in the field.
This cycle of laboratory testing and field verification is being carried out for a number of soils
at two test sites:
the first at the frost-susceptible soil test sections of the Massachusetts Department of Public Works at Winchendon, Massa-

The correlation of laboratory and field repeatedload test results in cold regions has been of
interest at CRREL for some time, and the framework
for the material presented here has been given
earlier (1,]).
Techniques have been developed (j) that allow the
monitoring of periodic changes in soil moisture tension induced by changes in moisture content without
removing the specimens from the triaxial device.
The in situ recovery process of the soil is simulated by the induced increase in moisture tension.
The moisture-tension levels were found to correlate
reasonably well with the resilient modulus of the
soil, which confirmed relations previously observed
by other researchers (5,6).
Thus, soil moisture
tension measured in sit;;- through cycles of thawing
and recovery can be used to provide the needed link
for laboratory assessment of time-dependent seasonal
variation of resilient modulus.
Techniques for the measurement of soil moisture
tension in the field have been developed (7).
With
suitable instrumentation to collect data throughout
an annual cycle, moisture-tension profiles can be
obtained for a pavement test section as a function
of time.
In this research, moisture tensions were
~easured
in the test section during the time the
field loading tests were performed to indica·te the
degree to which the soil had recovered from the
thaw-weakened condition.
These values of moisture
tension are then used in the appropriate regression
equations,
developed from laboratory
tests,
to
generate input moduli for the elastic layered analysis of the field deflection basins.
In the past, several devices have been used to
generate surface deflection basins in loading tests
on pavements.
In work previously cited (3), an RPB
apparatus was used that generated a 1-s load pulse
applied at 3-s intervals.
Surface deflections were
measured
by
means
of
displacement
transducers
mounted on a reference beam.
Another device that
has different operating characteristics but is used
for the same purpose is the FWD.
In the FWD tests,
a mass of 150 kg falls freely and strikes a shock-
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absorbing device that imparts a 28-ms pulsed load to
a 300-mm-diameter plate resting on the pavement surface. Surface deflections are measured by integrating the output of geophones placed on the pavement
surface.
The advantages of this device have been
discussed elsewhere (8).
In the course of this
work, both the RPB and- the FWD devices were used to
generate deflection basins.
A number of computer routines have been developed
to analyze the response of road systems to applied
loads.
A program based on layered elastic theory
has been used extensively for such analyses at
CRREL.
The CHEVRON program (9) was used in earlier
work and has subsequently be~n modified to incorporate nonlinear materials parameters, which provides additional versatility .
The results obtained
with this program have recently been compared with
results obtained by others (10) by using a finite
element technique.
The indications were that the
nonlinear
layered
elastic
program
calculated
stresses very similar to those obtained by the finite element analyses throughout most of the system.
Thus, the nonlinear elastic layered approach
used here appears to yield reasonable results for
the purpose at hand.
SAMPLING OF TEST SECTION
The Ikalanian sand test section used in this research consists of about 50-90 mm of asphalt concrete and 1. 5 m of a nonplastic silty fine sand,
designated the Ikalanian sand (a clean, gravelly
sand), overlying the natural subgrade.
Grain-size
curves are shown in Figure 1. The water table is at
a depth of about 1.4 m below the pavement surface.
A cross section of the test site is shown in Figure

2.
Core

samples

of

the

asphalt

concrete

and

the

Figure 1. Grain·size distribution for lkalanian sand test soil and natural sandy
gravel subgrade.
Hydrometer.

U.S. Std.

..

Ikalanian sand test soil were taken in the fall of
1978, prior to any frost penetration.
Bag samples
of the sandy gravel natural subgrade material were
also obtained.
In midwinter of 1979, once frost
penetration
was
sufficient,
frozen
cores
of
Ikalanian sand were obtaine d from the test section.
TESTING PROCEDURES
Asphalt Concrete
In the initial laboratory investigations for this
phase of the work, the resilient modulus of the
asphalt concrete was measured in indirect tension.
Co res 101.6 mm in diameter were tested in repeated
indirect tension at two load durations and at a
range in temperature from a bout -10°C to +32°C.
To perform cyclic load tests under uniaxial compression, a suitable length-to-diameter ratio was
required.
This was accomplished by forming a composite cylindrical specimen from three 101.6-mm-diameter, 50- to 90-mm-long cores, which yielded a
test specimen 200-250 mm in length.
These specimens
were then tested in unconfined compression at tem peratures of -10°, 5°, 25°, and 39°C, and cyclic
axial stresses of 69.0, 103.4, 137.9, 172.4, and
241. 3 kPa.
Two hundred cycles were applied at each
stress level. Three loading waveforms were used:
a
1-s pulse applied every 3 s, which simulates the RPB
load pulse i a continuous haver sine wave form at 1,
4, and 16 Hz (ASTM D3497-76T) i and a 28-ms haversine
pulse every 2 s, which simulates the FWD load pulse.
Frozen Soil
The frozen cores, 50.8 mm in diameter, were trimmed
to a length of 127. 0 mm and tested in a triaxial
cell.
This cell is equipped with an internally
mounted load cell, a system of four linear variable
differential transformers for measuring axial deformation, and three noncontacting displacement transducers for measuring radial deformation.
A detailed
description of this equipment may be found elsewhere
(},11).
'!'est temperatures ranged f rorn -0. 5° to -10°C.
Confining pressure was maintained constant at 69. 0
kPa.
Deviator stresses ranged from 69 to 827 kPa.
A recirculating-air environmental chamber was used
to control temperatures
to ±0. 2°C.
The
lower
platen of the testing machine was refrigerated independently
to
eliminate
any
thermal
gradient
problems •
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After specimens were tested in the frozen state,
they were thawed in the triaxial device and retested
in order to characterize the thawed condition.
For
the first thawed test, stresses were kept at relatively low levels to avoid excessive permanent
deformation of the specimen.
After this test, the
top cap was removed and the specimen was air dried
to attain a somewhat higher level of moisture tension ~·
Specimens were allowed to equilibrate
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Figure 2. Cross section of Winchendon test site.
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overnight before being retested.
Deviator stress
ranged from 6.9 to 69.0 kPa, and confining pressure
ranged from 3.4 to 103.4 kPa.
This procedure was
repeated until the thawed specimen was tested at
three separate levels of ~·
Thus, the resilient
modulus Mr was determined for several conditions
that were representative of the recovery process experienced in the field.
This technique resulted in
a much greater amount of information per sample than
was previously possible.
The moisture tension was monitored by means of a
porous tip mounted at the center of the porous
drainage element.
Recovered Soil

Although the cyclic loading was performed under
undrained conditions, the specimens were allowed to
drain after application of each increment of static
stress.
The reservoir level was maintained at the
top of the specimen for this purpose.
The deviator
stresses were applied under two different waveforms
that simulated both the RPB and the FWD load pulses.
RESULTS OF LABORATORY TESTS AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
A stepwise multiple linear regression analysis was
performed on the results in all cases. The forms of
the equations given in Table 1 were selected to
represent the relations suggested by the test data.
The following notation is used in Equations l-7b:

The unfrozen cores, 57.2 mm in diameter, taken in
the fall to represent the fully recovered state,
were trimmed to a length of 127 mm and tested under
the same stress levels as the thawed specimens.
However, the recovered specimens were tested only at
the in situ level of moisture tension that prevailed
when the samples were taken.

w

Toct

Subgrade Material
Specimens measuring 152.4 mm in diameter and 381.0
mm in length were compacted at 4 percent water content and 50 percent relative density (approximately
2 Mg/m').
The relative density of the specimens
was selected to represent the estimated in situ condition of the soil, which borings showed to be of
loose to medium density.
The axial and radial measurement devices were the same as those used in the
testing of the 50.8-mm-diameter specimens.
Each specimen was subjected to 200 cycles at
stress levels selected to simulate the overburden
pressure experienced within the Ikalanian sand test
section, plus the stresses estimated to be generated
at this depth by the applied cyclic surface load.
Deviator stresses were 3.4, 6.9, and 13.8 kPa.
Confining stresses were 5.5, 6.9, and 13.9 kPa.
Specimens were allowed to equilibrate under the static
stresses before the cyclic stress was applied.

resilient modulus,
temperature (°C) ,
load waveform frequency (Hz),
moisture content (%),
octahedral shear stress (kPa)
(1/3) [ (01 - 02)2 + (02 - 03)2
+ (03 - 01l2JY>,
soil moisture tension (kPa) ,
dry density (Mg/m'),
second stress invariant (0102
+ 0203 + 0301), and
first stress invariant (01 + 02
+ 03).

These models were formulated based on the use of
stress-invariant parameters.
The significance level
for acceptance of a variable in a model was held at
a z 5 percent for all analyses.
Asphalt Concrete
The asphalt concrete was found to be insensitive to
the level of deviator stresses applied for each
waveform.
For the slower RPB waveform (1 s on, 2 s
off) , the resilient modulus Mr was found to be a
function of temperature only, as seen in Equation 1
in Table 1.
For the haversine loading according to
ASTM standards, Mr was found to be a function of

Table 1. Results of regression analyses.

Material

Load-Pulse Characteristics

Regression Equation
M, = exp(9.204 - S.SS2 x 10-2 T- 9.744 x 10-4 T 2)

Asphalt

l\./\fV\J
Haversine

M, = exp[9.183 - 7.47 x 10-2 (T)] r0·1771

n

SE

Equation
No .

85

0.97

0.287

1S8

0.81

0.469

2

62 0.90

0.308

4

119 0.89
119 0.84

0.276

Sa

0.323

Sb

38 0.88
38 0.84
6S 0.67

0.20S

0.238
0.23S

6a
6b
7a

0.76

0.201

7b

f=l, 4 & !6Hz

_J\_
28ms on
Ikalanian sand
Frozen

.J"'...__
ls on

Thawed

M, = exp(9.429 - 7.47 x 10-2T)

2s off

M, = exp(13.74-(0.820)T-(0.0S38)T 2-(83.78)w + (141.6)w 2Jroct-o. 3s 2

2s off

b

M, = 3.021x104(101.36 - i/lr3 .226 'Ydll.634(I2/Toct)0.480
M, = 8.129 x 104(101.36- i/lf3.324-y/LS?8J1o.490

Recovered

-b

M, = S.69 x 106(101.36 - i/Jf3.ll8Ji°"S3?
M, = 2.40S x 106(101.36- i/lr2.91e(J2/Toct)o.442

Natural subgradec

.../\._
Is on

M, = 8.829 J 1o.?os

2s off

~

M, = 20.74 (12/Toct)0.352

Note: M, is determined in mega pascals in aU equations except Equation 4, where M, is Jn gigapascals.

~Mr (1911mate.d.
S:lmo pullo as frozen cond ition.
cTCdll ruult:1 for both wavororms shown were merged into one data set for this analysis.
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both temperature and frequency, as seen in Equation
2 in Table 1.
Here, a given load was applied at
three frequencies: 1, 4, and 16 Hz. The modulus is
seen to increase with increasing
frequency
of
loading.
Representative results are shown in Figure 3.
The lines are generated by the regression equations.
This set of laboratory tests was intended for
correlation with the field RPB test results obtained
in 1979. Since all of the field testing in 1980 was
carried out by using the FWD, it was necessary to
characterize the asphalt concrete also under the FWD
load waveform in the laboratory.
A second set of tests in repeated uniaxial compression was performed on the same composite specimens mentioned above. These tests included the same
RPB and haversine load waveforms as well as the FWD
waveforms.
The Mr results were internally very
consistent for these data but were noticeably low in
relation to the original Mr values.
It is believed that the previous repeated-load testing of
these specimens resulted in fatigue damage that
lowered the resilient modulus.
It was noted in this second data set, for the
damaged samples, that the values of Mr resulting
from the FWD waveform differed by an almost constant
factor of 1. 5 from the 4-Hz haver sine waveform results over the full range in temperatures. Based on
this observation, the same factor of 1.5 was applied
to the 4-Hz haversine results from the original
tests on undamaged samples to obtain an estimate of
the FWD results on the specimens in their original
condition (Figure 3).
Ikalanian Sand
Frozen State
Results for tests on the frozen soil specimen I-4-3
are shown in Figure 4.
Confining pressure was not
varied for these tests,
since earlier research
!lrlll showed it has little effect on Mr over the

Figure 3. Resilient modulus of asphalt concrete versus temperature for
various loading conditions.

range of stresses that can be safely applied with
the triaxial cell used.
All cyclic loading was applied in the waveform of the RPB pulse.
The resilient modulus was found to be a function
of
temperature,
moisture content,
and deviato.r
stress.
The stress function is expressed in terms
of octahedral shear stress Toct•
The regression
equation has been used to generate the line shown.
A 95 percent confidence interval is plotted as well.
Moisture content and density for the specimens
tested in the frozen state are given below:
Moisture
Content {%)
24.7
29.1
22.7
32.5

Dry
Density (Mg/m')
1.470
1. 475
1.529
1. 347

Specimen
No.

I-4-3
I-4-4
I-5-2
I-5-3
Thawed State

The technique of alternately testing and drying the
thawed specimens to cover a greater range in specimen moisture tension and density proved highly
satisfactory.
Five specimens were tested at as many as three
different levels of moisture tension each.
The
sample properties at each stage of testing are given
in Table 2. The dry densities and moisture contents
for the intermediate tests are estimates generated
by back calculating volumes from deformation records
and by using the moisture-retention curve
(see
Figure 5) to determine gravimetric moisture content
given a calculated density and a measured moisture
tension.
As seen in Equations Sa and 5b in Table 1, the
significant variables here are a moisture-tension
parameter
[f(w)J, which is atmospheric pressure
minus the gauge value of soil moisture tension
(Ua - wl;
dry
density
(ya);
and
a
stress
parameter
[f(o)].
Two alternative stress functions were used in the analysis of laboratory results:
the
first
stress
invariant
J1 = 01
+ o 2 + 03
(often
given
as
0)
and
the
ratio
of the second stress invariant to the octahenral
shear
stress
J2/Toct·
As
of
this
writing,

Figure 4. Resilient modulus of frozen lkalanian sand versus temperature
(regression line for Equation 3, Table 1 ).
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Table 2. Specimen properties for thawed lkalanian
sand.
Specimen
No,
1-2-3
1-3-2
1-4-3
1-4-4
1-5-1

Dry Density
(Mg/m 3 )

Moisture Tension (kPa)

Initial

Final

Test 1

Test 2

Test 3

Test 1

Test 2

Test 3

1.504
1.532

1.609
1.640
1.638
1.690
1.656

0
0
0
0
0

4.0
7.0
4.0
5.0
4 .5

11.5
15.0
7.8
9.0
2 1.0

25.8
25.8
24.7
2 1.4
25.8

25.0
21.5
23 .5
21.0
24.5

14.0
10.0
20.5
18.2
7.2

1.576
1.541

Figure 5. Moisture-retention curve for lkalanlan sand.

Figure 6. Resilient modulus versus J2/Toct·
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only the stress parameter has been used in the
analysis of deflection basins.
The
stress
parameter
J2/ roct
was
developed
by inspection to reflect two trends observed in the
test data.
The first trend was the often-observed
tendency of Mr to increase with increasing bulk
stress J 1 •
The second trend was somewhat more
subtle in its influence but nonetheless discernible
in some of the test data.
This was a tendency for
Mr to decrease with increasing principal stress
ratio, an effect that was especially evident when
o 3 was
held constant and od
increased.
The
stress
parameter
J2/Toct
reflects
this
behavior, as shown in Figure 6.
The stress parameter can be expressed in terms of
the applied stresses:
(8)

The octahedral shear stress Toct is itself an
invariant, since it can be expressed as a function
of stress invariants C.!ll :
Toe? = (2/9)(J 1 2 - 312)

ficient, but the bulk stress parameter J1 has been
used, for reasons noted below.
Figure 7 shows the
results of the regression analysis in which J1 was
used along with data from one thawed specimen.
The exponent of this stress function--i.e., the
slope of the ln Mr versus ln J1 curve--was found
to be independent of the moisture-tension level ~·
The slope was also assumed to be independent of
density.
There is an unavoidable bias in the test
data that clouds the effect of Yd somewhat i this
stems from the fact that the first thawed t es ts, at
the lowest values of ~, also had the lowest dry
densities.
Through the course of testing,
the
sample density would increase as a result of the
stress cycling.
The moisture tension would also be
increased as part of the testing procedure.
The net
result is a rather high induced covariance between
the two terms.
In future work, it would seem advisable to avoid this problem by testing a resaturated specimen that has been densified during
previous testing.
This will result in data sets
with low ~ and high Yd values, offsetting the
present difficulty and better isolating the effects
of the two parameters.
Recovered State
The results of tests on recovered specimens of
Ikalanian sand reflected the same general trends as
the thawed material. Specimen properties are given
below:

(9)

Specimen
Thus, the ratio J2/Toct is also an invariant.
The suitability of this parameter is evident in a
reasonably high correlation coefficient (r 2 • 0.89)
for these test data (F.quation Sa in Table 1).
Regression equations are presented in terms of
the
two
alternative
stress
parameters:
J2/Toct
and
the
more
conventional
J1
(or
e)
term.
In most cases,
the
J2/Toct parameter results in a somewhat higher correlation coef-

No.
I-8-1
I-8-3
I-8-4

Dry Density
(Mg/m')
1. 608
1.491
1.508

Moisture
Tension (kPa)
17.5
9.0
11.0

Moisture
Content (%)
8.3
12.5
12.8

Typical results and the regression line are shown in
Figure 8.
The stress parameter J1 and moisture
tension were accepted by the analysis, whereas density was not.
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Figure 7. Resilient modulus versus J 1 for thawed sample 1-4-4 at three levels
of I/I (regression lines for Equation 4b, Table 1).

(o)
(a)
(L>)

+(kPal

~ <Mo1ni3 1

0
5
9

1.616
1.690
1.690

Figure 8. Resilient modulus versus J 1 for recovered lkalanian sand sample
1·8-3 (regression line for Equation 5a, Table 1 ).
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Figure 9. Resilient modulus versus J 1 for the natural subgrade (regression
line for Equation 6a, Table 1).

Because of difficulties in obtaining and handling
samples, only three specimens were tested.
It is
interesting to note in the table above that specimens with higher density also showed higher moisture
tension.
This results in a high covariance between
these two variables and makes it difficult to isolate their influence on Mr.
Caution must be exercised in using this model, therefore, since the effect of density is not included and hence the effect
of ~ is probably exaggerated.

c

ek-:_

/:')4

D

Subgrade

Regression Line

_,,. /. .,,,

;. ' <... .

The subgrade material was tested under two loading
waveforms, the RPB simulated pulse and the FWD waveform.
Since no statistically significant difference
was found between the results for each waveform, the
two data sets were merged and reanalyzed in order to
form a more extensive data base.
The resulting
equation, analyzed in terms of J1 and J2,
is
given in Table 1.
The specimen properties of the
subgrade are given below:
Specimen
No.
WS-1
WS-2
WS-3
WS-4

10 3 r--~~~.--~--r-~.-.---.--.--,.-,..--~~~~

Moisture Content
Dry Density
(%)
(Mg/m 3 )
2.026
9.7
10.6
2.053
2.060
9.2
10.3
2.085

The test data and regression line are shown in
Figure 9.
A 95 percent confidence interval is
shown.
A considerable amount of scatter is evident
in these results.
This is due not only to modulus
variations from sample to sample but also to the apparent lack of dependence of Mr on the applied
stress at low values of J1, especially in the
range of J1 from 20 to 30 kPa.
ANALYSIS OF DEFLECTION BASINS
The primary purpose of measuring the field deflection basins was to judge the validity of the laboratory assessment of subgrade behavior.
Toward this
end, extensive field plate bearing testing was performed as outlined above, and it is intended to
analyze the deflection basins in some detail.
Several techniques will eventually be
used
to
analyze the nonlinear moduli of the granular soils
(.!.1,_!!). Deflection basins will be calculated by an
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iterative version of the CHEVRON program, which will
use stress-dependent coefficients of the moduli
determined by laboratory testing; the calculated
basins will be compared with the measured basins
following a procedure suggested by Witczak (13).
A
second approach suggested by Witczak will also be
applied; this approach seeks equivalent moduli that
yield calculated deflections at small radial offsets
that agree with measured deflections.
Following the
suggestions of the board of consultants convened for
the project (14), other approaches, including a
finite element -;i;odel, will be applied to selected
deflection basins.
Currently, the analysis has not
progressed to an extent that permits comparison of
these approaches. One of these techniques, a modified elastic layer approach that uses a computer
program termed Nonlinear Elastic Layer Analysis for
Pavements (NELAPAV) , is presented.
The results of
the analysis of deflection basins on three dates are
given.
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Modified Elastic Layer Approach
The modified elastic layer approach, developed for
analysis of a large number of deflection basins, offered substantial cost savings in comparison with
the finite element approach, since stress calculations would be made at only a limited , number of
points of interest.
Vertical variation in elastic
modulus could easily be accommodated by introducing
artificial boundaries, or sublayers, within layers
of a given material. The major disadvantage of the
layered elastic approach is the inability of the
computational method to consider radial variation in
elastic modulus.
To reduce this problem, an approach has been adopted whereby the moduli are recomputed to obtain stress compatibility for each
radius and depth combination that defines a point of
interest.
The resulting computer program, NELAPAV, incorporates the CHEVRON elastic layer computation code.
Both the CHEVRON code (including the recently developed COFE subroutine) and the BISAR code were
compared, and the CHEVRON code was found to have
satisfactory accuracy even for very large modular
ratios, while its running cost was about one-fourth
that of BISAR.
To check the accuracy of NELAPAV,
stresses were computed for a number of points corresponding to reported results (10) by using the
finite element program FEPAV, and the results of the
comparison were very satisfactory.
NELAPAV
has
been
structured
to
incorporate
several models of stress dependency, any one of
which may be selected by the program user for any
pavement layer.
The NELAPAV program can easily be
modified
to
include
additional
stress-dependent
models as they are developed.
The major difference between NELAPAV and CHEVRON
is the fact that the NELAPAV program has a "front
end" that, for a nonlinear layer, begins with an assumed modulus, calculates the stress in the layer,
uses the selected model to calculate a modulus, and
thereafter continues to loop around until sequential
modulus calculations for all nonlinear layers agree
within a specified tolerance (typically 2 percent).
Once the stress-compatible moduli have been determined, NELAPAV proceeds to calculate the stress,
strains, and deflections in the same manner as
CHEVRON.
Convergence is achieved in relatively few
iterations by using a relaxation technique that has
been described elsewhere (15).
An innovative feature of NELAPAV is its ability
to account for the horizontal variation of elastic
modulus within a pavement layer.
This is accomplished by recomputing the set of stress-compatible
moduli for each different radial distance at which
stresses, strains, and deflections are to be computed.
The modulus iteration procedure is carried
out at middepth for each stress-dependent layer.
However, in the layer that contains the point where
the stresses, strains, and deflections are to be
computed, the modulus iteration is carried out at
the depth of that point.
Once the program has
determined the stress-compatible set of moduli, the
mathematics of layered elastic systems are used to
calculate the stresses, strains, and deflections at
that radius.
This implies, of course, that there
are no horizontal variations in elastic modulus.
Although the modulus cannot vary radially for the
calculations of responses at any individual point,
different stress-compatible moduli are used for calculations at other radii.
In this way, NELAPAV accounts to some extent for the horizontal variations
of moduli.
Calculated Deflection Basins
For the NELAPAV analysis, deflection basins measured

25
on three dates in 1980 were selected.
These represented the Ikalanian sand in a frozen condition
(February 25), a condition immediately after thawing
was completed (March 12), and a condition of partial
recovery (April 10).
On each of these dates, deflection basins were generated by using the FWD at
two drop heights.
The deflections analyzed here
were obtained at the greater of two drop heights.
For calculations of the deflection basins, the
nonlinear modulus was expressed in terms of the
first
stress invariant J1,
according
to usual
practice.
It was intended to use the stress-dependency model in terms of J2/Toct• since this
model correlates better in some cases with the
laboratory data.
Limited trial use of this model
with NELAPAV indicated either conceptual problems
related to use of this stress function in the
layered system or still undetected problems with
that part of the computer program.
Pending further
investigation of this question, it was decided to
analyze the deflection basins using nonlinear moduli
expressed in terms of J1•
The measured and calculated deflection basins are
plotted in Figures 10-12.
The reasonably good
agreement of the basins suggests that the laboratory
testing yielded an acceptable characterization of
the various materials.
The nonlinear moduli calculated by NELAPAV in compatibility with the calculated values of J1 also appeared reasonable.
Our earlier experience with nonlinear materials in
matching measured deflection basins to those calculated by an elastic layered system analysis has
not always produced such favorable results.
Consequently, the results presented here give reason to
hope that the NELAPAV formulation of the problem
will prove to be useful.
CONCLUSIONS
Based on the work presented in this paper, the
following conclusions can be made.
Laboratory repeated-load triaxial tests can be
used to determine the nonlinear resilient behavior
of subgrade materials tested in frozen, thawed, and
recovered states.
Pertinent variables are moisture
tension,
dry density,
temperature,
and
applied
stress.
The technique of testing each thawed soil specimen at several levels of moisture tension gives a
reasonable characterization of resilient modulus
during the recovery phase and greatly increases the
amount of information obtained per specimen.
Multiple linear regression is a suitable means of
analyzing laboratory test results.
The laboratorydetermined moduli of the thawed materials studied
here can be expressed in the following form:
(10)

where K1 can either be a constant or a coefficient
and its value is dependent on moisture tension and
density.
The use of J1 (bulk stress) as a stress
parameter gives good results for the materials
studied here.
However, somewhat better correlation
is found in some cases with the use of J2/Toct
as a stress parameter.
The computer program NELAPAV, by using laboratory-determined material characteristics, generates
surface deflections that are in reasonably good
agreement with those observed in field tests by
using the FWD.
Deflection basins can be adequately predicted
when· subgrade materials are in the frozen, thawed,
or recovered stage of the annual freeze-thaw-recovery cycle, provided complete laboratory characterization is determined for each condition.
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Figure 10. Calculated and actual deflection basins for February 25, 1980:
Drop height= 219 mm and plate pressure = 582.2 kPa.
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Frost-Susceptibility Ratings and Pavement
Structure Performance
DAVID C. ESCH, ROBERT L. McHATTIE, AND BILLY CONNOR
A three-year study of the relations between flexible pavement performance,
design methods, materials properties, and environmental factors recently
completed by the Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Fa·
cilities is described. The pavement sections chosen for the investigation
were 120 older sections from the various climatic regions of the state.
Performance was characterized by measurements of fatigue cracking, rut
depths, and peak springtime deflection levels. Pavement structures were
measured and sampled to a depth of 4.5 ft. Sample testing included grada·
tions, Atterberg limits, moisture contents, and frost·susceptibility·related
factors. Additional information from previous frost·heave testing programs
was also used to supplement the results of the performance study. Conclu·
sions are presented on the relation between frost-susceptibility indicators
and performance. Results of the study indicate that low contents of
particle sizes smaller than 0.075 mm (no. 200 sieve) and 0.02 mm in unsta·
bilized pavement structural layers may be the most important of the many
factors that affect structural performance. Classifications and analysis of
pavement-layer soils and systems by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
frost-susceptibility system and the reduced-subgrade-strength design method
showed significant relations with pavement performance in Alaska, whereas
use of the stabilometer R-value method in testing and design analysis was
of no value in indicating relative performance levels.

A major study was recently completed that compared
the field performance of Alaska's flexible highway
pavements with the physical properties of the underlying aggregate and soil layers.
The primary intent
of this study was to evaluate the reliability of
existing design procedures and to determine the
maximum contents of particles smaller than 0.075 mm
and 0.02 mm that could be allowed at each depth
without resulting in excessive thaw weakening and
fatigue failure of the pavement system. Soil layers
were investigated from the bottom of the asphalt
pavement to a depth of 4.5 ft.
Highway pavement structures in Alaska are currently designed by a combination of the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers reduced-subgrade-strength design
method and the Hveem R-value method <lrll· Subgrade
soils are classified by the Casagrande criteria for
frost-susceptibility value {FSV), based primarily on
their 0.02-mm contents
{see Figure 1).
Minimal
pavement structure thicknesses, termed the "frost
overlay", are selected from design curves based on
the traffic index {TI) and the FSV classifications
of the subgrade soils {see Figure 2).
The thicknesses of the pavement and base-course layers are
then selected on the basis of R-value test data.
Current specifications restrict the -0. 075-mm contents of base and subbase layers to 6 percent or
less, to reduce the frost susceptibility of these
layers, although specifications in past years have
permitted -0.075-mm contents as high as 10-12 percent.
Results obtained from this study and from prior
laboratory frost-heave testing of base and subbase
materials have led to a series of conclusions regarding the relations between soil properties and
frost-heave test results and pavement performance in
various Alaska environments.
SITE SELECTIONS AND OBSERVATIONS
A total of 120 paved highway sections with unbound
granular base layers {each section 0. 5-1 mile in
length), located throughout the various climatic
regions of Alaska, were selected for this study.
The roadway sections selected were those that ex-

hibited either good long-term performance or clear
evidence of premature fatigue-type distress.
Each
section was intensively measured for fatigue (alligator) cracking and wheel-path rutting because these
factors are considered to be the primary structural
performance indicators {l).
Alligator cracking was
measured separately in each wheel path and is expressed here as a percentage of the full lane
length.
Rutting was measured at intervals by using
a 5. 5-ft straightedge.
To determine the degree of
seasonal thaw weakening,
Benkelman beam rebound
deflection surveys were made weekly for one month
after the start of spring thawing on each section.
The Asphalt Institute test procedure was used (3).
Additional summer and fall deflection measureme~ts
were made to further characterize the sections.
Maximum deflection levels were used in this study to
indicate the structural strength of each section (4).
To determine the properties of the pavem;nt
structures, two test pits were excavated to a depth
of 4. 5 ft in each study section, and samples and
thickness measurements were taken from each layer.
Pavement cores were taken from both wheel-path and
non-wheel-path areas to determine thicknesses and to
correct the surface rut measurements for the effects
of pavement wear and displacement.
Environmental factors were determined for each
site, including climatological data such as mean
annual temperature, precipitation, and mean freezing
index (-2_), as well as age and cumulative traffic.
These factors were included in the analysis to
determine whether there were significant differences
in performance between similar pavement structures
in warmer coastal environments and the colder, dry
interior regions of Alaska.
Mean air temperatures
ranged from 22° to 40°F, freezing indices from 300
to 6000 degree-days {Fahrenheit), and annual precipitation from 10 to 80 in.
The number of equivalent 18 000-lb axle loadings at the time of site
inspections varied from 20 000 to 860 000.
Asphalt
pavement thicknesses ranged from 1 to 4 in and
averaged 1.9 in.
LABORATORY TESTING
All pavement-structure soil samples were tested for
particle
size gradation,
moisture
content,
and
Atterberg limits and were classified for FSV by
using Figure 1.
Additional tests were performed on
selected samples to determine their stabilometer
R-values and heave rates.
Heave Rate
Heave-rate testing was performed on 41 base-course
and subbase samples selected from study sections
that ranged from excellent to poor in performance.
Heave test procedures used in this study were developed by the U.S. Army Cold Regions Research and
Engineering Laboratory {CRREL) {&_,l) and modified by
the Alaska Department of Transportation and Public
Facilities over the past 10 years, for evaluating
base and subbase aggregates at differing gradations
and fines contents.
The procedure involves the
removal of particles larger than 0. 75 in and conditioning to optimum moisture followed by compaction
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Figure 1. FSV soil classification chart based on Corps of Engineers system.
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of the samples with a vibratory hammer in 6-in-diameter by 5. 5-in-high segmented ring molds.
Samples
are then saturated by overnight soaking before
freezing.
Heave measurements are recorded while
applying a fixed +15°F air temperature above the
samples for 72 h and maintaining a +40°F temperature and an open water supply beneath the samples
(see Figure 3). Samples are classified on the basis
of the heave rate occurring between 48 and 72 h
after the start of freezing, during which time the
freezing rate approximates 0.5 in/day.
Stabilometer R-Value
For evaluation of the Hveem R-value design method,
25 road sections were selected to cover the full
range of distress severity, and samples from each
layer were tested to determine the stabilometer
R-values in accordance with ASTM 02844.
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
Initial analyses to relate performance levels to
soil properties at various depths were made by using
a computerized multiple regression procedure developed
by Kansas Univers i ty as part of
the
Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS)
program. The major dependent variables used to describe the performance of each section were percentage of alligator cracking, maximum deflection level,
and average rut depth.
Although all possible soil
property, layer thickness, and environmental par am-

eters were included in stepwise multiple regression
analyses, no reasonable correlations were obtained
between performance and any combination of variables, in spite of the large number of sections
(120) and the large number of independent variables
considered for each section (175).
As a result,
this approach was abandoned in favor of grouping
pavement study sections on the basis of similar
levels of performance.
Average performance levels
of these groups were then compared with the average
material properties at selected depths beneath the
pavement of 3, 9, 18, 30, 42, and 54 in.
Comparisons among the three primary performance
factors--namely, fatigue or alligator cracking, rut
depths, and peak spring levels of Benkelman beam
deflections--indicated very good relations among
these variables, as shown by Figures 4 and 5.
For
this reason, generalized comparisons between materials properties and performance could be based on
either maximum spring deflection levels or percentagcc of alligator cracking. All references in this
paper to deflection levels refer to the maximum or
"peak" springtime Benkelman beam rebound deflection,
calculated as the average of 11 tests on each section plus twice the standard deviation of those
tests (~).
Performance Versus Contents Smaller than 0.075 and
0.02 mm
Particles smaller than 0.075 mm [particles passing a
no. 200 mesh sieve (P200 or fines)] and fractions
smaller than 0.02 mm are generally used as the
primary indicators of frost susceptibility.
Finescontent specifications are most often used to control frost susceptibility in pavement layers due to
the ease of testing.
To evaluate the effects of
P200 contents on deflection levels and alligator
cracking, the study sections were grouped into six
deflection-level ranges and four alligator-cracking
ranges.
Average P2oo contents for each group were
then determined at each of the six depths mentioned
above.
Plots of these relations at the 3-in depth
are shown in Figures 6 and 7. The best-fit lines in
these plots were then used to determine the average
fines contents at each depth that corresponded to
selected deflection and alligator cracking levels,
summarized in Figures 8 and 9.
As a second indicator of the effects of increasing fines contents on reduced roadway strength
during the thaw-weakening period,
five
roadway
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Figure 4. Maximum rebound deflection versus alligator cracking: average
pavement age =14.7 years and average total EALs = 155 000.

Figure 8. Average P200 contents at various depths related to increasing
deflection levels.
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sections were selected that had progressively increasing fines contents in the base-course layer and
cleaner soils underlying the base to at least 4. 5
ft.
In these cases, the base course obviously
represents the most frost-susceptible layer in the
pavement system. All sections of this series showed
seasonal deflection histories that had very rapid
thaw weakening and rapid strength recovery followed
by low summertime deflection levels.
Figure 10
shows the peak spring deflection levels for these
sections versus the fines contents of the base
course and again demonstrates the detrimental effects of increased fines contents on pavement structural performance.
Correlations
between performance
factors
and
-0.02-mm contents were similar to, but not quite as
significant as, those for the P200 contents in
spite of the fact that the -0.02-mm particle size is
a stronger predictor of frost-heave rates under
laboratory conditions (!!).
The ratio of percentage
0.075-mm to percentage 0.425-mm particle sizes,
termed the dust ratio, also had a significant relation with performance.
No other particle size or
shape factors were observed to significantly affect
performance.
The average soil properties associated with those
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pavement sections that had no alligator cracking
were very similar to those associated with maximum
deflection levels of 0.020 in and with best overall
performance. For the soil samples obtained in this
study,
the
-0. 02-mm particle contents averaged
approximately 60 percent of the -o. 075-mm contents
whereas soils with clayey fines were rarely encountered.
Therefore, no conclusions could be made
on the effects of plasticity index (PI) on performance.
From these observations, the detrimental effects
on performance of increasing f i nes and -0 . 02-mm
contents is obvious.
However, the significance of
soil properties at the greater depths listed above
could not be determined from this study, since this
was not a controlled experiment in which singlelayer properties could be varied while all other
factors were held constant.
Inspection of the soils
data ind i cated that, due to geological factors
controlling soil distribution, high fines contents
at depths of 2-4 ft related to a higher probability
that base and subbase layers would also be high in
fines.
Performance Versus So il FSV Classifications
After the soils at the six depths listed above were
grouped by similar FSV values, the average maximum
deflection values for each FSV group and depth were
calculated.
The results are shown in Figure 11.
The following observations were made from inspection
of the s e relations:
1. Non-frost-susceptible

(NFS)
(F
0)
soils
showed slight performance advantages over classes
that have greater frost susceptibility.
2. No significant performance differences are
apparent between F-1 and F-2 classes.
This may be
due primarily to the organization of the frost class
chart (Figure 1), where, for instance, nearly identical gravels with a content of 4 percent finer than
the -0. 02-mm size may be assigned to an F-1 class
(gravel) or to an F-2 class (sandy gravel).
J. FSV classes F-3 and F-4 at depths of up to 42
in relate to significantly higher deflection levels
than the lower FSV clacoco .
rcrformance differences
between the F-3 and F-4 classes appear insignif i cant.
4. Overall, the FSV classification system appears
only weakly related to pavement deflection levels.
Similar plots of FSV groups by percentage of
alligator cracking show even more erratic relations.
In the plot, shown in Figure 12, NFS soil
layers show major benefits in reduced alligator
cracking to a depth of approximately 3 ft, whereas
differences in alligator cracking among classes F-1
to F-4 are erratic and appear nonsignificant.
In
contrast to the intent of the classification system
that higher values represent the worst frost susceptibility, Figure 12 appears to indicate that the
F-2 soils group may represent the worst FSV classification.
The effects of the various FSV classes on rut
depth were similar to those observed for alligator
cracking except that NFS soils did not exhibit such
a decisive performance advantage.
In general, it was not demonstrated that the
existence of a particular FSV class at a given depth
can serve as a basis for confident performance
prediction because all layers contribute to performance.
NFS material is, however, most strongly
indicated for use in the base and subbase layers.
In view of the favorable performance expectations
attached to low deflection levels, this study indicates the use of NFS materials to be of benefit even
at depths of 30 in or greater.

Figure 10. Deflections versus P200 in base course for selected roadway sections :
data from five roads with lower fines in subbase and subgrade.
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Eval uations of FSV Design Method
A second approach to evaluating the frost-susceptibility classification system involved the use of
Alaska's current pavement-structure design procedure
(Figure 2) to study the adequacy or deficiencies of
the existing study-section pavement structures.
The
TI for each section was first determined from the
number of equivalent 18-kip axle loadings (EALs) by
the following formula:
(!)

Additional frost overlay (FSV) thickness requirements were then derived by exam1n1ng the design
overlay thickness required by Figure 2 for each soil
layer to a maximum depth of 54 in.
The actual
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thickness of the overlying layers was subtracted
from the design requirement for the layer being
considered, and the remainder, if any, was termed
the frost-overlay deficit for that layer.
The
largest net deficit for all layers in a given pavement structure was then defined as the additional
FSV overlay requirement.
Of all 120 road sections
studied, only 8 were found to require no additional
overlay according to the reduced-subgrade-strength
design method.
By far the most common overlay
deficit was in the range of 10-15 in and was required over an F-1 or F-2 soil type.
The practice
observed prior to 1977 of allowing fines contents as
high as 10-12 percent in base and subbase materials
accounts for many of the indicated overlay deficiencies.
Following the determinations of the additional
FSV overlay requirements, the relations between this
factor and the pavement distress factors were investigated by grouping and averaging data, as shown
in Figure 13. Significant correlations are apparent
between poor performance and FSV overlay deficiencies.
In summary, analysis of the FSV design method
indicated generally significant relations between
performance and overlay requirements.
The currently
used FSV overlay design chart may be overly conservative by 15-18 in of overlay for average conditions, since performance did not significantly
deteriorate until pavement structures became deficient by more than this amount.
However, some
conservatism is necessary to allow for worse conditions.
Heave Rates Versus FSV Classifications and Fines
Contents
Relations between FSV and laboratory heave rates for
41 tests on samples in the NFS, F-1, and F-2 classes
are shown as "quartile plots" in Figure 14.
Direct
increases in the median heave rates were observed
with increased FSV classification number, but the
range of heave rates also increases with class,
which makes the FSV class system a relatively poor
predictor of laboratory heave rate.
The relation of soil fines contents to laboratory
heave rate was also investigated.
Predictive equations derived by using least-squares linear regression analysis are as follows:

heave rate and indicate the generalized rate of
change of heave rate as fines increase. However, no
combination of soil gradation factors could be found
that predicted heave rates with satisfactory accuracy.
Previous heave test programs performed by the
Alaska Department of
Transportation and
Public
Facilities on relatively clean gravels used for
pavement-system subbase and base-course layers have
demonstrated relatively uniform increases in heave
rate with increases in the -0.075-mm and -0.02-mm
percentages.
Figure 15 shows the changes in heave
rate that occurred when a Fairbanks gravel basecourse aggregate that had identical gradations in
the +O. 425-mm sieve portions was heave tested with
five different -0.075-mm and -0.02-mm contents.
Test programs on aggregates from several different
construction projects have confirmed this comparison
between heave rates and varying fines contents.
All heave test runs that used varying fines
contents with the same gravel fraction have shown
direct relations between increases in -0. 02-mm and
-0.075-mm sieve contents and heave rate and the
occurrence of some significant heave at fines contents greater than 1-2 percent.
Laboratory data
have consistently shown that the percentage of the
-0.02-mm particle size is a better indicator of
heave rate for aggregates from different sources
than is the -0.075-mm particle size.
Performance Versus Heave Rate
Heave test samples were selected to represent base
and subbase materials from 27 pavement study sections that ranged from good to poor in performance
and covered the range depth between 0 and 30 in.
About half of the sampled soils at each depth had
heave rates of less than 3 mm/day.
As Figure 16 shows, only a rough relation of
lower heave rates to lower distress levels could be
found.
For all three distress types, heave rates at
9 and 18 in appeared to be the most consistent
indicators of performance.
Low alligator cracking,
low deflection levels (0.025 in), and minimal rut
depths (O.l in) were associated with heave rates of
less than 2-3 mm/day, whereas worst-case performance
levels were erratically predicted by heave rates
greater than 3-4 mm/day.
Specifications Based on Frost-Heave Testing

Heave ratemm/day =(0.36)(% - 200) + 0.38
Heave ratemm/day

=(1.02)(% - 0.02 mm) -

(2)
(3)

1.01

The coefficient of determination
(R2 )
values
were 0.86 for both equations.
These equations
provide significant correlations between fines and

Figure 13. Overlay deficiencies by reduced·subgrade-strength design
method versus maximum deflections and rut depths, based on group
averages from 120 roadways.

Earlier unpublished Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities studies of certain base
and subbase layers that had resulted in very rapid
fatigue failures of pavements have shown that heave
rates in excess of 3.5 mm/day,
resulting from
-0.02-mm and -0.075-mm sieve contents of greater
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than 8 and 13 percent, respectively, were totally
unacceptable under wet coastal climatic conditions.
Heave rates of 2 mm/day or less under the testing
procedure previously described appeared to result in
acceptable pavement layer performance. On the basis
of these early studies, maximum -0.075-mm sieve

contents of base and subbase layers are currently
specified at 0-6 percent in an attempt to prevent
frost action from causing excessive tha\'/ weakening
of the pavement-system layers. With normal sources,
this ensures that -o. 02-mm particle contents will
not exceed approximately 4 percent.
Higher laboratory heave rates result from increased moisture gain on freezing and would be
expected to result in increased and prolonged
strength losses on thawing.
Laboratory heave-rate
criteria have not been incorporated into any form of
pavement structural design method or project specification at this time.
However, heave-rate differences between different aggregates would appear
to relate more directly to structural performance
during the springtime thaw-weakening period than the
simple FSV classification system.
More intensive
field studies are necessary to provide a basis for
pavement structural design based on frost-heave
testing. A maximum heave-rate criterion of 2 mm/day
under the test procedure described here is currently
being used by the Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities for evaluation of stabilizing agents intended to reduce the frost susceptibility of soils in pavement layers.

Figure 14. Quartile plots of laboratory heave rates for different FSV dasses.
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Performance Versus R-Value Test Data
Attempts were made to relate observed pavement
performance
to
soil-sample
Hveem
stabilometer
R-values, based on data collected from 25 study-section locations that covered a wide range of distress
severity.
Figure 17 shows the average R-values at selected
depths associated with high and low deflection and
alligator cracking levels, based on a division of
groups at O. 400 in of deflection and 5 percent alligator cracking.
A decrease in observed R-values
with depth is obvious for each performance factor.
Interestingly,
although pavements
in the lower
deflection group had higher R-values at depths
greater than 9 in, the plot of alligator cracking
versus R-values indicates that poorer performance
was related to the highest average R-values at each
depth location noted.
Neither could any systematic
relation be found between rut depths and R-values at
any depth.
An analytic approach was then taken that more
closely paralleled the actual design use of the
R-value test. Each of the 25 sections was examined
to see whether the as-built pavement structures
satisfied the overall design overlay requirement in
accordance with California's overlay design chart
(9).
Overlay deficits in terms of additional asphalt pavement thickness ranged from O to 3.5 in and
are plotted as group average data points in Figure
18.
Equivalent additional gravel-base thickness
requirements would be approximately twice these
values, based on a gravel equivalent factor of 2.0
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Figure 15. Changes in laboratory heave rate from progressive increases in
P200 content in a Fairbanks gravel.
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Figure 16. Heave rates of samples from various depths versus
deflection and alligator cracking.
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Figure 17. R-values of samples from various depths versus deflection
and alligator cracking.
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Figure 18. Overlay deficiencies versus deflection and rut depth based on
R-value design method.
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for asphalt concrete pavements.
No significant
correlations were found between overlay deficits and
any
of
the
three
principal performance
variables--namely, rut depth, alligator cracking, and
deflection.
The absence of any relations between R-value test
results and pavement performance in Alaska is considered to be the effect of overriding frost-susceptibility considerations that control the field
performance of pavements.
For Alaska soils, progressively increasing the fines content of a base or
subbase aggregate will not result in any major
decline in R-values until the fines content exceeds
12-14 percent, as shown in Figure 19.
However, at
fines contents greater than 6-10 percent, base and
subbase aggregate may become extremely susceptible
to frost heave and thaw weakening while retaining
high R-values.
SUMMARY
Analyses were performed to determine the critical
factors in good pavement performance based on 120
roadway sections on which the pavement structural
layers were measured, sampled, tested, and classified for frost susceptibility.
This study was
confined to flexible pavements between 1 and 4 in in
thickness with unbound granular bases.
The soils
encountered were primarily gravels and silts; uniform sands and clays were conspicuously absent.
It
must be realized that this was not a controlled
experimenti i.e., no one variable could be altered
while all others were held constant.
For this
reason, the effects of a single factor could not be
absolutely determined under specific conditions.
The primary factors omitted from this study were the
relative densities and elastic properties of the
pavement structural layers and quantifications of
the groundwater available to support frost action.
In spite of multiple regression analyses of 175
material, dimensional,
and environmental factors

40

60
A-VALUE

80

pertinent to the performance of the 120 study sections, no empirical equation could be derived to
predict the relative performance levels of different
pavement structures with reasonable accuracy.
CONCLUSIONS
1. From analyses of the material and environmental factors commonly related to good performance
of flexible pavement structures in Alaska, the most
important factors in good. performance are low percentages of -0.075-mm and -0.02-mm particles in the
base and subbase layers.
2. Best performance is related to maximum base
and subbase -0. 075-mm contents of 6 percent and to
maximum -0. 02-mm contents of 3 percent.
Poor performance predominates when base and subbase fines
reach 11 percent, and when -0.02-mm contents reach 7
percent in these layers.
3. Soil
frost-susceptibility
ratings
of
the
pavement structural layers by the Corps of Engineers
FSV classification system are only moderately related
to pavement performance.
Differences
in
performance between the F-1 and F-2 classes were
found to be nearly insignificant, and differences
between the F-3 and F-4 classes were also small.
Percentages of soil fines should therefore be considered for direct use as a design parameter for
frost areas instead of the FSV classification system.
4. The Hveem stabilometer R-value test is not a
useful indicator of relative pavement structural
performance for frost areas because it does not
indicate differences between soils with low and high
frost susceptibility.
Modifications to the moisture-conditioning phase of this test, such as the
addition of a frost-heave stage, should be considered to make the R-value test more applicable to
the structural design of pavements in frost areas.
5. Results of laboratory heave tests indicated
that the best pavement performance is related to
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heave rates in base and subbase layers of less then
3 mm/day.
6. No
significant
differences
in
performance
relations were noted between the wet coastal areas
and the dryer interior areas of Alaska.
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Simulating Frost Action by Using an
Instrumented Soil Column
J. INGERSOLL AND R. BERG

The use of an instrumented soil column in tests to develop a mathematical
model of the frost-heave process is described. Tensiometers, heat-flow meters,
thermocouples, and electrical resistivity gages were installed throughout a soil
column filled with Fairbanks silt, Chena Hot Springs silt, or West Lebanon
gravel. The column was 100 cm long and about 14 cm in diameter. An open
system was used and absorption was monitored during the freezing process.
Three freezing tests were conducted on Fairbanks silt, two with a surcharge of
3.45 kPa and one with 34.5 kPa. The water level was held at the 45-cm depth.
Eleven tests were conducted using Chana Hot Springs silt. The water level was
set at 15-, 50-, or 100-cm depths, and the surcharge was 3.45 or 34.5 kPa.
Tests were conducted by using a constant rate of frost penetration, a constant
heat-flow rate, or three sequentially lower temperature step changes at the soil
surface. Two tests were conducted with West Lebanon gravel. Both included
three step changes in the surface temperature and were surcharged with 3.45
kPa. The water levels were at the 15- and 100-cm depths. The soil column
has provided critical data for verification of a one-dimensional mathematical
model for estimating frost heave. As more soils are tested, this equipment will
assist in improving and developing algorithms for the mathematical model and
in identifying the most critical parameters that affect frost heave in a given
soil-e.g., surcharge, free water level, and hydraulic conductivity. A procedure is also presented for determining the saturated and unsaturated
hydraulic conductivity and moisture-retention characteristics of a soil.

describing the effects of overburden (or surcharge)
on soil moisture stress. The column was designed so
that the water table could also be varied.
We have
also used data from the soil column to aid in verifying the mathematical model of frost heave (~ and
Guymon and others elsewhere in this Record) and have
developed a more refined design that will be used
with a dual gamma system. With the dual gamma system, we will have the capability of monitoring
changes in moisture content and density nondestructively.
The dual gamma system, in conjunction with
the other instrumentation in the soil column, will
permit developing the moisture-characteristic curve
and the relation between moisture content (or matrix
suction) and hydraulic conductivity for the soil
within the column.
The soil column will also be
used for other portions of the cooperative study-e .g., to assist in developing the thaw-weakening
algorithm and in applying the mathematical model to
layered pavement systems.
TEST APPARATUS

In July 1975, the Federal Highway Administration
(FHWA), the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA),
and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers initiated a cooperative project to develop a mathematical model of
the
frost-heaving
process.
The
one-dimensional
finite-element computer program resulting from the
study was documented (!_,~, and Guymon and others
elsewhere in this Record).
The results reported here were obtained from an
instrumented soil column that was originally constructed to provide data for developing an algorithm

The soil was molded within a 100-cm-long circular
cylinder that had a diameter of about 14 cm.
The
inside of the upper 15 cm of the cylinder tapered
slightly and was lined with Teflon tape to minimize
sidewall resistance to heaving.
The top portion of
the cylinder was detachable from the lower portion
(see Figure 1).
Thermocouples were inserted through the cylinder
walls and into the soil at intervals of 1 cm in the
upper portion and intervals of 2.5-10 cm in the
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lower portion.
Tensiometers were placed at 1. S- to
20-cm intervals depending on the test and the location in the column.
In early tests, the uppermost
tensiometer was 18 cm below the top of the column
whereas later tests had tensiometers at the s- and
10-cm depths.
Additional thermocouples were installed adjacent to the S- and 10-cm tensiometers.
A linear motion potentiometer (LMP) and a dial
gage were used to measure vertical movement of the
sample surface. Absorption of water by the soil was
visually monitored by using a graduated constanthead rese rvoir.
The reservoir was also used to
control the free-water level in the sample; i.e.,
the tests were conducted in the open-system mode.
In several tests, electrical resistivity gages were
placed within the upper 15 cm to locate the solidly
frozen soil.
Surcharge on the soil was created by
placing lead weights on a pedestal attached to the
surface plate.
A heat-flow meter was recessed into
the bott om of the surface plate contacting the
soil. Data from the thermocouples, the LMP, and the
heat-flow meter were monitored hourly by a digital
data-collection system.
Elec trical pressure transducers were attached to
most tensiometers to allow monitoring by the datacollection system and to minimize the amount of
fluid movement to and from the soil.
Negative pressure dial gages were added to the tensiometers without transducers.
The tensiometers with dial gages
were usually placed near the bottom of the column
and were read daily.
Tensiometers within the zone
to be frozen were filled with a solution of 30 percent ethylene glycol and water.
Copper electrical resistivity probes were used in
most of the tests.
These probes were initially
spaced 2 cm apart and later at 1-cm intervals from
the surface of the column to the 16-cm depth.
These
devices were used to delineate the solidly frozen
zone.
They were especially of value when portions
of the soil became isothermal.
A higher resistance
reading indicated frozen soil, whereas a 0°C thermocouple reading does not necessarily indicate the
boundary between frozen and unfrozen soil.
Observations on the resistivity probes were made manually
once a day by using an oscillator and a digital
multimeter (see Figure 2).
The resistance probes
were later omitted because they probably retarded
heaving of the soil. We hope they can be used again
when a probe with "breakaway" leads can be developed.
Loose cork insulation was placed around the upper
1 7 cm of the column for the three tests by using
Fairbanks silt and to the SO-cm depth for the remainder.
Only the top surface was exposed to subfreezing temperatures, which allowed one-dimensional
freezing.
This was accomplished in early tests by
cold-air circulation and later by use of a refrigerated surface plate.
The ambient temperature of
the room was maintained at +4.5°C.
SOILS TESTED
Three soils have been tested:
Fairbanks
silt
(FBKS), Chena Hot Springs silt (CHSS), and West
Lebanon gravel (WLEBG).
FBKS and CHSS are quite
similar soils, as shown in Figure 3. Both are nonplastic loess deposits that were obtained from the
Fairbanks, Alaska, area. WLEBG is a bank-run gravel
(Figure 3) obtained in West Lebanon, New Hampshire.
Three tests were run on FBKS, 11 on CHSS, and 2,
to date, on WLEBG.
For each series, the 8S.O-cmlong base section was first compacted with soil at
slightly above the optimum water content by using a
uniform compactive
effort for each
of
several
layers.
The molded density was then determined and
was used as a criterion in the molding of subsequent
top segments.

3S

Figure 1. Soil column.
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At the conclusion of each test, the upper lS-cm
section of the cylinder, which contained the frozen
soil, was removed.
The frozen soil was ejected from
the cylinder, split vertically to expose ice lenses
for photographs, and cut horizontally into sections
about 2.5 cm thick.
Final moisture distribution and
density were measured by using these sections (see
Figures 4 and S) .
Density was measured by coating
the sections with ice and displacing their volume in
iso-octane maintained at -S°C.
The upper cylinder
was then compacted with new soil and placed on the
column.
Prior to freezing, the water source was adjusted
to the level desired for the free-water table.
Water absorption and moisture tension were monitored
until equilibrium was reached.
Due to the relatively high hydraulic resistance of the soil within
the column, the free-water level in the soil column
usually dropped dramatically during most of the FBKS
and CHSS tests.
Recently, we have periodically adjusted the height of the water reservoir to maintain
the water table at the desired location within the
soil column.
When freezing was initiated, a rapid
drop in temperature was applied to the surface of
the soil until nucleation was apparent.
The tern-
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perature was then raised to the desired subfreezing
temperature.
This procedure was necessary to stop
supercooling to a significant depth before nucleation.
Supercooling made it very difficult to control frost penetration in the early stage of the
tests.
Three methods of freezing the soil were used:
(a) a nearly constant rate of frost penetration, (b)

Figure 3. Grain-size distribution of the three test soils.
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a nearly constant rate of heat flux from the surface, and (c) three step changes at the surface.
All three methods were attained by adjusting the
surface temperatures, and each of the step changes
in method 3 was maintained until frost penetration
ceased.
SOIL MOISTURE PROPERTIES
A method for coincidentally determining the moisture-retention characteristics, saturated hydraulic
conductivity, and unsaturated hydraulic conductivity
was developed by combining a constant-head permeameter with a pressure extractor (see Figure 6).
The procedure and equipment make it possible to
determine these three parameters simultaneously by
using the same sample.
The test method is a modified version of the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity test procedure described by Klute !ll.
The technique was verified by comparing our results
with those obtained by using a method developed by
Green and Corey <il·
The procedure is described in
greater detail by Ingersoll <2l·
The basic equipment includes a clear plastic
cylinder for the permeameter cell, the top and bottom end caps of which contain porous stones that require pressures in excess of 100 kPa before the airentry value is reached.
(The air pressure necessary
to force water from the pores of the stones is
termed
the air-entry value.)
Water will
flow
through the stones readily, however.
The end caps
were designed to contain the maximum air pressure
administered during the test.
Two porous ceramic cups, each connected to a
water-filled manometer, were inserted into the soil
through a hole in the cylinder wall and were epoxied
into place.
The cups also had air-entry values in
excess of 100 kPa. The manometers were used to measure the head loss between them.
Each end cap had a three-way valve connection.
A
plastic tube was attached between the valves to allow water to bypass the soil during the extraction
stages of each test.
A constant-head reservoir
(bubble tube) was connected to the top valve and an
outflow tube to the bottom valve.
'!'his complet.Pc'l
the permeameter setup.
The end caps purchased were base plates for large
Tempe cells used in moisture-retention testing.
The
end caps as well as the porous ceramic stones and
cups are available from the Soilmoisture Equipment
Corporation in Santa Barbara, California.
The remainder of the apparatus is normal laboratory equipment.
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Figure 6. Pressure-cell permeameter for determining hydraulic
conductivity and moisture-retention characteristics.
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The cell was a clear plastic cylinder about 10 cm
long with an inside diameter of 7.6 cm and an outside diameter of 8.9 cm.
Air pressure was applied
through several small holes drilled through the
cylinder wall.
A fine mesh (no. 200) screen was
placed between the soil and the cylinder wall at the
hole location.
Grooves were etched on the outer
cylinder surface between the holes to evenly disperse the air.
The holes were then covered by a
cylinder segment that had the same inside diameter
as the outside diameter of the cell. An air fitting
was attached to this segment, and the outer segment
was epoxied to the cell wall.
HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY TEST PROCEDURE
With the molded soil in place, a saturated constant-head permeability test is run.
The three-way
valves are turned to allow water to flow through the
soil and out the bottom valve into a receiving
flask.
Flow is continued until input, output, and
manometers reach equilibrium.
Permeability (K) is
calculated by using the following formula:
K= QL/dAt
where

Q
L
d

=

quantity of outflow (cm'),
distance between porous cups (cm) ,
difference of manometer elevations (cm),

(1)

A
t

area of sample (crn2), and
time (desired unit) •

It is important to keep a record of all water
going into the sample and corning out of the sample
during the test.
The water collected during subsequent pressure increments is used to calculate moisture retention.
When the saturated hydraulic conductivity test
(perrneabili ty test) has been completed, the top and
bottom three-way valves are turned to allow water to
flow out through the top and bottom plates.
The
system is then in the extraction mode, and the first
air pressure incrernent--say,
3 kPa--is applied.
When equilibrium has been reached, the amount of extracted water is recorded.
The second hydraulic conductivity test is then
run with the soil remaining under pressure.
At this
point, water from the larger pores has been displaced by air at the applied pressure so that the
largest passages are unavailable for moisture movement and moisture passes through the sample at a reduced rate.
The hydraulic conductivity is calculated as before, and the procedure is repeated for
any number of pressure increments up to approximately 80 kPa. Hydraulic conductivity values can be
expected to drop four or five orders of magnitude by
this point, and the test apparatus would require
modification for lower flow rates.
When the final hydraulic conductivity increment
has been completed, the soil sample is removed and
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Figure 7. Moisture-retention characteristics of test soils.

Figure 8. Hydraulic conductivity of test soils.
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tension versus hydraulic conductivity. By using the
water-extraction data, another plot can be made that
shows degree of saturation versus hydraulic conductivity, if so desired.
A plot that shows relations between tension and hydraulic conductivity for
the three soils discussed here is included (see
Figure 8).
Since most soils exhibit hysteresis between the
desorption (drying) curve and adsorption (wetting)
curve, it may be of value to rewet the soil by using
a reversed procedure.
This technique has worked
satisfactorily for several soils tested.

its moisture content is determined.
The volume of
water collected from the preceding extraction points
is then incrementally added to the final volume to
develop the moisture-retention-characteristic curve
(see Figure 7).
It is generally accepted that pressure against
the soil surface produces the same effect as tension
or suction applied through the soil base.
In view
of this, a plot can be constructed by using soil

Table 1. Summary data on sample preparation and testing.
Dry Unit Weight
Pounds
per
Cubic
Foot

Test
FBKS
1
2
3
CHSS
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
Entire test
WLEBG
1
Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
Entire test
2
Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
Enliro lost

Water Content
(percent
by weight)

Grains
per
Cubic
Centimeter

Porosity
(in)

95
95
95

1.52
1.52
1.52

99
95
98
97
100
99
101
104
102
105

1.58
1.52
1.57
1.56
1.60
1.58
1.62
1.67
1.63
1.68

100

1.60

136

2.16

131

38.4
30.0
27.4

717
514
410

29.5
26.0
28.0

3.45
34.50
3.45

45
45
45

26.5
30.2
26.2
32.0
27.3
29.2
28.6
35.3
NA

120
315
261
426
268
232
498d
610
529
80

36.8
48.0
45.5
61.0
37.0
33.0
60.od
59.8
94.0
58.0

3.45
3.45
3.45
3.45
34.50
34.50
3.45
34.SO
3.45
3.45

100
100
100
50
100
50
15
15
15
15

52.0
56.0
51.0

62.0

241
407
310
958

44.3
44.3
44.3

21.3
20.0
21.0

43.5
45.7
43.9
44.2
42.9
43.6
42.2
40.4
41.6
40.0

20.1
22.0
19.6
20.l
19.0
19.5
20.0
16.4
19.3
17.6

9.0

21.3

2.10

Total

Surcharge
(kPa)

Original

24.0

23.6

9.0

~5.7

Material

Pounds
per Cubic
Foot

Grams per
Cubic
Centimeter

FBKS
CHSS
WLEBG

106
105
135

1.70
1.68
2.16

Optimum
Weter
Content
(%)

11
20
7

3.45
41

12.8

168
95
114
377

12
19
13

13.9

39
85
95
219

Notes: CP =constant frost penetration; CHF =constant heat flux; SC= step changes.
Standard Proctor moisture density as given below:
Max Density

Free
Water
from
Surface
(cm)

Max
Daily

Avg
Final

42.9

Water Uptake
(cm 3 )

15

Method
of
Freezing

Max
Freeze
Depth
(cm)

CP
CP
CP

15.0
15.0
15.0

CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CHF
CHF
CHF
CHF

16

3.4S

15

100

Avg

Max

0.35
0.80
1.0

I.I
1.8
2.0

Expected
from
Water-Uptake
Freezing
Total
4.6
3.3
2.7

5.9
3.2
2.2

Sample went isothermal
18.0
1.0
2.1
21.0 8
2.1
2.7
19.5b
1.7
1.7
15.0
1.2
2.3
16.0
2.0
2.5
16.5
1.6
2.7
1.25
1.7
15.0
15.5
2.2
4.0
14.0
8.5
12.0

0.8
2.0
1.7
2.8
1.7
1.5
3.2d
3.9
3.4
0.5

I.I
1.9
1.8
2.2<
1.65
0.99
2.3
3.9
4.1 6
0.5

3.8
7.0
10.5

1.6
2.6
2.0

1.6
2.5
2.5

6.2

6.6

1.9
0.75
0.56

2.5
1.5
1.0

SC

24
3.45

Heave (cm)

Freeze
Rate
(cm/day)

7.5
12.0
14.5

3.5
1.0
0.3

5.0
1.8
2.2

I.I
0.6
0.8
2.5

0.8
0.4
0.5
1.7

5.5
11.0
13.0

1.4
0.9
0,3

5.5
4.1
0.5

0.3
0.6
0.7
1.6

0.6
0.5
0.4
1.S

SC

SC

1Jne.gu1 11r rre.oze depth: 16-23 cm.
b1r re.guh11 frtC"ze depth: 16.5-19.3 cm.

CJrrci gu l11r hoov6: 2.1-3.1 cm.
da.ine 11C11.kC!d wn ter at start end end of test.
eAverage heave at end of test.
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SOIL-COLUMN RESULTS
Table 1 gives data on sample preparation and procedures for all tests conducted on the three soils.
Also listed for comparison are selected test results, including maximum frost heave, average surface heat flow, frost penetration, and water uptake.
Normally,
data
were
recorded
hourly
on
perforated paper tape and stored for future use.
Once each day, all data were manually recorded and
plotted to follow test progress (see Figure 9).
The next-to-last column in Table 1 gives the "ice
segregation ratio".
This is a relation of the
change in height to total frost penetration:

18 = h/(x + h)

(2)

where
Is
ice segregation ratio,
h
frost heave, and
x = frost depth.
The first three tests were on Fairbanks silt.
The results were quite satisfactory i however, tension measurements and temperature control were quite
erratic, since the procedures were still in the
development stage.
In all three tests, the freewater level was initially at the 4S-cm depth.
In
FBKS tests 1 and 3 a 3. 4S-kPa surcharge was used,
and in FBKS test 2 a 34. S-kPa surcharge was used.

Max
Daily

Max
Tension in
Freeze
Zone
(kPa)

Depth of
Measurement
of Max
Tension
(cm)

39.3
21.3
14.3

0.42
0.27
0.90

NA
NA
62.0

10.5
8.6
11.3
11.0
6.2
13.9
26.0
26.5
3.6

1.0
0.5
0.56
0.48
0.32
0.24
0.80
0.50
0.60
0.90

68.0
76.0
69.0
76.0,47.0
83.3
84.0,42.0
80.0,44.0
80.2,57.0
78.0,78.0
87.0,82.0

42.0
78.1
100.0

0.6
0.8
0.6

NA
62.5
NA

Total as
Percent of
Frost Depth

Heat Flux
(cal/cm 2 /min)

Tension values were not measured within the freezing
zone in tests 1 and 2 because the top tensiometer
was at the 18-cm depth.
The top lS cm of the column
was insulated, whereas the bottom BS cm was exposed
to +4.S°C ambient air.
There was no measurement of
heat flow during these tests.
All three tests were
frozen by circulating cold air over the exposed top
surface of the sample.
The next test series was on Chena Hot Springs
silt.
The samples in the first six tests (CHSS 1-6)
were frozen by circulating cold air at the surface,
and those in CHSS tests 7-11 were frozen by circulating a cold liquid through a heat exchanger on
the sample surface.
This latter method gave us much
better control for both frost penetration and vertical heat flow.
All CHSS tests were insulated to
the SO-cm depth, and the bottom SO cm was exposed to
+4.S°C air.
The adjustable free-water reservoir was
set at three different elevations:
lS, SO, and 100
cm from the top surface.
Eight of the tests used
surcharges of 3.4S kPa, and three used 34.S kPa.
In CHSS tests 1-6, we attempted to control the
rate of frost penetration, while in CHSS tests 7-9
heat flow at the surface was controlled at approximately 0.02 cal/cm 2 •min.
In CHSS test 10, the
controlled heat flow was doubled, and the entire top
lS cm froze in two days with relatively little heave.
Temperature step changes were applied to CHSS
test 11.
The initial surface temperature applied
was -2.0°C; this was followed by steps to -3.S°C and
-S. S°C.
Each step change in temperature was main-

Avg

Max After
Initial
Stage

Avg Ice
Segregation
Ratio at End
of Frost
Penetration

Remarks on Test

NA
NA
15

NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA

0.282
0.176
0.128

Only top 15 cm insulated; did not freeze through tensiometers
Only top 15 cm insulated; did not freeze through tensiometers
Only top 15 cm insulated

18
10
10
10,14
10
10,13
10,13
5,10
5,10
5,10

NA
0.012
0.015
0.010
0.026
0.020
0.020
0.022
0.017
0.040

NA
0.019
0.028
0.018
0.036
0.030
0.024
0.024
0.020
0.048

NA
0.005
0.079
0.101
0.099
0.058
0.122
0.206
0.209
0.034

Poor test; cold trapped in top of cabinet; redesigned
First test using resistance gages
Total heave measured at end of test

0.006
0.010
0.013

O.Q28
0.022
0.026

0.296
0.561
0.462

Temperature of surface plate= -2.0' C
Temperature of surface plate =-l .. 5'C
Temperature of surface plate= -5 .5' C

5

62.9

Total heave measured at end of test
Total heave measured at end of test
Total heave measured at end of test; maximum uptake okay
No resistance gages; total heave measured at end of test (uneven)
No resistance gages; replicate test 7
No final density on water table; results on first 48 h only

0.403

10.6
8.9
20.0
11.7

0.28
0.08
0.04

NA
79.5
63.0

0.020
0.020
0.020

0.033
0.026
0.022

0.096
0.082
0.170
0.105

JO.I
9.0
20.0
11.5

0.13
0.11
0.03

NA
70.0
61.5

0.025
0.022
0.021

0.030
0.028
0.021

0.098
0.083
0.170

Entire column insulated
Temperature of surface plate= -2.0'C
Temperature of surface plate= -3.0'C
Temperature of surface plate= -3.5'C
Temperature of surface plate= -2.0' C
Temperature of surface plate= -3.0'C
Temperature of surface plate= -3.5'C
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tained until frost penetration essentially stopped
and the thermal gradient stabilized.
At these
points, heaving usually continued as a large, essentially pure ice lens developed.
The lenses that
formed during each temperature step were very small
initially and became progressively larger until the
last large lens formed.
The test was terminated,
due to equipment malfunction, before the third large
lens developed fully.
Table 1 includes data from
each step as well as from the entire test.
WLEBG test 1 was also a step-change test.
A

3. 45-kPa surcharge was applied to the surface, and
the external water level was maintained at the 15-cm
depth. WLEBG test 2 was identical to test 1 except
that the external water level was maintained at the
100-cm depth. The results of these two tests showed
that a variation of the free-water depth does not
significantly affect the total amount of heave or
the heave rate for this soil.
The pressure (tension) gradients within the two samples were nearly
identical beneath the freezing zone.
The primary
difference was that pressures in test 2 were about

Figure 9. Plots of CHSS test 9 formulated by using data collected from daily readings.
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0.8 kPa lower (more negative).
This result was unexpected, since the hydraulic conductivity decreases
about two orders of magnitude between saturation and
a tension of about 0. 8 kPa. We are evaluating the
reasons for this behavior.
A third test, currently in progress, is exhibiting substantially less heave because it is being
subjected to a 34.5-kPa surcharge.
The external
water level in test 3 is at the 15-cm depth.
A striking difference between the gravel tests
and the previous silt tests was the low soil-tension
measurements ahead of the freezing zone in the
gravel.
Values of soil moisture tension in the
freezing and frozen zones are given below:
Temperature

c•ci
o.o
-0 . 1
-0.2
-0.3
-0.4
-0 . 5
-0.6
-0.7
- 0.8
- 0.9
- 1.0

Tension at 5-cm
CHSS Test 7
60
64
65
66
66
67
69
73
75
76
76

DeEth (kPa)
WLEBG Test 1
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
6.0
19.0
56.0
74.0
76.0

Tensions within the freezing zone and within the
frozen material in all three gravel tests increased
to approximately 76 kPa but did not increase significantly until the temperature at the tensiometer
reached about -0.4°C. Tensions in the unfrozen soil
immediately below the 0°C isotherm showed only a
slight increase in tension in the gravel (see Figure
10).
In the CHSS soil,
the tension gradient
directly in front of the 0°C isotherm was much
greater.
The more gradual increase in tension at
subfreezing temperatures for the CHSS soil, indicated in the table above, is due to drying in front
of the freezing zone.
Had the suction at the 15-cm
depth in the CHSS soil been maintained at about zero
as in the WLEBG soil, the behavior might have been
more similar and undoubtedly more heaving would have
been observed.
It is not clear if this is peculiar
to a soil of low frost susceptibility, but further
testing is planned in this regard.
A comparison of
the tension gradients of CHSS and WLEBG at a rapid
rate of frost penetration is shown in Figure 10.
At the conclusion of each test series, the soil
contained in the 85-cm-long base section was removed
and density and water content were determined.
The
density remained unchanged from the original molded

Figure 10. Soil-tension profile comparing CHSS and WLEBG during frost
penetration.
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density, and water contents averaged about 80 percent saturation.
Only the FBKS and CHSS bases have
been analyzed to datei testing of WLEBG is continuing.
CONCLUSIONS
In all tests, upon the initial nucleation of ice,
the soil moisture stress immediately became more
negative throughout the length of the column.
The
tensions in the unfrozen zone generally reached
their highest values after two to four days of
freezing and then decreased slowly but steadily
until the particular test or temperature step was
terminated.
This was much more apparent in the
highly frost-susceptible silt than in the lessfrost-susceptible gravel.
When the 0°C isotherm
passed a tensiometer location, the tension increased
rapidly and remained at a high value until termination of the test or thawing of the soil.
A very
steep pressure (tension) gradient occurred behind
the freezing front--i.e., in the freezing zone--in
all three soils.
Water was transported through the
WLEBG material rapidly enough to preclude significantly increased soil moisture tensions in advance
of the 0°C isotherm, but the two silty soils did exhibit increases in tension in front of the 0°C isotherm.
Data from the soil subjected to freezing temperatures lend further credence to the existence of
a freezing zone, as proposed by Miller (_§.) , rather
than a "frost line", as commonly pictured.
Because the gradient of soil moisture tension appears to be very steep within the freezing zone, we
were unable to completely achieve our original objective of developing
an
improved mathematical
algorithm to include the effects of surcharge.
The
data do not invalidate our present algorithm, however.
In it we simply compute, from the moisturecharacteristic curve (or an extrapolation of it),
the soil moisture stress acting at the freezing
front and deduct the overburden (surcharge) stress
to obtain the effective stress on the pore water.
The depth of the free-water level apparently has
a greater effect than surcharge on the heave potential of the two silts. The reverse appears to occur
in the gravel.
These data also suggest that, since the pressure
gradient is extremely steep in the freezing zone, we
may need to use a very small mesh spacing in numerical models to adequately represent phenomena that
occur in this region. To more closely represent the
actual freezing situation, perhaps we should also
include freezing zones in our models rather than
freezing fronts.
These concepts will be further
evaluated by using the soil column on a wider
variety of soils, especially those for which we also
have field observations of frost heave· and frost
penetration.
Using the dual gamma system in conjunction with the soil column should greatly aid in
refining our current algorithms.
That system will
also help us to develop the "thaw-weakening algorithm".
We plan to use the dual gamma system in
tests on at least three of the soils from a test
site in Winchendon, Massachusetts, and also on two
subgrade soils from the Albany County Airport in
Albany, New York.
Although
the
instrumented
soil
column
was
initially intended for verification of a mathematical algorithm of surcharge effects, some other applications are to be investigated:
1. The effect of layered soil types under pavements and airfields,
2. Thaw weakening and recovery of soils under
pavements,
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3. The influence of water-table location with
respect to the freezing zone,
4. The influence of freezing rate on frost heave
and thaw weakening, and
5. The influence of a partially thawing or
frozen layer on total heave and thaw weakening (although they are not part of the present study, we
could also study frost buildup behind retaining
walls or exposed culverts and/or frost action caused
by below-freezing pipelines buried in thawed soils).
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Comparative Evaluation of Frost-Susceptibility Tests
EDWIN J. CHAMBERLAIN

Methods of determining the frost susceptibility of soils are identified and presented. More than 100 criteria were found; the most common were based on
particle-size characteristics. These particle-size criteria are frequently augmented by information such as grain-size distribution, uniformity coefficients,
and Atterberg limits. Other types of information, such as permeability, mineralogy, and soil classification, have also been required. More complex methods that require tests based on pore-size distribution, moisture tension, hydraulic conductivity, heave stress, and frost heave have also been proposed.
However, none have proved to be a universal test for determining the frost
susceptibility of soils. Based on this survey, four methods are proposed for
further study: the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Frost-Susceptibility Classification System, the moisture-tension/hydraulic-conductivity test, a new frostheave test, and the California bearing ratio after-thaw test.

The search for a reliable method to evaluate the
frost susceptibility of soil has gone on for at
least the past 50 years. More than 100 methods have
been proposed since Taber's treatise on the mechanism of ice segregation in soils <!.l and Casagrande' s conclusion that "under natural freezing
conditions and with sufficient water supply one
should expect considerable ice segregation in nonuniform soils containing more than three percent of
grains smaller than 0.02 mm, and in very uniform
soils containing more than 10 percent smaller than
0. 02 mm" (_£) •
Even though there has been almost
continuous research on frost heave since then, there
has been little success in developing comprehensive
criteria that more successfully predict the frost
susceptibility of soil than does the Casagrande criterion. Thie hao occurred in opitc of the probability that Casagrande never intended that his grainsize criterion be universally applied.
Evidence of the lack of success in developing a
comprehensive method to determine the frost susceptibility of soils is the plethora of methods reported in the literature.
Obviously, each new
method set forth has been developed because others
have proved to be unsatisfactory for one reason or
another.
In many cases, the new criteria have been

successful for specific but limited purposes.
In
most cases, however, there is little evidence as to
the degree of success achieved.
This paper attempts to identify index tests for
determining the frost susceptibility of soils and to
select a few of these for further study. The period
of time surveyed reaches back to the early work of
Taber <!.l, Casagrande (_£), Beskow <ll, and Ducker
<!l and includes methods reported through 1980. Although an attempt was made to identify all index
test methods developed or reported during this
period, some may have been missed. The most serious
omissions may be from the Asian and Eastern European
nations because of the difficulty in gaining access
to their literature.
TYPES OF FROST-SUSCEPTIBILITY TESTS
This survey has identified five fundamentally different categories of tests for determining the frost
susceptibility of soils and granular base materials.
They include tests based on (a) particle-size
characteristics, (b) pore-size characteristics, (c)
soil-water interaction, (d) soil-water-ice interaction, and (e) frost heave.
A brief description of
each of the test methods follows.
Particle-Size Characteristics
Particle-size classification methods are by far the
mol'lt. PXtr>ni>i vely used te11t11 for determining the
frost susceptibility of soils.
The most basic of
these tests include only particle size as the determining factor.
The most widely used, the Casagrande
criterion (_£), requires the determination of the
percentage finer than 0.02 mm and the uniformity coefficient.
More complex classification systems, such as the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers criterion (5), are related to the Unified Soil Classification system (~),
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which requires information about the entire grainsize-distribution curve and the Atterberg limits.
Others require information on capillary rise and
hygroscopicity (}), permeability (li~, p. 484:1),
and mineralogy (lQ.,l!)·
Not all of the particle-size tests can be universally applied.
Some are limited to particular
material types, such as granular base or subbase materials or fine-grained subgrade soils.
Two types of frost-susceptibility criteria were
found:
(a) pass-fail and (b) degree of frost susceptibility. The most common criteria are the passfail criteria, which are used in 61 of the 91
methods reviewed.
The pass-fail criteria are usually based on the percentage finer than a certain
particle size, most frequently 0.074 mm (39 methods)
or 0.02 mm (17 methods). The 0.074-mm particle size
is preferred, probably because it requires only a
sieve analysis (determination based on the 0. 02-mm
particle size requires the addition of hydrometer
and Atterberg limits tests).
The tests that use degree of frost susceptibility as the criterion usually require the complete grain-size-distribution
curve in combination with other soil factors.
Although all of the particle-size tests reviewed
have published frost-susceptibility criteria, few
have published evidence of efficiency.
This problem
appears to be a common thread with all frostsusceptibility testing, as will be seen throughout
this paper.
Particle-size tests for determining frost susceptibility are given in Tables 1 and 2.
Pore-Size Characteristics
The basic importance of pore size in relation to
frost action was recognized long ago by Taber (.!..).
Penner (_!]) also recognized that pore size strongly
affects the frost susceptibility of soils.
However,
Csathy and Townsend (~) and Townsend and Csathy
( 49) were the first to express this soil property
quantitatively and
to include
it in a
frostsusceptibility criterion.
Since then, Gaskin and
Raymond (50) and Reed and others (51) have also suggested using pore size as an index of frost susceptibility.
Three laboratory methods for determining
the pore-size distribution of soils have been used:
the capillary rise method, the pressure-plate suction method, and the mercury intrusion method.
In
each of these methods, the pore-size-distribution
curves are calculated from the test data, and characteristics of these curves are used as indicators
of frost susceptibility.
Only Csathy and Townsend
(48) have attempted field validation.
Authors and
details of the pore-size-distribution methods proposed are given in Table 3.
Soil-Water Interaction Tests
Included in the category of tests based on soilwater interaction are all of the frost-susceptibility tests that are principally based on the physical
behavior of water in soil.
The list of soil-water
interaction methods includes (a) moisture retention,
(b) capillary rise,
(c) unsaturated permeability,
and (d) centrifuge moisture content.
The moisture-retention test is used to determine
moisture characteristic curves of soils.
The test
methods used include the pressure-plate apparatus
(.21_) (also used to determine the pore-size-distribution curves) and an osmotic suction device (53).
Whatever method is used, the frost-susceptibility
criteria are based on some distinguishing feature(s)
of the moisture characteristic curve.
The capillary-rise test <1!> is also essentially
the same as the test that is used to determine pore-

size distribution.
However, in this instance, the
height of capillary rise is used directly in the
frost-susceptibility criteria.
The critical permeability/suction test (l_!) is an
extension of the pressure-plate test in which the
hydraulic conductivity of water is determined over a
range of moisture-tension values and the product of
the air-intrusion value and the corresponding hydraulic conductivity are used as an index of frost
susceptibility.
The centrifuge-moisture-content test (.22_, p. 275)
is not in common use now, and few details are
known.
However, it appears that this test determines some critical factor on the moisture characteristic curve and that this factor is used as an
indicator of frost susceptibility.
Although frost-susceptibility criteria are suggested for all of these tests, none have been field
validated.
Details of the soil-water interaction
tests are given in Table 4.
Soil-Water-Ice Interaction Tests
Tests that fall into the category of soil-water-ice
interaction are those that involve the freezing of
soils but not the measurement of frost heave.
Some
other measured quantity is used to characterize
frost-heave susceptibility.
Tests of this type involve the measurement of (a) frost-heave stress, (b)
pore-water suction, or (c) hydraulic conductivity.
The frost-heave stress test (56,21.) requires that
constant sample volume be maintained during freezing
and that the stress required to maintain the constant volume be used as an indicator of frost susceptibility.
The pore-water-suction test is conducted in a similar apparatus but, instead of heave
stress, the reduction in pore-water pressure is measured and used as an index of frost susceptibility.
The hydraulic conductivity test (22_) involves the
calculation of the permeability of the partly frozen
zone beneath a growing ice lens in a frost-heave
test.
For most frost-susceptibility tests, little field
validation is in evidence for the soil-water-ice
characteristic tests.
Authors and details of these
methods are given in Table 5.
Frost-Heave Tests
Frost-heave tests are perhaps the most direct laboratory methods of assessing the frost susceptibility
of soils. Three basically different types of laboratory frost-heave tests were identified:
One involves step changes in the cold-plate temperature
and observations of frost heave with time as thermal
equilibrium is established, another uses a steadily
decreasing cold-plate temperature and a constant
rate of frost penetration, and the third imposes a
constant rate of heat removal at the cold plate.
The step-change test in which the cold-plate temperature is maintained constant is by far the most commonly used (19 of the 22 tests reviewed).
The test
using constant rate of frost penetration was reported by only two authors (l!. 1 60), and that using
constant rate of heat removal by one (l!l· The test
using constant rate of heat removal, however, was
suggested by two other authors (61,62), who suggested using the step-temperature-change method.
The frost-heave tests reviewed used a number of
different methods to confine the test specimen while
maintaining side friction at a minimum.
The most
commonly used method is the multiring device (9 of
22 tests).
The tapered plexiglass cylinder is the
next most frequently used (5 sources reported this
method).
Other methods used include wax paper,
polyethylene film, cellulose foil, or rubber tub-
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ing.
In two tests that use bottom-up freezing in
straight-walled cylinders (]!,62), the side friction
is minimized because unfrozen rather than frozen material is heaved.
The time required to conduct the frost-heave

tests ranges from 4 h <!> to 28 days <§]). Most of
the methods reviewed use a single freeze-thaw cycle,
but five reported using three or more freeze-thaw
cycles.
Whereas most of the tests can accommodate the

Table 1. Particle-size frost-susceptibility tests: countries other than United States,
Allowable Percentage
Passing
Country

Reference

Austria

Brandl (10)
Brandl (LJ)
Alberta

Canada

(14)

Quebec
(12)
(i3)

England
East Germany
Finland
Germany

SaSkatchewan (12)
Riis (15)
Christensen and
Palmqvist (16)
Croney (!1) Klcngcl (18)
Orama(@

0.020
mm

15
36
60
50, 6-8
6
10

x

Japan
Netherlands
Norway
Poland
Romania
Sweden

Beskow (32)

Rengmark(~)

Switzerland

10
10
10

x
x

3, 10

x

Grain-size distribution

10
Grain-size distribution

>70or<20
x

Uniformity coefficient, grain-size
distribution, capillarity

3, 10

Type of
Material

x
x

x
x

3
x

20
10
10
5,35

x
x
x

6

x

Uniformity coefficient, grain-size
distribution
Grain-size distribution
Urgamc content

x
x

10

x

x
19,40

3
3

(~)

Recordon and
Rechsteiner (I?)

3, 10

17

J essberger (7)
J essberger (1)

1.5, 10
3

Switzerland @)

3, 3-10

Grain-size distribution, surcharge
Atterberg limits
Uniformity coefficient, capillarity,
hygroscopicity
Capillarity
Soil type (general)
Capillarity
Uniformity coefficient, Atterberg
limits, soil classification
Uniformity coefficient, coefficient
of curvature
Uniformity coefficient, Atterberg
limits, thaw CBR, coefficient of
curvature, frost heave
Uniformity coefficient, Atterberg
limits, thaw CBR, coefficient of
curvalun~, uplimum walta cuHl~nl
Permeability, depth of water table,
soil type (general)
Uniformity coefficient
Uniformity coefficient, Atterberg
limits, soil classification
Uniformity coefficient, Atterberg
limits, thaw CBR, coefficient of
curvature, optimum water content

A
A
B

After Corps of Engineers (i)

3

B

A
A

3
3

A

I

3

B
B

3
3

A
B

3
2
1
3
3

B
A
A

3
1
3

B
A
B

A

3
3

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

After Casagrande (l)

A

A
B

Grain-size distribution, organic
content
Uniformity coefficient, thaw CBR
Soil classification
Uniformity coefficient, grain-size
distribution
Atterberg limits
Permeability
Capillarity, depth of water table
Permeability
Permeability

C.omments

2

x

Freden and Stenberg
(34)
Bonnard and Recordon
(35)
Bonnard and Recordon
(36)
Bonnard and Recordon

Ruckli(~)

Minerology
Minerology
Uniformity coefficient, Atterberg
limits, soil classification
Grain-size distribution
Atterberg limits
Atterberg limits
Minerology

x

<W

Greenland

Other Factors

Atterberg limits

8
40

Ducker (4)
Federal Transport
Ministry (IQ)
Federal Transport
Ministry (20)
Floss <1!) J essberger and Hartel
Jess berger (1_)
Kogeler and others (23)
Maag(£1)
Schaible (25)
Schaible (U)
Schaible (27)
Neilsen andRauschenberger (28)
J esserger ( W)
von Moos (29)
Christensenand
Palmqvist (!§)
von Moos (29)
Pietrzyk (;!§}
Vlad (31)
BeskowQ)

Other

3
3
3, 10

ll)

DOT (13)
National Parks (13)
Manitoba (13) New BrunsWlck (13)
Newfoundland (13)
Nova Scotia (13)
Ontario Department of
Highways
(12)

Denmark

0.074
mm

Type
of
Classification

After Schaible (l])

B

Thaw weakening considered

B

Thaw weakening considered

B

B
B
A
A
B
B
A

Thaw weakening considered
After Casagrande (~)

Thaw weakening considered

1
3
3

A

3
3
3

A
A

B

3

B

3
3
3

A
B
B

Thaw weakening considered
After Beskow Q)

3

B

After Casagrande W

A

After Casagrande (l)

A

After Casagrande (2 ), thaw
weakening considered

A

After Casagrande (l), thaw
weakening considered

A

3

B

1
3

A

3

A

B

After Schaible (17)

After Corps of Engineers (i),
after Casagrande (~)
After Corps of Engineers (i),
after Casagrande (l), thaw
weakening considered

Note: For material type, 1 =granular base and subbase materials, 2 =fine-grained subgrade aoUs, and 3 =ell soils and granular materials; for type of classification, A= pass~fail and B =degree
of frost auaceptibility ~
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Table 2. Particle-size frost-susceptibility tests: United States.
Allowable Percentage
Passing
0.074 mm

Reference
Alaska(!])
Alaska"
Arizona (1Q)
Asphalt Institute (!1)
Bureau of Public Roads (~!)

6
8·12
7

CaJIJomia C!1)
Casagrande C'.n
Casagrande CW
Colorado {!1)
Connecticut {!1)
Delaware (il)
Idaho (1Q)
ldaho(!1)
Illinois ( 12)
lown(lif
Kansas {12)
Maine
.Maryland (!1)
Massachusel ts (il)
Massachusetts (!1)
Massachuscits Turnpike
AuU1ority (!1)
Michigan ( !1)
Minnesota (!1)
Montana (1Q)
Nebraska {!1)
New Hampshire{~)
New Hampshire (!1)
New Jersey (44)
New York(~)
Ohio (!1)
Oregon (1Q)
Oregon (!1)

5

CW

After Corps of Engineers (l)

3

Uniformity coefficient, Atterberg limits,
soil classification

3

B

I

Elevation above sea level

3
3
3

A
A
B
B

3, 10

Uniformity coefficient
Uniformity coefficient, soil type (general)

3, 10

Uniformity coefficient

2
3
3
3

3
3
2
I

Atterberg limits
Sand equivalent
Atterberg limits

3

3
I
I
I

3
2
I

Fines lost by washing

I
3

Atterberg limits
Atterberg limits

I
I
2
3

3, 10
15
10
8
16
15·25

A
A
B
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

1
I

A
A
A
A
A
A
B
A
A
A
A
A
A

Atterberg limits, soil type (general)

3

B

Uniformity coefficient, Atterberg limits,
soil classification, frost heave

3

B

2
3
2
3

A
A
A
A
A
A

3, 8, 12
25

Civil Aeronautics Adminis·

Comment

Other Factors

10
12-35
8·12, 5·13
10

Texas(~)

Type of
Classi·
fication

0.020 mm

Uniformity coefficient, Atterberg limits,
soil classification

5-10
10
35
36
5
36, 70
15
15
5, 7
12
15
12
10

Type of
Material

Atterberg limits
Uniformity coefficient, Atterberg limits

8

Atterberg limits, sand equivalent
Grain-size distribution
Atterberg limits

3

1.5, 3, 10

3
3
I

3
3

After Casagrande (1)

!ration (~)

Corps of Engineers (§)
Corps of Engineers

(~

Utah (1Q)
Vermont (~)
Vermont (!1)
Washington (!1)
Wisconsin (!1)
Wyoming (1Q)

25
10
36
10
5
20

or

3

I

l

After Casagrande (1), thaw weak·
ening considered
After Casagrande (~), thaw weak·
ening considered

Note : Key for type of material and type of classification as given in Table 1.
8

Paper by Esch and others in this Record.

range of material types encountered in road construction, a few (63,64,72) are designed for only a
narrow range of material types.
Only about half of the tests reviewed have established frost-susceptibility criteria, and few of
these have been field validated.
These criteria are
mostly based on heave rate.
A few use the heave
ratio (ratio of frost heave to frost penetration).
Other tests use the heave at a specific time.
One
includes the freezing index (64). While most of the
frost-susceptibility criteria are based on frost
heave, five require a California bearing ratio (CBR)
test after thawing. One test requires only the thaw
CBR test (22).
Common to most of the frost-heave tests is the
nearly total lack of field validation.
Several allude to being field validated (60), but none present
any evidence.
Details and authors of the frost-heave tests reviewed are given in Table 6.
SELECTION OF FROST-HEAVE-SUSCEPTIBILITY TESTS
FOR FURTHER ANALYSIS
The

review

of

the

literature

related

to

frost-

susceptibility testing has made it clear that no
frost-susceptibility-index test emerges as the ultimate solution for selecting non-frost-susceptible
materials or for determining frost heave or thaw
weakening under field conditions.
Since we need reliable frost-susceptibility criteria, however, it is essential that we subject some
of the more promising tests to further analysis.
It
seems appropriate that the choice should include
tests of several different levels of complexity and
sensitivity.
The availability of an array of tests
would allow project or design engineers to select a
test that has the degree of reliability and complexity appropriate to their projects.
I, therefore,
propose to select prospective frost-susceptibility
tests from four levels in the hierarchy of frostsusceptibility testing.
The first and most basic
type of test selected is one based on grain-size
characteristics.
The second test selected is one
that is related to the more fundamental moisturetension/hydraulic-conductivity
aspects
of
frost
heave.
The third test selected is an actual frostheave test, and the final method selected is the
thaw CBR test.
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Table 3. Pore-size frost-susceptibility tests.

Reference

Method

Criterion

Comment

Csathy and Townsend (1J!)

Capillary rise

NFS if Pu = P90/P10 < 6

Pass-fail frost-susceptibility test, time consuming, good correlation
with field tests
Pass-fail frost-susceptibility test, time consuming, good correlation
with field tests
Pass-fail frost-susceptibility test; quick ; poor correlation with field
tests; small sample, cannot accommodate gravels
Pass-fail frost-susceptibility test, time consuming, good correlation
with field tests
DFS test; quick; small sample, cannot accommodate gravels; good cor·
relation with laboratory tests; not field validated

Gaskins and Raymond

(~)

Pressure plate
Mercury intrusion

NFS if Pu < 6 or Pp< 5.5 percent

Capillary rise
Reed and others

(~!)

Mercury intrusion

Y = 5.46 - 2!>.46(X 3 •0 )/(Xo - Xo.4 )
+ 5 8. l (X3.0 )

Note: NFS = non-frost-susceptible, Pu= pore-size distribution. P90 = pore diameter such that 90 pctten t or porea 11.rc 1ma.llcr 1 P7 o = pore diameter .such that 70 percent or pores are smaJfcr.
Pp= percentage of p~res betwee~ 0.15 and 0.40 mm, Y =rate of frost heave in laboratory leit (mm/day), X3_0 a cumulative poroiity for 11orcs >3.0 µm but < 30 µm, Xo.4 = cuniuhative porosity for pores > 0.4 µm but < 300 µm, and DFS =degree of frost susceptibHitY~

Table 4. Soil-water interaction frost-susceptibility tests.

Reference

Method

Criterion

Williams(~)

Moisture retention and

NFS if Uj = Pi -

Comment
a;w/U8w(Pa - Ua)

<

Uw

air intrusion

Jones and

Hurt(~)

Moisture retention and

FS = f(pF70)

osmotic suction

Maag (24)
Wissa allii others (~)

Capillary rise
Critical permeability and

Willis (55)

Centrifuge moisture
content

FS = f(H, h, k, Q)
FS = f(ke x Ve)

suction

Note:

NFS if We < 12

Pass-fail frost-susceptibility test, not field validated, well-defined
air entry value limited to fine-grained soils
DFS test, no frost-susceptibility criteria established, can be used
for all soils
DFS test, few details available
DFS test, not field validated, well-defined air entry value limited
to fine-grained soils, poor correlation with frost susceptibility
Pass-fail frost-susceptibility test, few details available, for nonplastic soils

= maximum suction during freezing; Pi ; Ice pressure. or O\'Ubutden prcssun=; aiw• a 3 w .:.. 1urfoco temdon icc: ·wD tc:r 11i1d air-wa1cr, respectively; (p 8 - u 8) = air intrusion value from
moisture reten i ion curve; uw =in situ moistu re tenalon : I'S =- fro1t susccptlbUlty; pr70 -= osmotic succlon at 70 po1ccnt satura tion; H =height of capillary rise; h =depth to water
table ; k =permeability; Q =rate of water inflow; kc= 'hydraulic conductivity at air intrusion pressure; Ve= air intrusion pres.sure ;and We= centrifuge moisture content.

Uj

Table 5. Soil-water-ice interaction frost-susceptibMity tests.

Reference

Method

Criterion

Comment

Hoekstra and others (~)
Martin and others (i'.Z)

Frost-heave stress
Frost-heave stress

FS =f(Pmax)
FS = f(R)

Martin and others (~)

Pore-water-pressure drop during
freezing/back pressure
Suction below freezing front
Permeability of frozen fringe

FS

DFS test; uriginal unpublished, reported by Jessberger (l); not field validated
DFS test; not field validated, no frost-susceptibility criteria established, poor cor·
relation with laboratory tests
DFS test, not field validated, no frost-susceptibility criteria established, poor correlation with laboratory tests, complex
DI'S test, good field cuuelaliun, limil•tl lo I-bar moisture tension
DI'S test; not fidtl valitlal•d; permeability estimated from frost-heave test, not
measured; proposed for chilled gas pipeline, not roads

Riddle(~)

Phukan and

others(~)

=f(llp)
FS =f(llu)

FS

~

f(kr, p)

Note: FS =frost susceptibility, Pmax = mDXlmum heave prcssure, R =s lope of he-ave stress versus log time, 6p;::: pore-water-pressure drop during freezing, 6u =matrix suction developed below freezing front, kf = permeabUi l y or fttnen fr ini;o, and p = i.p,pllc:d sur·cJ1.rge stress.

Grain-Size Classification
Three classification systems based on grain size
emerge as candidates for further consideration here
in the process of test selection.
They are the
frost-susceptibility classification systems of West
Germany (20), Switzerland (29), and the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers (2_).
These have been selected
from the long list of particle-size tests because
they appear to be the most rigorously developed.
The others have been excluded from further consideration because their data bases appear to be limited
(as in the case of most of the states or provinces
where only regional conditions are considered) or
because they have evolved into more recent frostsusceptibility criteria, such as in the cases of
Casagrande
(.£), Beskow (l,]1), Ducker (i), and
Schaible (25-27).
The West German classification system has evolved
from the work of Schaible under the considerable influence of Jessberger of
the
Ruhr
University,
Bochum.
In
several
reports
(1 1 20,_ll,70,77,78),
Jessberger has evaluated the problem of determining
the frost susceptibility of soils and concluded that
the reduced bearing capacity after thaw is the most

important factor in any frost-susceptibility classification system.
As a result, the standard now
under consideration for adoption in West Germany
(12.l relates the frost susceptibility of soil to
soil type on the basis of thawed CBR values.
The Swiss frost-susceptibility
standards were
originally developed from Casagrande's grain-size
criterion (2) and the Corps of Engineers frostsusceptibility criterion <2l·
Recently, Bennard and
Recordon (_li) proposed including the after-thaw CBR
test.
Recordon and Rechesteiner (37) then introduced further changes for granular materials to incorporate the coefficient of curvature and the optimum water content during compaction.
The current Swiss frost-susceptibility classifir.~tinn
system (~) provides for three levelo of
screening.
The first level is a grain-size cri terion based essentially on Casagrande's criterion.
This level allows separation of non-frost-susceptible soils from those of unknown frost susceptibility.
The questionable soils can be subjected to a
second level of screening based on soil classification.
As with the first level of screening, the
second level does not distinguish between frostheaving and thaw-weakening potential.
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Table 6. Direct frost-heave susceptibility tests.
Method of
Minimizing
Side Friction

Freezing
Mode

Criterion

Time
Required
(h)

A

FS = f(p)

150-200

Alekseeva (~)

Lubricated rubber
tube
Multiring

A

None

Balduzzi and Fetz (§_§)

Cellulose foil

A

FS = f(F, CBRT)

Brandl(~)

Multiring

A

None

Brandl (Ql)

Multiring

A

FS = f(h, CBRT)

Croney and Jacobs (68)

Waxed paper

A

FS = F(h2so)

Ducker (i)

Waxed paper

A

NFS if F < 3 percent

Bottom-up
freezing
Multiring

B

None

Esch and others"

A

FS = f(h,)

Gorle CQ.2)

Multiring

A

None

Jessberger and Heitzer

Tapered cylinder

A

FS = f(CBRT)

Reference
Aguirre-Puente and others
(~)

Freden and Stenberg

(~)

Frost-Susceptibility

CNl
Jones and Dudek (2.!)

Waxed paper

A

None

Kalchef and Nichols Cll)

Polyethylene film

A

None

Kaplar(@)

Tapered cylinder

c

FS = f(h,)

Loch (Ql)

Multiring

A

None

Waxed paper

A

FS = f (h250 or h100 )

Tapered cylinder

A

None

Bottom-up
freezing
Tapered cylinder

A

None

A

None

Thomas and Jones

(~)

Maine(~)

Penner and Veda
Sherif (Ul

(~)

Vasilyev (2§)

Multiring

A

None

Vlad (li)

Tapered cylinder

c

FS = f(h,, CBRT)

Zoller ('!])

Multiring

A

FS = f(h,)

Comment

DFS test, not for gravels, excellent temperature control, multiple
samples per test
Few details available, fine-grained soils only, poor temperature
50
control, little field experience
50-70
DFS test, not for gravels, poor temperature control, thaw CBR
test included, multiple samples per test, little field experience
Gravels only, poor temperature control, freeze-thaw cycling,
672
thaw CBR test included, multiple samples per test, little field
experience
All soils and granular materials, poor temperature control, freeze384-504
thaw cycling, thaw weakening considered, thaw CBR test ineluded, multiple samples per test, little field experience
DFS test, all soils and granular materials, poor temperature con250
trol, multiple samples per test, considerable field experience,
TRRL test
Pass-fail frost-susceptibility test, not for gravels, poor temperature
4
control, little field experience
Unknown Not for gravels, excellent temperature control, freeze-thaw cycling, little field experience
DFS test, not for gravels, poor temperature control, multiple
72
samples per test, little field experience
All soils and granular materials, multiple samples per test, little
24
field experience
DFS test, all soils and granular materials, poor temperature con168
trol, freeze-thaw cycling, thaw weakening considered, thaw CBR
test included, multiple sample per test, little field experience
96-240
DFS test, all soils and granular materials, excellent temperature
control, multiple samples per test, little field experience
200
Gravels only, poor temperature control, multiple samples per test,
little field experience
288
DFS test, all soils and granular materials, poor temperature control, thaw weakening considered, multiple samples per test, considerable field experience, CRREL test
Not for gravels, excellent temperature control, suggests using con48
stant rate of heat removal, little field experience
100-250
DFS test, all soils and granular materials, excellent temperature
control, multiple samples per test, improvement on TRRL test
DFS test, poor temperature control, multiple samples per test,
7
little field experience
72-96
Fine-grained soils only, excellent temperature control, suggests
using constant rate of heat removal, little field experience
All soils and granular materials, poor temperature control, freeze432
thaw cycling, multiple samples per test, little field experience
Unknown DFS test, not for gravels, poor temperature control, freeze-thaw
cycling, little field experience
DFS test, not for gravels, poor temperature control, thaw weaken360
ing considered, thaw CBR test included, multiple samples per
test, little field experience
DFS test, all soils and granular materials, excellent temperature
12
control, little field experience

Note: For free zing mode, A= constant cold-pla te te mperature, B =constant rate of heat removal, and C = constant rate of frost penetration.
8
Paper elsewh ere in this Record.

A third level of screening is provided for sand
and gravel subbase and base-course materials of
still questionable frost susceptibility.
At this
level, the Swiss separate coarse materials into two
categories: gravel 1 and gravel 2.
Gravel l is the
material that passes the first two levels of screening.
Gravel 2 materials must pass additional classification tests and must be submitted to CBR tests
after soaking or one freeze-thaw cycle.
The Corps of Engineers frost-susceptibility classification system (.2_) has also evolved from the
original work of Casagrande
(.~).
In the 1930s,
Casagrande further clarified his grain-size criterion (81) and then later proposed a frost-susceptibili ty -Classification system based on the Unified
Soil Classification system (_!£).
Numerous studies
by the Corps of Engineers Arctic Construction and
Frost Effects Laboratory led to the development of a
frost-susceptibility
classification
system
(_§1.)
based on three levels of screening:
(a) the percentage of particles smaller than O. 02 mm, (bl soil
classification, and (cl a frost-heave test.
The
first two levels of screening are similar to that
used by the Swiss.
The third level of screening in

the Corps of Engineers criterion differs from that
of the Swiss in that it c a lls for a frost-heave test
rather than a CBR test after freezing and thawing.
The soil classification test that emerges as the
candidate for further consideration is the Corps of
Engineers Frost Design Soil Classification System
(see Table 7).
In concert with the Unified Soil
Classification equivalent groupings and the tabulation of the U.S. Army Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory
(CRREL)
standard frost-heave
data, this method has probably the largest data base
of any of the grain-size or soil classification
methods reviewed.
The great advantage of the Corps
of Engineers method is that it does not require a
higher-level test (CBR or frost heave) for soils of
questionable frost susceptibility.
The amount of
frost heave, and thus the frost-susceptibility classification, can be estimated from the large tabulation of results of previous frost-heave tests.
Another advantage of this method is that we at CRREL
have ready access to the data, the soils, the CRREL
frost-heave test, and the field sites on which this
method was based.
The disadvantage in selecting the Corps of Engi-
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Table 7. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Frost Design Soil Classification System.

Frost-Susceptibility
Classification•

Frost
Group

NFS

None

Possibly frost susceptibleb
Very low to high
Medium to high
Negligible to high
Medium to high
Low to high
Very low to very high
Low to very high
Very low to high
Low to very high
Very low to very high

Fl

F2
F3
F4

aBased on laboratory frost-heave tests.

Kind of Soil
Gravelly soils
Sandy soils
Gravelly soils
Sandy soils
Gravelly soils
Gravelly soils
Sands
Gravelly soils
Sands except very fine silty sands
Clays, PI > 12
All silts
Very-fine silty sands
Clays, PI < 12
Varved clays and other fine-grained,
banded sediments

Percentage
Finer Than
0.02 mm
by Weight
0-1.5
0-3
1.5-3
3-1 0
3-10
10-20
3-15
>20
>15
>15

Typical Unified Soil Classification System
Soil Types
GW,GP
SW, SP
GW,GP
SW, SP
GW, GP, GW-GM, GP-GM
GM, GM-GC, GW-GM, GP-GM
SW, Sl', SM, SW-SM, SP-SM
GM,GC
SM, SC
CL,CH
ML,MH
SM
CL, CL-ML
CL and ML; CL, ML, and SM; CL, CH,
and ML; CL, CH, ML, and SM

bRequires laboratory frost-heave test to determine frost susceptibility.

neers method is that it is principally based on
frost heave although, according to Linell and Kaplar
(i£), thaw-weakening characteristics determined from
field plate bearing tests also have been taken into
account.

curves for a large number of soils.
Finally, many
of the results are being used as input into a frostheave model now under development. The same data on
hydraulic conductivity and moisture tension can thus
be useful in two approaches to the frost-susceptibility problem, one of which complements the other.

Moistu re Tension/Hydraulic Conductivity
Frost Heave
A test based on moisture tension and hydraulic conductivity ill a large step closer to the more fundamental aspects of frost heave.
With test results
characterizing these properties, one can address all
but the thermal dynamics of frost heave. Of the index tests reviewed, only the critical permeability/
suction test of Wissa and others (54) allows the determination of these factors.
It is recommended,
however, that neither their equipment nor their
method of analysis be used.
The equipment has
proved to be unreliable (83).
The problems appear
to result from the close spacing of the piezometers
(2.54 cm 2 ) and the high air-entry value (2 bar) of
the piezorneters, which together cause large uncertainties in head-loss determinations.
The weakness
of their method of analysis is that it assumes that
the air-entry values on the continuous moisturetension/hydraulic-conductivity curves are uniquely
related to the frost-heave mechanism.
This assumption is questionable, since moisture flow occurs
over a range of suction values and hydraulic conductivities.
Furthermore, many materials do not have
well-defined
air-intrusion
values.
Alternative
methods of analysis that use more information from
these curves must be developed.
I suggest that the pressure-cell permeameter now
being used at CRREL (84) to determine moisture tension and hydraulic conductivity curves be used in
this study.
The porous piezometer cups for measuring the pressure gradient during the hydraulicconductivi ty part of the test have considerably more
surface area (1.27 cm 2 ) and low air-entry values
(1 bar) than those used by Wissa and others (54).
The distance between pressure sensors (6.4 cm)-is
also a large improvement over the spacing in the
apparatus used by Wissa and others.
All of the8e
factors contribute to a more accurate determination
of the pressure gradient and thus a more reliable
test.
There are several other advantages to using this
device rather than that of Wissa and others (_ll).
First of all, the test is now being routinely conducted at CRREL in support of a number of research
programs.
Second, we are now establishing a data
base
of
moisture-tension/hydraulic-conductivity

Before selecting a frost-heave test, we must first
set forth the important objectives for the test:
1.
It should be as simple as possible so that
highway and other test laboratories can readily conduct tests and obtain reliable and reproducible results.
2. It must be reliable.
3. It must relate to frost heave in the field.
4. It must be of short duration.
5. It must accommodate the complete range of material typesi in particular, it must accommodate
granular base and subbase materials as well as finegrained subgrade soils.
6. It should be inexpensive to construct and operate.

There is one possible objective that is not so
clear:
Should the test replicate field conditions
so that actual frost heaves can be predicted, or
should it be only an index test that imposes the
most severe conditions? My opinion is that a frostheave test should be for the most severe conditions
and that it should be easily modified so that actual
field conditions can be simulated if desired.
We must also establish the test factors that are
critical to these objectives.
Precise temperature
control at the top and bottom of the test sample
must be maintained, and radial heat flow must be
kept to a minimum . Side friction must also be minimized, and water must be freely available.
It is clear from the review that none of the
methods surveyed fulfill all of these requirements.
Thus, we have the choice of accepting an imperfect
test or introducing desirable modifioiltionc.
I am
suggesting that a more perfect frost-heave test be
developed and a new body of experience be established to support it.
I suggest that the new test include (a) a multiring freezing cell (MRFC), (b) circulating liquidcooled cold and warm plates, (c) an air-cooled room
or cabinet for multiple samples, (d) variable surcharge, and (e) adjustable moisture tension.
The multiring freezing cell was selected because
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it appears to be the best method for minimizing side
friction while still accommodating the other important factors.
The bottom-up freezing method is
probably better for fine-grained materials, but compaction and side friction are problems for coarsegrained materials. The MRFC is not a new development in frost-heave testing, since it was used long
ago by Taber (1) and Ruckli (38).
Considerable experience with -this method, however, has revealed
certain drawbacks. For instance, it is difficult to
completely saturate a specimen under vacuum (~)
and, in the testing of noncohesive sandy soils,
grains tend to fall through the joints between the
ring segments. Placing a rubber membrane around the
sample prior to insertion in the plastic rings, as
in the Loch test' (61), may eliminate both of these
problems.
The MRFC is better than methods that use waxed
paper, cellulose foil, polyethylene film, and foam
rubber tubing because it appears to offer less heave
resistance. No rigorous comparison testing of these
alternatives has been published.
However, Kaplar
(60) reported that waxed cardboard cylinders were
abandoned in favor of inside tapered plexiglass
cylinders to reduce wall friction.
In addition,
Zoller (1&,l noted that, when the tape used to hold
the multiple rings together during compaction was
inadvertently left in place during freezing, frost
heave was considerably suppressed. This leads me to
conclude that all of the other freezing cells would
offer more resistance to heave than the multiring
cell and that the amount of the resistance is indeterminate, since it depends on the frictional characteristics between the soil and the sidewall material, the stiffness and strength of the sidewall
material, and the amount of heave.
However, since
this choice has been made with some uncertainty, I
suggest that some alternatives also be explored.
These include, but are not restricted to, (a) lining
the MRFC with a rubber membrane and (b) using polyethylene film or a rubber membrane alone.
Temperature control is probably best accomplished
by circulating a nonfreezing liquid from controlled
temperature baths through plates placed in good
thermal contact with the upper and lower surfaces of
the test sample.
The heat-extraction rate imposed
should represent a severe condition or simulate the
actual field conditions.
The user of the test
should have the option to impose either rate.
According to Horiguchi (86) and Louch (87), the optimum heat-extraction ra~ for silts andclays is near
150 W/m 2
(no data are available for sands and
gravels).
Loch (88) determined that the heatextraction rate immediately beneath asphalt concrete
pavements in southern Norway ranges between 20 and
120 W/m 2 and chose a rate of 140 W/m 2 for his
test.
Freden and Stenberg (34), however, suggested
that 490 W/m 2 be used in the Swedish test.
According to Loch's data (88), a heat-extraction rate
that high would preclude Trost heave for undisturbed
silts and clays.
Thus, I have concluded that a
standardized heat-extraction rate more nearly like
that selected by Loch should be used in the new test
being proposed.
This would require that heat-flow
sensors be placed on the warm and cold ends of the
test sample and that manual or automated changes in
the cold-plate temperature be made.
Because this
would cause both the test apparatus and procedures
to be very complicated, I suggest a compromise in
which a constant cold-plate temperature be used that
will cause a rate of heat removal of approximately
100 W/m 2 when temperature equilibrium is reached.
The temperature gradient used should also represent a severe condition or simulate actual field
conditions.
Gorle (69) showed clearly that this is
an important factor ,especially for coarser materi-
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als.
He observed that the rate of heave increased
significantly with increasing temperature gradient
over a range of 0.1°-2.5°C/cm. I have observed that
temperature gradients near 0.05°C/cm in the region
immediately beneath the freezing front naturally occur over much of the freezing season in test sections near CRREL.
I suggest, then, that a standard
0.25°C/cm on the low end of Gorle's scale be adopted
to make freezing conditions more severe than what
normally occurs but not so severe as to be experimentally unrealistic.
At least two freeze-thaw cycles should be used to
account for physical changes imposed under natural
freezing conditions. This is an important consideration in determining the frost susceptibility of
soils, because repeated freeze-thaw cycling is always a factor in freezing soils, whether the cycles
are generated during a single season or during several successive seasons.
To limit the test to one-week duration and still
get at least two freeze-thaw cycles completed will
require careful design of the freezing conditions.
I propose that the first freeze be accomplished at a
relatively high rate of heat removal so that the
full length of the test sample is frozen and thawed
within two days.
The second cycle should be designed so that only the upper 5-7 cm of the sample
is frozen (at a rate of heat removal of approximately 100 W/m 2 ) on the third day.
Additional
freeze-thaw cycles will have to be performed to validate this procedure.
The MRFC should be insulated radially with foam
insulation, and this insulation should extend sufficiently above the cooling plate to ensure that no
ring is exposed to the ambient temperature as heaving occurs. The insulated MRFCs should be placed in
a cold box or cold room where the ambient temperature is maintained near but above freezing.
An alternative is to provide sufficient insulation so
that radial heat flow is not a problem. This detail
must yet be worked out. Obviously, if the cold box
or room can be eliminated, the test will be simpler
and much less expensive.
The surcharge should be variable to simulate
field conditions. Perhaps the 3.5-kPa value used in
the CRREL test should be used as a standard.
Air
loading devices, which have been built at CRREL and
are very simple and reliable in operation, are suggested.
Moisture tension is probably best varied by adj us ting the elevation of the water reservoir or by
applying a vacuum to the reservoir.
With these
methods, the tension is limited to 1 atmosphere by
the ca vi tat ion pressure of water.
This is probably
sufficient for most materials, particularly for the
dirty gravels, which are of much concern.
For
finer-grained clayey soils, a longer soil column may
have to be used to maintain the desired moisturetension condition.
For a standard test, the water
table should be maintained at the sample base.
Thaw CBR
The literature revealed few laboratory index tests
for thaw weakening.
The CBR tests after thawing
previously reported as being included in the standards in Romania (31), Switzerland (66), Austria
( 67) , and West Germany ( 70) are the only laboratory
index tests found that are specifically used for determining thaw-weakening susceptibility.
Others,
such as the Corps of Engineers soil classification
system (5), have indirectly considered thaw weakening by m;king correlations with field tests.
The repeated-load triaxial test now being conducted at CRREL (89) may also be considered a thawweakening test.
Its current use, however, requires
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a commitment to some procedure of elastic layer
analysis for pavement design.
It is not an index
test, since it provides specific values for the resilient modulus and resilient Poisson's ratio for
the entire freeze, thaw, and recovery period.
Using the CBR test for thaw weakening is a rational approach, particularly where the CBR test is
used in the design of pavement systems.
It is a
standard test conducted by many departments of
transportation and geotechnical engineering firms
and is relatively simple to conduct, particularly in
comparison with the repeated-load triaxial test.
It
is also readily adapted to a frost-heave test.

5.

6.

7.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Four methods of determining frost susceptibility
have emerged as candidates for further study.
The
most basic of these methods is the Corps of Engineers
frost-susceptibility classification
system.
This system provides for three levels of screening:
(a) percentage of particles smaller than 0. 02 mm,
(b) soil classification, and (c) frost heave.
The
first two levels relate soil factors to frost susceptibility, and the third level considers the interaction of soil, moisture stress, and temperature
factors.
Because of the large data base available,
it is not necessary to conduct the frost-heave
test.
All one needs to do is to make comparisons
with the data base.
The second of the methods suggested is a test for
moisture tension and hydraulic conductivity.
Although the test is currently heing routinely conducted at CRREL, a method of analysis needs to be
developed.
The third of the methods selected is a frostheave test. A new test is suggested because none of
those reviewed fulfills all of the requirements of
simplicity, reliability, and efficiency while accommodating the complete range of soil types in a short
time at a low cost.
It is suggested that a new
frost-heave test be designed so that all soil, moisture, stress, and temperature factors can be addressed if desired.
The last method selected is the CBR test after
thaw.
This is the only method that directly addresses the thaw-weakening problem.
I recommend
that the CBR test after freezing and thawing be considered as one additional procedure in the frostheave test for use with specific soil types, particularly sands and gravels.
Procedures should be
developed to include both frost heave and thaw weakening in the frost-susceptibility criteria.
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Statistical Geotechnical Properties of Lockport Clays
V. McGUFFEY, J. IORI, Z. KYFOR, AND D. ATHANASIOU-GRIVAS

A study is described in which the objective was to apply statistical and probabilistic tools to describe the variability of and relation between common geotechnical parameters. With these tools, one can select values of soil parameters
that correspond to specified confidence levels, assign risk values for particular
designs, and, by using regressional analysis, determine relations between soil
properties. A statistical analysis of soil properties obtained during an extensive
testing program on undisturbed samples of clay is presented. This program is
associated with the design of the Lockport Expressway in western New York
State and includes classification, oedometer, triaxial, and field vane tests. The
results of the study are presented in a number of tables and charts.

To estimate reliable value s of soil properties on
the basis of relatively few samples is an important
task in geotechnical engineering practice. Sampling
disturbance and errors due to laboratory and field
testing also contribute to the variability of soil
properties.
Moreover, t he heterogeneous nature of
soil makes the task of selecting reliable and representative soil properties quite formidable.
Thus, there is a need to develop a systematic and
rat ~ onal approach
to represent the variability of
soil properties.
Application of probability and
statistics to geotechnical problems has received
considerable attention in the past decade.
Various
researchers (1-5) have studied soil-property variability by statistical and probabilistic concepts
a nd have presented their findings in a series of
publications.
Statistics a nd probability allow one
to make inference decisions about the properties of
a specific soil deposit based on the small amount of
data the engineer normally deals with.
This paper presents results obtained in the
application of statistics and probability on actual
test data obtained for the Lockport Expressway
project in western New York State, north of Buffalo.
To design the Lockport Expressway, an extensive
subsurface
exploration
program
was
undertaken .
Topographically, the area is a flat glacial lake bed
and the subsurface material consists mainly of
lacustrine deposits. A relatively thin top layer of
sandy silt is typical.
A typical section of the
soil profile is shown in Figure 1.
oplit spoon and Shelby tube samples were obtained
from numerous drill holes.
The soil samples obtained were classified as inorganic silty clays of
low to high plasticity based on the plasticity chart
shown in Figure 2.
Examination of these samples
revealed the presence of a layer of stiff silty clay
(9-20 blows)
overlying softer silty clay
(0-4
blows). A layer of compact glacial till with var ying thickness underlies the softer deposit.
Even
though the clay samples were taken over a large
area, they were uniform in composition.

Laboratory and field testing of the clay was
performed by the Soil Mechanics Bureau of the New
York State Department of Transportation.
The testing program included determinations of Atterberg
limits, moisture content, wet density, and specific
gravity,
consolidated
isotropic
undrained
(CIU)
triaxial tests, oedometer tests, and field vane
tests.
Relatively few triaxial and oedometer tests
were performed on the stiff material because the
material was sufficiently strong to prevent sample
preparation.
There were enough percentage clay size and Atterberg limits data available to determine the activity
of the clay deposit (see Figure 3). The activity of
the clay deposit was found to be approximately 0.39,
which means that the clay material is inactive.
Data on the stress history and undrained strength
of a typical undisturbed hole are summarized in
Figure 4. The soft clay layer is moderately precompressed, and the stiff upper layer is heavily precompressed, a probable result of dessication.
The statistical characteristics, such as the
mean, standard deviation, coefficient of variation,
skewness, and kurtosis of the soil properties, are
determined.
Afterwards, probability distributions
for a few selected soil properties are proposed and
predictive models are developed between a few typical soil properties.
oAMPLE 8'l'A'l'l8'1'1C8
In order to analyze the data from the project area,
it is first necessary to define the population from
which the data were drawn. This is extremely important, since the mixing of different populations can
often lead to a misinterpretation of the results.
The test results were grouped into two categories:
(a) the relatively few results from the
stiff clay deposit and (b) the results obtained from
the soft clay deposit.
The determination of what
samples were considered stiff or soft was based on
examination of blow counts, moisture contents, wet
densities, and stress history.
Once this; Will; ilCcomplished, the data obtained from classification
tests, triaxial tests, oedometer tests, and field
vane tests were analyzed to determine the statistical characteristics of the various soil properties.
The soil properties are considered as being

Figure 2. Plasticity chart for classification of fine-grained soils.
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random variables that possess certain probability
density distributions.
Histograms that give an
indication of the type of distribution each of the
soil properties can possess are shown in Figures
5-16.
In order to quantitatively assess the variability
of the soil properties, it is necessary to determine
their sample statistics, such as the mean, standard
deviation, and coefficient of variation.
The coefficient of variation--which is the standard deviation divided by the mean--is the most commonly used
measure of expressing the uncertainty associated
with soil-property values.
Harr (£) has tabulated
coefficients of variation for various soil properties obtained by many researchers.

55

Figure 3. Activity of soil deposit.

e

Classification Tests
The statistical results of the classification tests
in Table 1 show that they have relatively low coefficients of variation. This is important in that it
indicates that the same soil type is being analyzed. Extremely high coefficients of variation may
indicate
that
different
soil
units
are
being
combined.

10

50

10

Clay fraction(< 0.002mm)

Co mpr e s si b i l ity Te st
Eighty-five oedometer tests were performed: 68 on
the soft clay and the remainder on the stiff clay.
The compression ratio and the recompression ratio
are the only soil compressibility properties considered in this paper.
Table 2 gives the test results of the compression
ratios when they are grouped in several ways.
Sample statistics were determined for all test
values and then for the test values according to
whether they came from the stiff clay or the soft
clay deposit.
The coefficient of variation dropped
when the test values were analyzed separately, which
indicates that the test results should not have been
combined.
Furthermore, the histogram that represents the mixing of the test results (see Figure 8)
exhibits
a
bimodal
distribution
(two
apparent
peaks).
From the statistical point of view, this
indicates that the sample statistics obtained from
the grouping of the data were invalid (i.e., two
sets of data were being combined).
Statistical
treatment of mixed samples may not satisfactorily
reflect the actual behavior of the deposit under
consideration.
Lumb (l) refers to this as sample
contamination in that possibly two populations were
being analyzed.

Figure 4. Data summary for typical undisturbed drill hole.
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Strength Tests
There were 64 CIU triaxial tests and 21 field vane
tests performed on the soft clay material.
So few
strength tests were performed on the stiff material
that a statistical analysis was not done.
The
strength properties exhibited the highest coefficients of variation, as would intuitively be expected since soil strength is dependent on a multitude of factors (~). The statistical results of the
strength characteristics are summarized in Table 3.

Figure 5. Frequency distribution of liquid limit.
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REGRESSION AND CORRELATION
Regression analysis is an extremely useful tool for
developing predictive models for certain soil properties.
The method used in performing the regression analysis in this paper is least squares (2).
Predictive models, by use of which one can predict the value of the compression ratio and recompression ratio by knowing the natural moisture
content, have been suggested for the soft clay
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Figure 6. Frequency distribution of plastic limit.

Figure 9. Frequency distribution of compression ratio for stiff silty clay.
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Figure 8. Frequency distribution of compression ratio for mixed samples.
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deposit in the project area. These models are shown
in Figures 17 and 18.
Several other regression
models have been suggested (2,10) for relating
compression ratio to moisture ~ontent for similar
soil deposits. These relations are shown in Figure
19 so as to make a comparison with the prediction
model just developed. As can be seen, all of the
models fall within a narrow band.
Correlation coefficients (r) between various soil
properties are of interest because they measure how
well the two properties under investigation follow a
linear relation.
The values of r obtained between
various soil properties are as follows:

Moisture content
versus recompression ratio
Recompression ratio
versus compression ratio
Compression ratio
versus preconsolidation pressure
Moisture content
versus preconsolidation pressure
WPt. nPnsity versus
cohesion
Moisture content
versus cohesion
Cohesion versus undrained friction
angle

Material

_r_ __

0.755
0.899
0.348
0.633

Soft and stiff silty
clay

0.898

Soft !!ilty clay
Stiff silty clay
Soft silty clay

0.635
0.783
0.417

Soft silty clay

0.266

Soft silty clay

0.049

Soft silty clay

-0.508

0.486
-0. 341

-0.162

The r for compression ratio versus moisture content
was 0.635, and that for recompression ratio versus
moisture content was 0.417. The results are indicative of positive correlation, as would be expected.
11 correlation value close to zero for compression
ratio versus preconsolidation pressure (Pp) was
computed, which indicates no correlation between the
two properties.
The use of this type of analysis would prove to
be very beneficial in geotechnical practice, and the
study of the relations between various soil properties should be extended.
PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTIONS
The most commonly used probability density function
(pdf) for modeling variability in soil properties is
the normal (Gaussian) distribution ll-1>· The major
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Figure 10. Frequency distribution of compression ratio for soft silty clay.
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Figure 14. Frequency distribution of remolded strengths from vane tests.
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Figure 11. Frequency distribution of recompreulon ratio for soft silty clay.
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Figure 12. Frequency distribution of undrained shear strength from CIU tests.
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Figure 13. Frequency distribution of undrained shear strength from vane tests.
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characteristics of the normal distribution are that
it is symmetric about its mean, the tails tend
toward infinity,
and it can take on negative
values.
In reality, soil-property values are positive and bounded and their distributional characteristics are very rarely symmetric. As can be seen
by looking at the histograms of the soil properties
investigated (Figures 5-16), all exhibit a certain
degree of skewness.
Therefore, from the physical
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Figure 18. Regression line of recompression ratio versus natural moisture
content for soft silty clay .

Table 1. Variability of classification parameters.

No. of
Samples

Soil Property
Specific gravity
Percentage clay size
c/p ratina
Liquid limit
Plastic limit
Plasticity index
Moisture content
Soft silty clay
Stiff silty clay
Wet density
Soft silty clay
Stiff silty clay
3

Mean

Range

0.60
12.50
10.42
9.12
8.29
13.61

2.73-2.80
39.80-68.80
0.180-0.275
37.7-54.6
20.3-27.7
15.7-32.3

9.03
12.01

36.07-55.53
24.08-35.39

~

106.25-119.24
119.98-127.38

..

2.77
58.07
0.217
46.59
24.37
22.21

145
57
46
66
66
66

45.43
29.66

132
25
132
25

.0

Coefficient
of
Variation
(%)

I

I RR= 0.0004JMC + 0.0017 I

2.40
1.90

111.94
124.38

•

.... .o
.-

.

3

. ..

.2
~

y

E'

~ .o1

_),./ ~

.....-V.

..

v

Defined as ratio of undrained shear strength (for a normally consolidated soil) to consolidation pressure.

.0 I
Table 2. Variability of compressibility parameters.

Soil Property
Compression ratio
Mixed samples
Soft silty clay
Stiff silty clay
Recompression ratio
for soft silty clay

No. of
Samples

Mean

Coefficient
of
Variation
(%)

85
68
17
19

0.201
0.226
0.102
0.022

30.00
16.04
22.63
22.30

0.076-0.354
0.131-0.354
0.076-0.153
0.014-0.031

Coefficient
of
Variation
(%)

Range

Range

~

,./"'

..
I

4Q
45
so
35
Natural moisture content - MC

0

~

i
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Figure 19. Regression lines of compression ratio versus natural moisture
content for similar soil deposits.

Table 3. Variability of strength parameters.

No. of
Samples

Soil Property

Mean

30

5

•5
N1tural moisture content -MC

Undrained strength
CIU tests
Field vane tests
Remolded strength
from field vane
tests
Cohesion for soft
silty clay(-</> cu)
t = tan </> cu for soft
silty clay

300-1400
486.0-973
94.0-266.0

64
21
17

677.34
687.24
179.35

25.55
19.20
23.98

64

431.41

35.90

50-790

26.74

0.105-0.315

0.1653

64

Figure 17. Regression line of compression ratio versus natural moisture
content for soft silty clay.
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point ot view, the normal distribution is not a
realistic model to use.
The major reason for using
the normal distribution to model variability in soil
properties is its mathematical simplicity.
A distributional function known as the beta has
been suggested (§., 11) as being a more appropriate
model to use in the study of soil-property variability.
The beta distribution is so versatile
that, in fact, it can be used to model the variability of most soil properties.
The major advantage is that it can assume various shapes.
The
beta pdf, where a and b are the lower and upper
limits of the soil property, is presented below:

where a < x < b,

a

(1)

> -1, a > -1, and

B(a+ 1,{J+ l)=r(a+ t)r(ll+ l)/r(a+{J+ 2)

0

If a, b, x,
be obtained:

0

and

a= (X 2 /V 2 )(1 - X) - (1
35

15\)

Crawford Upland ( inor9anic clays
of low to medium plasticity)

•

•
30·

0.009

f(x) = [l/(b - a)B(a + 1, {J + 1)] [(x - a)/(b - a)]" [(b - x)/(b - a)]~

,.

..

19

.....-

- - - Lockport clays
- - - - - Connecticut Valley varved clays

40
•)
:o
Natural moisture content -MC
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Sx are

+ x)

known,

(2)

then a

and

a

can

(3)

60

{J[(a+ 1)/X] -(a+ 2)

(4)
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-

-

a)'.
where x = <x
a)/(b - a) and v = Sx/(b
The Cl and a parameters are known as the shape
parameters in that their values will determine
whether the beta distribution will be U-shaped,
J-shaped, symmetric, etc.
A statistician named Pearson (12) developed a
chart (see Figure 20) that relates the coefficient
of skewness and coefficient of kurtosis to distributions in such a way as to aid in the selection of a
distribution that would model the test results.
The
Pearson system was used in the selection of pdf 's
for some of the properties investigated in this
study.
As can be seen in Figure 20 and Table 4,
most of the soil properties can be modeled by the
Pearson Type I curve, which is a beta distribution.

One of the limitations of using the Pearson
system is that a1 and a2 are extremely sensitive
to the amount of data used to arrive at the coefficients.
One must also remember that the use of the
Pearson system does not necessarily mean that a
perfect fit will be assured but that a reasonable
distributional model has been selected.
CONFIDENCE LIMITS
In geotechnical engineering design, the amount of
information available to the designers is often
limited. This is due to the fact that, in a subsurface exploration program, samples obtained from a
particular soil deposit represent only a very small
portion of the entire soil deposit.
Yet the engineer is asked to assign to the soil deposit soilproperty values that he or she believes to be reliable and representative based on only a small amount
of data. Confidence limits are a means by which the
engineer can make estimates of population parameters
based on small sample statistics and associate with
these estimates the probability of making a correct
decision.
The approach used in this investigation was to
establish confidence limits of the population means
for a few selected soil properties, based on the
t-statistic.
It is then possible to state with a
specified level of confidence that the true population mean lies between some lower and upper limit.
Table 5 gives the intervals at the 90, 95, and 99
percent confidence levels for a few selected soil
properties.
These values would enable the practicing engineer who is not familiar with the Lockport
clays to make certain estimates of soil properties
in that particular area.

Figure 20. The Pearson
system.

NEED FOR STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Designing geotechnical structures from a probabilistic viewpoint requires knowledge of the variability of soil properties.
In conventional design,
soil properties such as shearing strength or compressibility are treated as single-valued quantities
when in fact they can exhibit a great deal of variability.
A probabilistic approach accounts for

·~
Table 4. Probability distributions as determined by the Pearson system.

Beta Values
Type of
Distribution

Soil Property

Material

No. of
Samples

Mean

SD

B1

B2

Undrained cohesion
Undrained friction angle r/J cu
t =tan r/J cu
Undrained strength
From CIU tests
From field vane tests
Remolded stren]!th from field vane tests
Compression ratio

Soft silty clay
Soft silty clay
Soft silty clay

64
64
64

431.41
9.37
0.1653

155.05
2.45
0.0442

0.331
1.222
1.091

2.692
3.827
3.969

Soft silty clay
Soft silty clay
Soft silty clay
Soft silty clay
Stiff silty clay
Soft silty clay

64
21
17
68
17
19

677.34
687.35
179.35
0.226
0.102
0.022

173.076
131.98
43.01
0.0359
0.0223
0.0048

0.762
0.622
0.224
0.420
0.955
0.396

6.1936
2.707
2.744
5.030
2.8386
2.1662

Recompression ratio

"'
1.417
0.048
O.D38

IV
I
I
IV
I
I

0
-0.049
0.487
0
-0.436
-0.093

Table 5. Confidence intervals for various population parameters at different confidence levels.
90 Percent

95 Percent

99 Percent

Soil Parameter

Lower Limit

Upper Limit

Lower Limit

Upper Limit

Lower Limit

Upper Limit

Undrained strength
CIU tests
Field vane tests
Compression ratio for soft silty clay
Recompression ratio for soft silty clay

641.21
637.64
0.2187
0.0207

713.47
737.06
0.2333
0.0233

634.09
627.24
0.2173
0.0198

720.59
747.46
0.2347
0.0243

619.84
605.37
0.2144
0.0188

734.84
769.33
0.2376
0.0252

~

1.272
1.528
1.585
0.350
0.510
0.105
0.142
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soil-property
variability
analysis quantifies it.
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while

the

statistical

CONCLUSIONS
On the basis of results obtained in this study,
following conclusions can be drawn:

the

1. The statistical approach is useful in systematically organizing data.
2. In the sorting of data, histograms that exhibit more than one peak (multimodal) can indicate
whether one or more populations are present.
3. Shear-strength characteristics exhibited the
most variability.
This is in agreement with other
research.
4. Low coefficients of variation for the classification parameters may indicate whether one is
dealing with the same soil type.
5. The beta distribution was found to model most
soil properties investigated in this paper.
In
fact, due to its versatility, it could be expected
to model most soil properties.
6. Whenever large amounts of data are available
for a particular soil unit, a statistical treatment
may provide better insights into the interrelations
of the various soil properties and help the engineer
to reduce the amount of judgment necessary in the
selection of design parameters.
7. I t is important to note that the statistical
results presented in this paper apply only to clay
material.
If one were dealing with material similar
in geologic origin and stress history, the results
presented here could be of value.
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Use of Point Estimates for Probability Moments
in Geotechnical Engineering
V. McGUFFEY, J. IORI, Z. KYFOR, AND D. ATHANASIOU-GRIVAS

In probabilistic geotechnical engineering, it is often necessary to obtain esti·
mates of the mean and standard deviation of a function of one or more random
variables. For this purpose, Rosenblueth first proposed the method of using
point estimates for approximating probability moments. This method is advantageous in that it requires neither extensive computer capabilities nor complex mathematical derivations. The point-estimate method is described and
compared with existing methods, and its usefulness is illustrated with examples
of its application to common geotechnical functions.

determination of the statistical values of functions
of soil properties.
As an example, consider the commonly used settlement equation expressed in the following form:
S = H x CR x log(Pr/P0 )

where

s
Analytic expressions are available and can be used
to evaluate the statistical values (mean, variance,
higher moments) of soil properties with random
variation, such as plasticity index, compression
ratio, and undrained shear strength.
Moreover, of
equal importance in geotechnical practice is the

H

CR
Po

total settlement within a soil layer,
thickness of the layer,
compression ratio of the layer,
initial vertical stress within the soil
layer, and
final vertical stress within the soil
layer.

(1)
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CR is a random variable. S is a function of this
random variable,
and
therefore
its statistical
values depend on those of CR.
If the mean and standard deviation of S are
known, one can infer something about the probability
with which S receives values within certain limits.
For example, by assuming a model for the probability
density function (pdf) of S (e.g., normal), one can
find (a) the probability that S lies below a certain
value (S1) by integrating under the pdf from
to s 1 , (b) the probability that s lies above a
certain value (S 2 ) by integrating under the pdf
from S2 to +oo, and (c) the probability that S
lies within a certain range (S1 to s 2 ) by integrating the pdf from S1 to S2.
Approximate solutions to the problem of determining the statistical values of functions of random
variables are usually possible (!_).
Currently, two
approximate methods are widely used to do this:
Monte Carlo simulation and Taylor series approximation.
These two methods are briefly described in
this paper.
Since there are disadvantages to both
of these methods, a third method, first proposed by
Rosenblueth (1), is also described.
It is shown
that Rosenblueth's method overcomes the disadvantages of the other two methods.
Its use is also
illustrated with examples.
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Y=f(X1,X2,X3, ... Xn)+ 1/2

f

(d2y/ClXi 2) [Var(Xd]

(2)

i=J

(3)

The problem with this method is that partial
differentiation, performed on even simple functions,
may result in complex expressions.
Furthermore,
differentials of complex functions may not even
exist.
Point-Estimate Method
A typical pdf of a random variable X is shown in
Figure 1.
Usually, only the first two or three
moments of the distribution can be estimated accurately. Following a method first proposed by Rosenblueth (1) , the pdf of X can be approximated by a
two-point probability mass function.
The mass
function consists of concentrations P+ and P_ at
X+ and x_, respectively (see Figure 1).
This is
analogous to representing a distributed load on a
beam by a force (or forces) acting through a point
(or points).
If Y(X) is a function of X, a two-point approximation for the pdf of Y is obtained by evaluating
the function Y(X) at X+ and lL:

APPROXIMATE METHODS

=Y(X+)

(4)

y_ = Y(X..)

(5)

Y+

Generally,
if
Y
f (X1,
X2,
X3, ••• •Xn>
and
each of the variables Xi has a known mean and
standard deviation, we wish to determine the mean
and standard deviation of Y.
For example, given
Equation 1 and the means and standard deviation of
CR, we wish to determine the mean and standard
deviation of S.

The concentration at Y+ is the same as it is at
X+ (i.e., P+>·
Similarly, the concentration at
Y_ is P_.
This is shown schematically in Figure
2. The two-point approximation for the pdf of Y can
then be used to determine the first two moments of Y:

Monte Carlo Simulation
The Monte Carlo simulation method determines the
mean and standard deviation of a function of random
variables by performing repeated computations by use
of randomly selected point estimates for the component variables. The method is outlined as follows:
1. Select a random value for each of the component variables.
The random values are selected to
conform with the assumed distribution of each variable.
2. Using the randomly selected values of the
component variables, compute the function.
3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 a large number of times.
The number of times depends on the variability of
the input and output parameters and the desired
degree of accuracy.
4. Compute the mean and standard deviation of the
function by using the data obtained from the simulation.

E(Y)

=P+ Y+ + p_y_

(6)
(7)

Var(Y) = E(Y 2 )

-

E(Y) 2

(8)

The total mass of the two-point approximation
must be equal to that of the actual density function
(i.e., must be equal to one). Also, the first three

Figure 1. Typical probability density function and two-point probability mass
function of X.

fx (X)

TO MAKE CALCULATIONS
EASIER, REPLACE THIS
CONTINUOUS DISTRIBUTION .. .

The Monte Carlo simulation requires a high-speed
computer so that a large number of trials can be
conducted.
Furthermore, computer programs should
exist that automatically make the necessary repetitions and accumulate values.
Such programs, especially for very complicated functions, are very
difficult to create.

x
... WITH THIS DISCRETE
TWO- POINT DISTRIBUTION

Taylor Series Expansion
Given
where

a
function
Y
each variable Xi

variable with known
(Xi), expressions can
variance of Y:

f(X1,
X2,
X3, •.• ,Xn),
is an independent random

p_

mean Xi and variance Var
be derived for the mean and

x

x.- -
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moments of the two-point approximation must be equal
to those of the actual density function.
Thus,
P+, P_,
J4, and lL must satisfy the following simultaneous equations:

P+(X+ - X) 2 + P_(X_ - X) 2

=a/

P+(X+ - X) 3 + P_(){_- X) 3 = Vxa/

cally distributed
follows:

random

variables,

is

given

Y++ = Y(Xt+, X 2 +)

as

(16)

(9)

(17)

(10)

(18)

(11)

(19)

(12)

where Y++ is
x2 +l, etc.:

the

function

y

evaluated

at

(X1+•

where

x

expected value of x,
standard deviation of X, and
skewness of X.

ox
Vx
If

X is

symmetrically

distributed,

then

vx

E(Y) = l/4(Y++ + Y+- + Y-+ y __)

(20)

E(Y 2 ) = l/4(Y++ 2 + Y+- 2 + Y-+ 2 + y __ 2 )

(21)

Var(Y) = E(Y 2 )

(22)

-

E(Y) 2

EXAMPLES

O and the above expressions yield
Settlement
P+=P_=l/2

(13)

X+ =X+ ax

(14)

x_ = x- ax

(15)

surcharge is to be placed on an area that is
underlain by a 10-ft-thick layer of clay (see Figure
5).
The initial vertical stress within the clay
layer (P 0 ) is 300 lbf/ft 2 , and the final vertical stress (Pf) will be 400 lbf/ft 2 •
CR is a
random variable with a mean value of 0.20 and a
standard deviation of 0. 05. By using Rosenblueth' s
method, find the mean and standard deviation of S.

A

That is, the distribution of X is approximated by
a two-point mass function, the mass of which is
concentrated equally at one standard deviation above
and below the mean value (see Figure 3).
I f Y is a function of two random variables (X1,
x2 ), then the joint distribution of the two random
variables can be approximated with a four-point mass
function (see Figure 4).
In general, if Y is a
function of N random variables, then 2N points are
needed to approximate the multivariate mass function.
Hence, the weighing factor (P) for the case
of uncorrelated random variables with symmetrical
distributions is equal to (l/2)N.
The determination of the first two moments of Y,
when Y is a func~ion of two uncorrelated, symmetri-

Figure 2. Two-point probability mass function of Y.

y

Y=Y(X)

v. ----------

x

X+

S = H x CR x log Pf/P 0 = 1.25 CR.
CR+= 0.25.
CR_ = 0.15.
S+ = 1.25 CR.+ = 0.313 ft.
S_
1.25 CR_ = 0.188 ft.

=

S = E(S) = 1/2 (S+ + S_)
0.250 ft.
E(S 2 l = 1/2 cs+• + s_•
o.067.
2
Var(S) = E(S ) - E(S) 2 = 0.004.
Os = 0.063 ft.
Assuming that s is a normally distributed random
variable, find the probability that the settlement
will be (a) less than O.10 ft, (b) more than 0. 30
ft, and (c) between 0.10 and 0.30 ft.
The pdf of S is shown in Figure 6.
The probabilities of the above three conditions are equal to
the indicated area S:
P(S < 0.10)
0.0087, P(S
> 0.30)
0.2148, and P(0.10 < S < 0.30)
0.7765.
Since settlement is a linear function of CR,
Rosenblueth's method was actually not even required.
However, Rosenblueth' s method is valuable
when one is dealing with complex nonlinear functions
or functions of several random variables.
Bearing Capacity Factor
r.ambe and Whitman (l.l ilefine t:hP. hP.aring capacity
factor
(Nyl
of a soil as a function of the
friction angle ~·

Figure 3. Symmetrical two-point mass function.

Figure 4. Four-point bivariate mass function.

x
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Factor of Safe ty ( Infinite Slope)

Figure 5. Settlement problem.
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One geotechnical function that is not often considered random is the factor of safety (FS).
However, one must agree that, because the FS is a
function of random variables, it is itself a random
variable.
The FS of an infinite slope (see Figure 7) can be
expressed as

I7

-MID-DEPTH

/,('«"<(

Y.I<'«<

FS = t an ¢/ tan ~

Figure 6. Probability density function of S.

.100

where 4> is the friction angle of the slope soil
and a is the slope angle.
The friction angle 4> is a random variable with
a mean value of 30° and a standard deviation of 3°.
By using Rosenblueth's method, find the mean and
standard deviation of FS.

4>+ = 33°.
4>- = 27°.
FS+ = l.393.
FS_ = l.093 •

S (SETTLEMENT)

N-y = 1/2 {!Cl +sin</>)/(! - sin</>)] 512

-

[(! +sin</>)/(! - sin</>)) 1/ 2 }

(23)

The friG:tion angle 4> is a random variable with
a mean value of 30° and a standard deviation of 3°.
By using Rosenblueth ' s method, find the mean and
standard deviation of ?\·

4>+ = 33°.
4>- = 27°.
Ny+ = 9.68.
?\- = 4.97.

N = E(?\) = 1/2 (!\,+ .. ?\- = 7.33.
E~ ?\ 2 ) a 1/2 (Ny+' + Ny_ 2 ) = 59.20.
Var (Ny) = E(?\ 2 )
<1Ny = 2.34.

-

E(?\)

2

= 5.47.

Shear Strength (Mohr's Theory)
(i:)

(24)

=a tan</>+ c

where a, tan 4>• and c are uncorrelated
variables with the following characteristics:
Variable
a (lbf/in 2 )
tan 4>
c (lbf/in')

Mean
20
0.55
7.94

SD
l.41
0.24
l.47

+
21.41
0.79
9.41

FS - E(FS) = 1/2 (FS+ + FS_) = 1.243.
E(FS 2 ) • 1/2 (FS+ 2 + FS_ 2 ) = 1.568.
var(FS) = E(FS 2 ) - E(FS) 2 = 0.023.
aFs = 0.151.
Assuming the FS is a normally distributed random
variable, find the probability that FS will be less
than one.
The pdf of the FS is shown in Figure 8.
The
probability that the FS is less than one is indicated by the shaded region: P(FS < l) = 0.0537.
To say that the FS is less than one is to say
that the slope will fail.
Therefore, the probability that the FS is less than one is the probability of failure (Pf).
The Pf has been proposed as an alternative to the FS as a measure of
safety.
CONCLUSIONS

Estimate the mean and variance of the strength
of a soil in accordance with Mohr's theory:
T

(25)

random

18.59
0.31
6.47

Since T is a function of three random
ables, T must be evaluated eight times:

The method of point estimates for probability moments has been presented and compared with the Monte
Carlo simulation technique and the Taylor series
approximation.
Unlike the Monte Carlo simulation,
the point-estimate method requires no extensive
computer capabilities.
Unlike the Taylor series

Figure 7. Infinite slope problem.

vari-

T+++ = 26.32
23.38
T++16.05
T+-+
T+-- " 13.ll
24.10
'T-++
't-+- = 21.16
't--+ = 15.17
't--- = 12.23

FS = ~

Figure B. Probability density function of FS.

fFs(FS)

~ = E(T) a 1/8 ET = 18.94 lbf/in 2 •
E(T 2 ) = 1/8 ET 2 = 384.64.
Var(T) • E(T 2 ) - E(T) = 25.92.
aT = 5.09 lbf/in 2 •

This problem was solved by Harr (4) by using
Taylor series approximation.
The results are the
same.

1.0

FS
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approximation, the point-estimate method requires no
complex derivations.
Yet the point-estimate method
is as accurate as the Taylor series approximation.
The normal distribution is not the only type of
distribution that can be assumed.
since most geotechnical properties can never take on negative
numbers, the lognormal distribution may be a more
appropriate model.
Another suggestion is to use a
symmetrical beta distribution, which is bounded by
zero and twice the mean.
In this paper, it was assumed that input variables were symmetrically distributed and, in the
case of two or more variables, uncorrelated.
However, Rosenblueth' s method is not limited by these
conditions.

members of the Soil Mechanics Bureau of the New York
State Department of Transportation, whose director
is Lyndon H. Moore.
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Short-Term Reliability of Slopes Under Static
and Seismic Conditions
AKIRA ASAOKA AND DIMITRI ATHANASIOU-GRIVAS

Cu
a

A simplified probabilistic approach to the determination of the short-term
("<f>u = 0") reliability of clayey slopes under static and seismic conditions is
presented. The uncertainties associated with (a) the undrained strength of
soil and its spatial variation and (b) the analytic procedure used to assess the
safety of the slope are considered, and probabilistic tools are introduced for
their description and amelioration. The probability of the failure of a slope
under static loading is first determined. The effect of an earthquake on the
slope is introduced through an equivalent horizontal peak acceleration (deter·
ministic), and the new probability of failure is obtained by using Bayes' theorem. Finally, the developed procedure is illustrated in an example, the results
of which are presented and discussed.

W

From Equation 1, it is seen that the total undrained shear strength of the slope is obtained by
integrating cu along the length L of the failure
surface.
If the soil medium is homogeneous
and
isotropic,
then Cu is constant throughout the
medium and the total resistance is equal to cuL·
In this case, the critical failure surface (i.e.,
the slip surface for which Fs becomes minimum) can
be determined analytically. Thus, by expressing the
equilibrium of moments around center 0 (Figure 1) as
aw = RLi:, or

The factor of safety F 5 of a slope of cohesive
soil
under
undrained
("<I> u = 0 ")
conditions,
determined from equilibrium of moments around the
center of a circular failure surface (see Figure 1),
is given as

aW= RL(N-yH)

(!)

F, = RfLc;,dL/aW

where

where
y
R
L

undrained shear strength of soil,
distance between W and the center of the
circle, and
weight of the sliding soil mass.

=

radius of the circular failure surface,
length of the failure surface,

N
H

Figure 1. Slope geometry.

0

mean shear stress along the slip surface,
unit weight of soil,
stability number !!), and
height of the slope,
a

A<-- - - . . i

R

lw
(a)

Infinite Depth Case

(b)

Finite Depth Case

(2)
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and substituting
latter becomes

Equation

2

into
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Equation

1,

F, = (1/LfLcudL)/(NrH)

the

(3a)

or
(3b)
From Equation 3b, it is seen that the value of
Fs is proportional to Cu while the location of
the slip surface within the soil mass is independent
of Cu·
Charts that provide values for the stability number N as a function of slope angle fl (in
the case of an infinitely deep medium, as shown in
Figure la) or angle fl and depth factor H/D (in the
case of a medium with finite depth, as shown in
Figure lb) can be found in reports by Taylor (l) and
Terzaghi and Peck (~).
In the case of low embankments constructed on
soft clay deposits, the shear resistance of the
fill, within which tension zones commonly develop,
may be neglected.
Neglect of the embankment shear
resistance may also be justified in the case of a
stiff cohesive fill or a granular fill placed on
soft clay.
For these cases, special charts must be
used to determine the corresponding values of the
stability number N (}).
STRENGTH VARIABILITY WITHIN NATURAL DEPOSITS
In general, shear strength receives different values
at different locations within a given soil deposit.
This variation of strength is due to the inherent
variability of the soil material, a fundamental
cause of uncertainty in geotechnical engineering.
Let x and x' denote the horizontal coordinates of
two points, A and A', respectively, that have a
vertical distance equal to ti z.
This is shown in
Figure 2.
If µ and cr denote the mean value and
standard deviation, respectively, of shear strength
cu
along
the
x-direction,
while
r (tiz)
denotes
the value of the vertical autocorrelation coefficient r (!) for the two points A and A', one has that

tix = x - x'.
This corresponds to a soil deposit
formed through a horizontal accumulation process
(e.g., an alluvial clay deposit).
Moreover, assuming that the process is stationary, one finds that
I r (ti z) I .;; 1 and r (ti z) = r (-ti z) •
The mean value µ, variance cr 2 , and autocorrelation coefficient r(tiz) of the undrained shear
strength Cu of a soil deposit can be determined
through a statistical analysis of measured values of
cu(x) and under the assumption that the process
described by Equations 4 is ergodic.
Thus, the
expected values that appear in Equations 4 can be
determined
as
spatial
averages
[e.g.,
µ
(l/Vlf rcu(x)dV,
where
V
denotes
a
volume
of
soil mass, etc.].
From Equations 4, the mean value and variance of
the
quantity
(l/L) LcudL,
which
appear
in
Equation 3a, can be written as

J

E[(l/L) fLCudL) = µ
Var[(l/L)hcudL) =a

(Sa)
2

/o

(Sb)

in which, Var[
denotes the variance
quantity in brackets and o is equal to

of

the

(6)
Physically, quantity o represents the number of
statistically independent layers that a given soil
deposit may be considered to consist of.
From
Equation 6, it is seen that the determination of the
numerical value of o requires a previous knowledge
of the autocorrelation coefficient r(tiz) of the
shear strength cu·
By combining Equations 3 and 5, it is found that
the mean value and variance of the factor of safety
Fs are equal to

E[F,] = F, = µ/NrH
Var [F,] =

2
aF,

=a

2

(7a)
2

/o (NrH).

(7b)

(4b)

Furthermore, if it is assumed that cu follows a
normal distribution (2_,&), then the integral of cu
is also normally distributed and, therefore, Fs is
a normal variate.
This may be written symbolically
as

(4c)

(8)

in which E{
denotes the expected value of the
quantity in brackets (Equation 4a) and braces (Equations 4b and 4c).
Equation 4c involves the assumption that the
horizontal autocorrelation coefficient is constant
and
equal
to
unityi
i.e.,
r (tix)
1,
where

where the right-hand side denotes the normal distri-

E[cu(x)] = µ
E{[cu(x)-µ]

(4a)
2

} =cr 2
2

E{ [cu(x) - µ) [cu(x') - µ)} = a r(fil)

Figure 2. Two points within the soil deposit at a vertical distance IJ.Z.

bution with mean Fs and standard deviation cr
Autocorrelation Coefficient of Strength

The
autocorrelation
coefficient
r (tiz)
of
Cu
along the vertical direction can be conveniently
expressed as an exponential function of tiz.
On
the basis of data corresponding to marine clay
deposits found
in Japan, Matsuo and Asaoka
(2)
determined the following expressions for r (tiz):

r(fil) = exp(-IM/Q)

f - - --

-0 A (x)

A' ( x)

Fs

(9)

where the correlation length ~ was reported to
vary between 0.625 and 1.25 m, for the case of
normally consolidated alluvial clay deposits.
When the correlation length and the thickness of
a clay deposit are known, from Equation 9 one can
determine the corresponding values of the autocorrelation coefficient r.
Number of I ndependent Layers
For a given value of the autocorrelation coefficient
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r, from Equation 6 one can determine the number of
independent layers (i.e., quantity o) of which a
clay deposit consists.
Thus, for example, if r is
given
as
r(llz)
exp
(-lt:.zl)/0.91)
and
the
depth of the soil deposit is equal to 8 m, the
8 8
quantity 8 2 /J J exp (-lz - z'l/0.9l)dzdz' z 5 detero 0
mines that the 8-m-thick clay deposit is equivalent
to five independent clay layers, each of which has a
thickness equal to 8/5 = 1. 6 m.
This is shown in
Figure 3.
The number of independent clay layers
corresponding
to
three
correlation
lengths
und
various depths of the clay deposit is given below:
Thickness of
Clay Deposit

(m)
4

6
8
10
12
14

No. of Eguivalent La:t:ers
=
i =
i =
0.625 m
0.91 m
1.25 m
3.8
~
~
5.4
3.9
3.0
6.9
5.0
3.8
8.5
6.1
4.6
5.4
10.1
7.1
8.2
6.2
11. 7

i

5

8 = L2/ ~ (L'iI.;)2

(10)

i=l

by

substituting the values
5, it is found that

for

8 = 30.8 2/(3.6 2 + 4 2 + 4.8 2 + 5.6 2 + 12.8 2) = 3.84

L

and

(11)

Finally, an intuitive interpretation of
can be
obtained as follows.
Suppose that a given soil medium consists of n
statistically independent and homogeneous layers,
each of which has the same width t:.L along the slip
surface and the same mean value µ and standard de
viation a for the undrained strength c
i = l, ••• ,n.
ui
If one expresses the quantity (l/LJJLcudL as
(1/L)fLcudL = (1/nf'iL)
then
the
equal to

n
~
i=l

Cu. L'iL = (1/n)
I

expected

n
~
i=l

value

Cu·

I

of

(12)
is

n

= (1/n)

~
i=l

E[eu.J
1

As was mentioned in the introduction to this paper,
the short-term stability of a slope (e.g., an embankment rapidly constructed on a saturated clay
deposit) is commonly analyzed by using the ~u
0 method and assuming a circular slip surface.
The
successful performance of the structure, however,
depends on how successfully the design engineer has
identified and accounted for all of the uncertainties that are involved at the various stages of the
project.
These include site selection and investigation, sampling, testing, analysis, and design as
well as the details associated with construction.
Moreover, in simplifying the actual soil conditions
so that a stability analysis can be applied, additional errors and uncertainties are
introduced.
These are inevitably reflected in the numerical
value of the factor of safety of the slope.
Let F s denote the value of
the
factor
of
safety, given by Equations 3a and 3b, and E the
magnitude of the error associated with this value.
The "true factor of safety Fs" is then equal to

1\ = F, + €

Moreover, if for this example the radius of the
critical slip circle is R = 14 m, then the segments
of the slip surface within the five layers have
lengths (Figure 3) equal to t:.L1
3.6 m, t:.L 2
4 m,
t:.L 3
4.8 m,
t:.L 4
5.6 m,
and t:.L 5
= 12. 8 m and the total length L of the slip surface
is equal to 30.8 m.
In this case, Equation 6 reduces to

from which,
llLi• i = 1,

UNCERTAINTY IN ANALYTIC PROCEDURE

(13)

(15)

Failure should occur when the true factor of safety
receives a value smaller than--or, at most, equal
to--one, i.e., Fs .;; 1 (although the value of the
safety factor Fs may be larger than one, i.e.,
Fs > 1).
Table 1 gives some of the main factors on which
the value of the error term E depends.
A positive
or negative sign for the associated errors Ei is
also indicated.
In general, it is not possible to
determine the exact value of each E i, since this
depends on the inherent heterogeneity of soil, human
factors, or some other agent of chance.
An alternative method in estimating the total
error is to determine E on the basis of previous
case studies of slopes that have failed.
For these,
the factor of safety Fs and its true value Fs
are both known and e: can be determined from Equation 15 ~s e:
Fs
Fs•
Since,
for actual
failures, Fs = 1, one finds that
€=

1 - F,

(16)

A statistical analysis of the results of a large
number of case studies (8,9) has indicated that the
error term e: receives v;1-;ies between -0.1 and 0.1
and follows closely a uniform distribution.
The
histogram of the values taken by e: is shown in
Figure 4.
A similar calculation of E that made
use of the data reported by Nakase (3) provided a
somewhat smaller range for its variation (-0.04 to
o. 07).
In this study, the error term that appears in
Equation 15 is considered to be a uniformly distributed random variable within the interval -0.1
and 0.1.
PROBABILITY OF FAILURE OF SLOPES

or, because E[cuil = µ, i

1, ... ,n,
Static Case (Prior Probabiiity of Failure)

E[(l/L)fLcudL) =(1/n)nµ=µ

(14a)

Similarly, its variance is
Var[(l/L)fLcudL) = (1/n 2) ; a 2 = (1/n 2) na2 = 0 2/n

(14b)

i=l

If one compares Equation 14b and Equation Sb, it is
seen that o represents the number of statistically
independent layers that are equivalent to the soil
profile described by Equations 4a-4c.

The true factor of safety Fs, given in Equation 15
as Fs
Fs + e:,
is
the sum of two random
variables:
the factor of safety Fs and the error
term E.
Failure is def il'\ed as the event whereby
Fs
receives
values
smaller
than--or,
at
most,
equal to--unity; i.e.,
Failure= [F,.;; 1) = [F, + €" 1]
Let

G0

denote

the

(17)
specific

conditions

(e.g.,
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Figure 3. Number of independent layers of a soil deposit
obtained from the autocorrelation coefficient.
Continuous Clay Layer

--

r(tiz)=exp(-1.Q.tl)

0.91

1111
Table 1. Main factors that influence the error term.
Associated
Symbol

Factor

Error

Stress relaxation of soil sample
Sampling disturbance
Plane strain (actual) and axial symmetric strain
(testing)
Plane-strain strength and vane strength
Progressive failure
Anisotropy of strength
Three-dimensional failure
Noncircular slip surface
Neglect of friction angle of soils
Tension crack at top of slope
Strength of embankment
Loading rate (consolidation)
Loading rate (creep)

I
2
3

3'
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

E5

>0
<0
<0

E6

~ 0

E7

~ 0

E3•

E4

Es> 0
<0
E10 > 0
E11 > 0
E12 < 0

E9

~

Matsuo & Asaoka

(1976)

Bishop & Bjerrum (1960)

6

5
;.,
u

"
"
Q)

4
3

O'

""'

~

2
1
- .1

-.02

- . 06

-0.8

-.04

0

.02

.06
. 04

.1

.OB

geometry, material, boundary loading, etc.) of a
slope before the occurrence of an earthquake and let
Pf (G0 ) denote the probability of failure of the
slope under cond i tions G0 •
F rom Equation 17, one
finds
that
Pf (G0 )
is
equ a l
to
Pf (G0 )
P[failur e J = P[Fs < l], or

in which P [ ] denotes the proba b ility o f the occurrence of the e vent in brackets.
If Pps(fs) and Pe
(e) represent
the probability
density fun c tions of Fs and £, respectively, and
Pps Cfsl is a normal distribution and P e (£)
a uniform
distribution,
the
probability
of
Pf(G 0 ) of the slope can be found from
18 as follows:

failure
Equation

r '·f,

f~ J,min PF, (f,)p,(e) dedf,

=

Figure 4. Histogram of error term e.

D

~

=

f:

(19a)

PF, (f)P,(l - t)df,

or , e quiva l e ntly,
Pr(Go) =

i

•max

(19b)

p,(e)PF,(1 - e)de

f'mi n

in which P ( ) and P
£

F

) denote the cumulative diss

tribution functions of e
and Fs,
respectively,
and £min and emax the lower and upper limits
of £.
The probability of failure Pf(G0 ),
given by
Equation 19a or 19b, corresponds to the conditions
G0
that prevailed before the occurrence of an
earthquake.
In this sense, Pf (G0 )
is said to
provide the prior probability of failure.
Sei s mic Cas e (Posterior Probability of Fa i lure )
When an earthquake occurs, an additional l o ading is
applied on the soil mass that constitutes the
slope.
The new probability of failure of the latter, called the posterior probability of failure,
can be determined (by using Bayes' theorem) as follows.
Let G1 denote the new conditions on the slope
(i.e., the initial conditi o ns G0 plus the s e ismic
load).
The
posterior
probability
of
failure,
denoted
as
Pt' (G 1 ),
is
the
probability
of
failure of the slope unde r conditions G1 , given
that the slope was safe u nde r conditions G0 (i.e.,
before the occurrence of the earthquake).
This is
formally written as Pf' (G1)
P [failure
under
G1 I slope safe under G0 ] , or
(20)

!;n which Pp denotes the probability of failure and
Fs > 1 is the condition of safety (before the
earthquake).
The procedure followed in determining the numerical value of Pt' (G 1 ),
for
a
given earthquake, is described below in the illustrative example.
Illustrative Example
The safety of the slope shown in Figure 5 is investigated before and after the occurrence of an
earthquake.
The slope has a height H = 6 m and
30°, the thickness of the clay deposit
angle a
is 6 m, and the unit weight of the material is 1. 7
It is given that the undrained strength
t / m'.
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cu of the clay is normally distributed, with a
mean value Cu = 2. 2 t/m 2 and a standard deviation
acu = 0.66 t/m 2 • The error E associated with the

Pr(G0 ) =

o.9

f

-

r1.1 5(1.1 - f,) x N(l.26, 0.17)df,

N(l.26, 0.17)df, + J o.

(27)

9

or
conventional factor of safety Fs
is uniformly
distributed between -0.l and 0.1.
One wishes to determine (a) quantity
(the
number of independent layers), (b) the probability
of failure of the slope, and (c) the new value of
probability of failure of the slope for the case
where an earthquake
(deterministic)
occurs and
causes a horizontal acceleration to the soil mass
equal to 0.2 g, where g is acceleration of gravity.

PF(G0 )

=<1>(0.9 - 1.26/0.17) + 5 x 0.17
x N(l .26, O.l 7)dt~ - 5

xi

.f

l.I

(1.26 - f,/0.17)

0.9

1.1

(1.26 - 1.1) N(l .26, 0.17)df,

(28)

0.9

in which ~ (
denotes the tabulated Gauss function. After performing the indicated operations, it
is found that PF(G 0 ) = 0.074 = 7.4 percent.

Solution

Probability of Slope Failure for Seismic Conditions

Number of Independent Layers

The horizontal force acting on the slope because of .
the earthquake is shown in Figure 6. The new overturning moment M0 ' around the center of the failure surface is

The soil profile consists of eight clay strata, each
of which has a thickness equal to 1.5 m (Figure 5).
The location within the soil profile of the failure
surface is also shown in Figure 5.
The lengths
ALi, i = 1, •.• , 8, of the eight segments of the
failure surface are as follows:
flf,1
2.2 m,
AL 2
2.4 m, llL3
2.5 m,
AL4
2.5 m,
t.L 5
5.7 m, AL6
6.4 m, llL7
7.2 m,
and t1L 8
15.7 m.
The total length L of the
failure surface is L : 44.6 m.
R

From Equation 10 we find that 6

= L2 /E

8

L'

1989 m2 and E (L l 2
1
i=l

Ii= 1989/395 .9 = 5.03

~

(AL. ) 2 , where

i=l
395.9 m2 •

1

Therefore,

(21)

5

Probability of Slope Failure

=(8 x W) + (0.2 x W x 6) =M

0

F, = µ/N-yH = [2.2/(0.172)(1.7)(6)] = 2.2/1.75 = 1.26

(22)
(23)

y'O(N-yH) = 0.66/ VS(l .75) = 0.17

Therefore, the probability density function (pdf) of
Fs can be written symbolically as
(24)

Pr,(f,) = N(l .26, 0.17)
normal

deviation 0.17.
The pdf of
equal to

the

p,(e) = 1/(0.1 -(-0.1)] = 5

(29)

where M0 is the value of the moment without the
earthquake force. The percentage of increase of the
overturning
momen t
[(M 0 '
M0 )/M0 ]
is
15
percent, and therefore the new safety factor Fs'
is 1.15 times smaller than the value of Fs under
static conditions; i.e., F8 '
Fs/1.15.
The_ new
true factor of safety is then eaual to Fs
Fs/1.15 + e:.
The posterior probability of failure Pf' (G1)
can be determined from Equation 20 as follows:
Pr'(G1) =

ff

(f,/1.15)+«1

p'(f,, e) =

(30)

p'(f,, e)df,de

Py5 (f,)p.(e)/[l - Pr(G0 )]

with
error

mean
term

-0.l < e < 0.1

1.26
E

is

and

The posterior joint probability density function,
p' (fs,e:l, is shown in Figure 7.
Figure 8 shows, on a (e:,fsl coordinate system, the intersection between lines [-0.1, 1
(fs/l.15)] and, [l
fs,
(0.1)] and the region
of e: between [-0.1, (0.1)].
It is seen that the
range of variation for fs is as follows:
Null

[l - f, 0.1)
[l - fs, 1 - (fs/1.15) J
[l - 0.1, 1 - (fs/1.15) J

fs < 0.9
0.9 < fs .;; 1.035
0.035 < fs " 1.1
l.l<fs .: 1.1
1.265 < f 8

standard

uniform

and

Thus, by introducing the expression for Pe: in
Equation 32 and performing the indicated integration, one obtains

(25)

Pr'(Gt) =

The cumulative distribution of e: evaluated at 1 fs, Pc
(1
f 8 ) , appearing in Equation 19a,
is equal to
I
f, < 0.9
P,(l -f,) = 5(1.I · f,) 0.9 < f,.;; I.I
0
1.1 < fs

(31)

f, + e < I

\0

Null

i.e., PFs is

+ 0.2 x W x 6

in which

For the given slope geometry, the value of the
stability number N (ll is equal to N = 0.172. Since
the undrained shear strength cu has mean value and
standard deviation equal to µ = Cu
2.2 t/m 2
and acu= 0.66 t/m 2 , respectively,
from Equations 7a
and 7b, one finds that the mean value Fs and
standard deviation aF of the factor of safety Fsare
s

Of,= 0 0 )

M0 '

J:

probability of
failure
Pf(G0 )
of
the
The
slope can be determined from Equation 19a as follows:

l5[0.1-(1-f,)]/[1-pr(G0 )]f PF,(f,)df,

i

l.I

i

l.265

+

{5[f, -(f,/1.15)]/[I -Pr(G0 )ll PF,(f,)df,

1.035

+

(26)

l.035

0.9

{5[1.l -(f,/1.15)]/[1-pr(Go)Jl PF,(f,)df,

(32)

.1

Finally, by substituting into the above expression
Pf(G0 ) = 0.074 and PFs(fsl = N(l.26, 0.17), it is
found that Pt' (G 1 ) = 21.9 percent.
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Figure 5. Slope geometry and failure surface of illustrative example.
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Figure 7. Posterior joint distribution for f 1 and€.
£

D

f

s

Figure 6. Forces on the slope mass during the earthquake.
0

0 . 2W

1
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
This probabilistic analysis of the stability of
slopes under undrained
(~u
0) conditions was
formulated on the basis of the following two considerations:

Figure 8. Region for integration of Equation 17.

0.1

0

-0.1

1. That the undrained strength of soil is a
random variable with a spatial (vertical) autocorrelation and
2. That
the
uncertainty associated
with
the
method of analysis used can be accounted for through
an error term, the limits and distribution of which
can be determined empirically.
The uncertainty in the values of the shear
strength Cu of soils is due to the inherent variability of the soil medium.
Under the assumption
that cu is a normal variate, it was found that the
factor of safety Fs is also normally distributed.
This is a reasonable assumption for the case in
which the mean value of Cu is at least three times
larger: than its standard deviation (as in the illustrative example).
Otherwise, the assumption of
normality would result in a considerable probability
of a negative value of cu, a situation incompatible with the definition of strength.
When this
is the case, a different (e.g., beta) distribution
for Cu must be used (10,.!ll.
The uncertainty in the method of analysis is due
to many reasons, the most important of which are
given in Table 1. To account for this uncertainty,
an error term was introduced and its distribution
was determined empirically by using many case records of actual slope failures.
It was found that
£ varies uniformly between -0.1 and 0.1.
By using the developed procedure, one can easily
obtain the probability of failure of a slope under
undrained conditions
without
extensive
calculations.
This is considered to be a great advantage
of the method, particularly for its application to
common practical problems.

By using Bayes' theorem, it was possible to
update the probability of failure of the slope for
the case in which additional seismic loading was
introduced.
It should be noted that the expression
for
the posterior probability of failure
Pf',
given by Equation 20, is quite general and can be
used to determine the probability of failure during
any change in the slope conditions.
In an illustrative example, it was found that the
probability of failure of a given slope was 7.4
percent while the corresponding value of the factor
of safety was 1.25.
When an earthquake occurred,
causing a horizontal ground acceleration equal to
0.2 g, the probability of failure (posterior) received a value equal to 21. 9 percent.
This corresponds to an increase in Pf of approximately a
factor of three.
For this case, the value of the
factor of safety Fs was equal to 1. 26/1.15 = 1.10 i
i.e., Fs decreased by only 13 percent!
A non-Bayesian analysis was also applied for the
seismic conditions of the illustrative example.
This involved the determination of the probability
of failure of the slope by considering that the
static and seismic forces acted concurrently.
It
was found that Pt was equal to 27.7 percent, a
value greater than the posterior probability of
failure (21.9 percent).
Finally, to determine the effect on Pf of the
assumption that the error: term £
is uniformly
distributed,
the
illustrative example was also
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solved for the case in which E follows a
distribution. The results are given below:

Loading Condition
Static
Seismic
Bayesian
Non-Bayesian

normal

Probabilit:i::: of Failure (%)
Uniform E
Normal E
7.4
7.4
22.8
28.5

21.9
27.7

It can be seen that the two distributions of E
give almost identical values for the probability of
failure.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This paper has presented a probabilistic approach to
determination of the short-term stability of slopes
under static and seismic conditions.
Two important
uncertainties were considered:
(a) the uncertainty
in soil strength and its spatial variation and (b)
the uncertainty in the method of analysis used.
The
developed approach was illustrated in an example,
and the results obtained were presented and discussed.
On the basis of the analysis and results of this
study, the following conclusions are drawn:
L The probability of failure of slopes can be
determined by exploring the uncertainties involved
in both material strength and method of analysis.
2. The effect of seismic conditions on the reliability of slopes can be accounted for by using
Bayes' theorem.
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Model for Assessing Slope Reliability
KEVAN D. SHARP, LOREN R. ANDERSON, DAVIDS. BOWLES, AND RONALD V. CANFIELD

Traditionally, an evaluation of the safety of slopes has been based on com·
puting a safety factor against failure. In computing the safety factor, the
geometry of the slope, the soil parameters, and the pore pressures are
treated as deterministic quantities even though they are known to be ran·
dom variables. Vanmarcke has developed a three·dlmensional probabilistic
slope-stability model that treats shear strength as a random variable. The
model uses the probability of a slope failure as an assessment of slope reliability. A probabilistic slope-stability model that is an extension of Van·
marcke's model is presented. The model can accommodate zoned embankments of soil in which the strength is described by the Mohr-Coulomb
strength envelope. Autocorrelation functions are used to describe the spatial
variation of the mean and standard deviation of the strength parameters, c
and tan </J. Several examples are presented to illustrate the influence of the
choice of the statistical soil parameters on the probability of failure. The
results show that the critical failure surface based on the minimum safety
factor is not necessarily the failure surface that will yield the maximum
probability of failure.

The safety of embankments depends on many factors,
including the correctness of design assumptions, the
adequacy of quality control during construction, the
level of inspection and maintenance, the skill of
the operators where the embankment impounds water,
and the occurrence of various natural phenomena such
as floods, earthquakes, and landslides.
A complete
evaluation of all of the factors that contribute to
embankment safety is very complex, and procedures
for developing and using this type of information in
benefit/cost analyses are still in the formulative
stages.
The Federal Coordinating Council for Science Engineering and Technology (.!_) has identified
the application of probabilistic methods and risk
analysis to dam project development as an important
area that needs research.
Although progress is be-
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ing made on the estimation of overall embankment
reliability in relation to a broad range of factors
(~,l), much of the progress to date has been made in
the area of probabilistic slope-stability analysis.
Probabilistic slope-stability analysis is an important consideration and more work is needed, but it
should be emphasized that it is only a small part of
assessing overall embankment reliability.
Many researchers (!-il have made contributions to
probabilistic slope-stability analysis. Vanmarcke's
probabilistic slope-stability model (i) considers
the spatial variation of the shear strength along
the embankment axis.
This paper describes an enhancement of Vanmarcke' s (_~) model to accommodate
effective stress conditions in zoned embankments and
also describes a probabilistic slope-stability computer program based on the enhanced model.
The
model uses the autocorrelation function to evaluate
variance reduction rather than the scale of fluctuation recommended by Vanmarcke.
The probabilistic
technique was incorporated as an option in a slopestability computer program developed by Bailey (.lQ_).
ANALYSIS OF SLOPE STABILITY
The safety factor for a particular slope and trial
failure arc (see Figures 1 and 2) is defined as the
ratio of the resisting moment (Mrl to the driving
moment (M 0 ) about the trial center "O".
For a
homogeneous embankment of cohesive soil, the safety
factor can be stated as
Fb =resisting moment/driving moment= M,,b/Mo,b
= (suLrb + ~)/Wab

FAILURE MASS

F = M,/M 0 = suLr/Wa

(2)

Although a minimum safety factor is achieved in a
conventional slope-stability analysis, the reliability of the slope against a failure in slope stability is unknown. In computing the safety factor from
Equation 2, the value of the shear strength (sul
is generally pessimistically selected on the basis
of judgment and only limited shear-strength test results.
The design engineer calculates the safety factor
for many different trial failure arcs with different
center points and radii. The design is then modified so that the minimum safety factor is equal to
or larger than the minimum safety factor usually accepted by the profession.
PROBABILITY OF SLOPE FAILURE
In a probabilistic slope-stability analysis, the
critical failure arc is defined as the arc with the
largest value of probability (F < 1.0) in contrast
to the conventional analysis, in which it is defined
as the arc with the smallest safety factor.
The
consideration of shear-strength variability in the
probabilistic approach will not necessarily lead to
the same design as the conventional slope-stability
analysis, which does not explicitly include variability in shear strength.

(1)

where
Fb = safety factor where subscript b indicates dependence on length of the failure mass,
Su = design value of undrained shear strength,
L
arc length of failure surface,
r
radius of failure mass,
Re
contribution of end sections of the failure
mass to the resisting moment,
W weight of the failure mass per unit length,
a = horizontal distance from trial center 0 to
center of gravity of the failure mass, and
width of the failure mass.
b
Figure 1. Typical cylindrical failure mass of an earth embankment.

In conventional slope-stability analysis, it is
customary to ignore the contribution of Re to the
resisting moment. Thus, Equation 1 becomes

DEVELOPMENT OF PROBABILISTIC SLOPE-STABILITY
MODEL
In order to evaluate the probability of failure, it
is necessary to determine the mean safety factor (Fb)
and the standard deviation of the safety factor
(Fb).
The mean safety factor for a cylindrical failure
mass of width b was given as Equation 1 and can be
stated as
(3)

where Mr is the mean resisting moment per unit
and M0 is the driving moment per unit width.

width

Assumptions
In calc~lating the standard deviation of the safety
factor Fb, several simplifying assumptions have been
made:

Figure 2. Typical cross section of
failure mass.

1. The variance of the end-area contribution
Re is neglected.
Vanmarcke (i) gives a detailed
explanation for this assumption and shows that the
inclusion of end-area variance has a negligible
effect on the probability of failure.
2. Density and slope geometry are treated as
deterministic parameters.
Uncertainties in both
density and geometry occur in both the driving
moment and the resisting moment.
Alonso (7) shows
that probabilistic consideration of these parameters
does not influence the outcome greatly since they
occur in the numerator and the denominator of the
safety
factor
equation.
By
neglecting
the
uncertainties of density and slope geometry, one can
consider the driving moment as a deterministic
variable.
Since it is also assumed that the
embankment cross section is constant along the
entire axis of the embankment, variations in the
cross section are not treated in this model.
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3. Pore-pressure uncertainties are not included
in the probabilistic analysis.
Errors in evaluating
pore pressures arise from several factors, including
the inability of the engineer to draw an accurate
flow net, the assumptions used in derivation of
pore pressure/flow net theory, the computer method
used to calculate pore pressures, the variability in
permeability in the embankment, and the transient
nature of groundwater tables.
A worst-case cond ition is assumed for the analysis as an upper bound.
Although pore-pressure uncertainties are realistic,
inclusion of the pore-pressure variances at some
level below the worst case would merely reduce the
probability of failure.
In addition, neglecting the
pore-pressure variances greatly simplifies the probabilistic solution and incorporates some conservatism in the analysis.
4. A normal distribution of the random variables
has been assumed.
Lumb (11) and Matsuo (6) present
results that justify this ~sumption.
-

average length b is calculated along the axis of the
embankment, the mov i ng average of Su is much less
variable than the point-strength values.
As a
result, the standard deviation of the average values
(Bubl
is less than the standard deviation of the
point values (sul· As the averaging length bis increased, the standard deviation of the averaged
shear strength decreases.
It is obvious that it is
the value of the shear strength averaged over the
failure surface and not the local weak or strong
values that are important for determining the safety
factor.
It
follows
that
it
is
the
standard
deviation associated with width b and arc length L
that is needed in Equation 5 and not the standard
deviation of the point-strength values.
The standard deviation of shear strength (subl,
averaged over the width of the failure mass b and·
arc length L, is related to the point standard deviation <sul by
(6)

Va r i ance o f t he Safe ty Fac t o r
where

Based on the given assumptions, the variance of the
factor of safety can be developed.
Vanmarcke (~l
gives the standard deviation of the safety factor as
(4)

rs,z(b)
is
the
shear-strength-reduction
along the e mban kme nt
axis and rs,i<Ll
is the shear-strength- reduction function along the
failure
surface.
These
reduction
factors
are
discussed by Vanmarcke (8) and in the following
section of this paper .
~unction

~

where Mr,b is the s tanda rd deviation of the resisting
moment of failure mass of width b and Mo, b is the
deterministic driving moment of the failure mass of
width b.
Since all of the variation in the resisting
moment is assumed to be in the shear-strength
parameters, the standard deviation of the safety
factor can be obtained from Equations 1 and 4 as
(5)

where Sub is the standard deviation of the undrained
shear strength averaged over width b and arc length

Appl i c ation to Met hod o f Slice s
Equation 4 applies to homogeneous slopes of cohesive
soil
(the so-called ~ = 0 condition).
However,
many embankments contain more than one material and
are constructed from soil for which the strength can
be described by the Mohr-Coulomb strength theory.
In performing a slope-stability analysis for zoned
embankments, it is convenient to use a method of
slices such as Bishop's simplified method (~).
Based on the method of slices, the mean safety
factor of a failure mass such as that shown in
Figures 1 and 2 can be stated as

L.
Variance of Shear Strength
Variations in strength occur naturally in a soil
mass; however, the stability of an embankment dam is
not affected by very small areas of weakness because
these are compensated for by the strength of the
adjacent area.
Thus, local weaknesses tend to be
"averaged out" when the strength of a larger area is
considered, even though the point-to-point variation
in the shear strength can be quite high.
There may
be several places in the soil mass where the
strength is low or high but only for a short
distance.
If the average strength over a moving

(7)

where
Si
~ti

Wi
ai

mean shear strength of the soil at the base
of the ith slice,
base length of the ith slice,
weight per unit width of the ith slice, and
perpendicular distance from the line of action of the Wt to the center of the
failure arc.

The mean shear strength at the base of each slice,
as shown in Figure 3, can be expressed in terms of
the Mohr-Coulomb strength theory as

Figure 3. Slice geometry in method-of-slices analysis.

SOIL

SOIL j

• I
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(8)

where
ci

tan H

mean cohesion for the soil at the base of
the ith slice,
normal stress on the failure plane at the
base of the ith sl i ce, and
average coefficient of friction for the
soil at the base of the ith slice.

The method of slices can be carried out either as an
effective stress analysis or as a total stress
analysis.
Since pore pressures are treated as deterministic in this model, for simplicity the following development will be in terms of total stress .
For convenience, define an average shear strength
for each soil type along the failure plane as

Pt(b) = P(Fb < 1)

(15)

It can be shown that Pf(b) can be calculated
based on a standard normal probability density
function
and
the
reliability
index
llb•
where
llb is calculated by
(16)

Unlike conventional slope-stability analysis, the
safety factor depends on the width b of the failure
mass. Vanmarcke (~) shows that there is a critical
width be and that it is a function o~ the end resistance Re, the mean resisting moment Mr, and the driving moment M0 :
(17)

This

(9)

where Sbj is t he mean shear stre ng t h o f t he j t h soil
type a ver aged a l ong the fa ilure p lane and Lj is
the l eng th o f t h e failure s u rface passing through
the jth soil type.
Equation 7 can now be written as
(10)

Assuming the strength parameters between soil
types to be independent, the standard deviation of
the safety factor from Equations 5 and 10 can be
expressed as
(11 )

The average shear strength can also be expressed
in terms of the Mohr-Coulomb strength theory as
(12)

where ~bj is

the mean cohesion of the jth

soil type

aver aged along the fa ilu re plane and (a ti; 'lbj is
the mea n frictional strength of the jth soil type
averaged along the failure plane.
The expression for the standard deviation of
shear strength depends on whether or not the
cohesion
and
friction
strength
components
are
statist i cally independent. Matsuo 12l and Lumb (11 )
have
shown
that
the
cohesion
and
frictiona l
components of shear strength have a slight negative
correlation (i.e., there is a slight tendency to
have smaller values of cohesion when the friction
angle is larger).
However, in this paper it is
conservatively
assumed
that
the
cohesion
and
friction are independent and that covariance terms
can be neglected.
Therefore, the standard deviation
can be expressed as

.sbi =1·cbi 2 + ( a tan
- tfi ) bi 21 'h

(1 3)

Since the shear strength between different soil
types is assumed to be uncorrelated, the standard
deviation of the safety factor can now be expressed
as

Fb

= Mr,b /bMo = r { l:

~ (cb/

+(a tan tfi)bJ

2

l} '!'/Mo

(14)

Pr o bability o f Failure
Once the mean and the standard deviation of
safety factor have been found, the probability
failure can be evaluated.
The probability
failure of a mass of width b in the embankment
defined as the probability that the safety factor
less than one:

the
of
of
is
is

value, be, should be used to evaluate the
ang standard deviation of the safety factor,
Fb and Fb. It is interesting to note that the critical width, be, is not a function of the variance
properties.
For an embankment with an overall length B that
is less than the critical width be, the probable
fa ilure mass includes the entire embankment.
However, when the overall embankment width exceeds the
critical width, there are many possible placements
of the critical width along the embankment; thus,
the probability of failure of the embankment increases as the total embankment width increases.
~ean

SPATIAL VARIANCE OF SHEAR STRENGTH
The Mohr-Coulomb theory, as stated in Equation 8,
describes the shear strength of soil in terms of cohesion, normal stress, and the tangent of the friction angle.
The point variance of the shear strength is defined as

s2 = E (s - s) 2

(18)

where E denotes expected value. In terms of the cohesion and friction components, by using Equation 8
this can be stated as
82 = E (c +a tan tfi -

c - a tan

tfi)2

( 19)

or

s2 = c2 + a2 (tan tfi) 2 + 2a cov(c, tan tfi)

(20)

where

52

point variance of s,
point variance of c,
and
tan
= point variance of tan
cov(c, tan ')
covariance of c and tan ,.

e:•

,.

,,

As discussed earlier, the covariance in Equation 20
is neglected.
It was explained in a previous section that the
standard deviation (square root of the variance) of
strength values averaged over some distance is less
than the standard deviation of shear strength at a
Equation 6 uses reduction functions
random point.
to relate point standard deviations to the standard
deviation averaged over a surface.
These reduction
functions (in terms of variance) are explained in
this section.
The vari ance of shear strength sz'• averaged over
a distanc e z, can be stated in terms of the point
variance as
(21)
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where rs,z 2 (Z) = shear-strength variance-reduction
function for the z direction.
The variance-reduction function describes the decay of variance of a spatial average of a strength
parameter as the averaging distance is increased;
As the averaging distance approaches zero, the variance of the soil parameter is equal to the point
variance.

It can also be shown that the cohesion variancereduction function along the axis of the embankment
can be expressed as

Scale of Fluctuation

The cohesion variance over the failure surface can
now be stated in terms of the cohesion point variance as

There are many functional forms that may be used to
model the variance-reduction function.
Vanmarcke
(.2_,.!ll describes an approximate form that uses a
parameter called the scale of fluctuation
( 0 ),
which is a measure of the rate of fluctuation of a
soil property about its mean value along a line in
the embankment.
The variance-reduction function in
terms of the scale of fluctuation is

r,,/ (Z) = 6/Z
r,,/ (Z) = 1

Z>6

Z.;; 6

The

variance

of

tan

$

along

[(fa:n ~) 1 2 1 can be shown to equal

the

and the friction variance-reduction
the failure arc becomes

(23)

rfan tf>,2

Other forms of variance-reduction functions make use
of autocorrelation functions, which describe the
correlation of strength between two points separated
by a given distance.
Vanmarcke (2_,13) shows a
graphical comparison of
the
various
forms
of
variance-reduction functions.
The model developed
in this paper uses autocorrelation functions rather
than the scale of fluctuation.
This method appears
to be more versatile when the method of slices is
used.
Furthermore, the use of autocorrelation functions will allow more flexibility in evaluating
field data.
A failure surface of width b and arc length L has
a strength variance sb'• as defined by
(24)

where sb is the average strength at a random
location along the embankment over the cylindrical
failure surface (Figure 1) and is defined as

=(r/Lb) fzfe [c(\J!, v) + a(\J!)tan </!('11, v)) d'ltdv

(30)

(22)

Autocorrelation Functions

sb

(29)

(25)

failure

function

(L) = (r 2 /L2 ) f sfo a('lt)a(\ft') Ptan l/>,2('11, \J!')d'ltd'lt'

arc

along

(33)

As in the case of cohesion, the variance of tan ~
over the failure mass can be related to the point
variance by
(34)

where
(35)

A complete derivation of sb 2 is available from the
authors on request.
The numerical evaluation of rs, 1 2 (L) along an arc
length is not convenient, since spatial variance
functions are measured in terms of Cartesian coordinates. Since sampling techniques for the evaluation
of variance-reduction functions are not involved
with sampling along a given arc, it is necessary to
transform variance-reduction functions evaluated in
Cartesian coordinates intu polar coordinates.
The
transformation again assumes that autocorrelation
functions over a surface area can be factored into
their spatial components so that
(36)

and sb is the expected value of sb and is defined as

Ps,2('11, '11') = Ps,x(llx) Ps,y(i'ly)

sb = E(sb) = (r/Lb) f zfo (c + a(\J!)tan qi) d\J!dv

where s is a shear-strength component (either c or
tan$).
The variance functions along an arc can be defined in terms of the autocorrelation functions represented in Cartesian coordinates as

(26)

Assuming that the variance-reduction functions
may be factored into their spatial components, it
can be shown that the variance of the strength can
be expressed as
sh

2

=(r2 c 2 /L2 b2 ) fzfzPc ,z (v, v')dvdv' fsfs Pc,2('11, \J!')d'ltd'lt'
+ [r 2 tanq,) 2/L2/b 2 1fzfz Ptan ,p, z (v, v')dvdv'
fofo a('lt)a('lt')pi.n rp,2 ('11, w')d'ltd'lt'

(27)

where Pc,z<v,v'), Pc,1<~.~·) are
autocorrelation
functions for cohesion along the axis of the
embankment and along the arc length, respectively,
and Ptan ~,z(v,v'), Ptan ~, 1 <~,V') are autocorrelation functions for tan ~ along the axis of the
embankment and along the arc length, respectively.
Thus, for cohesion, the variance along the arc
2
1 ) can be described as

(c

(28)

Thus, the cohesion variance-reduction function along
the arc length becomes

(37)

The variance-reduction functions along an arc can
be defined in terms of the autocorrelation functions
represented in Cartesian coordinates as
Ps,x(llx) = Ps,x(rlcos >Ir - cos '11'1)

(38)

and
Ps,y(lly) = Ps,y(rlsin \JI - sin \JI' I)

(39)

The proper autocorrelation function to be used
and its coefficients must be determined from actual
field data.
A combination of two or more simple,
exponentially decaying autocorrelation functions may
be necessary to fit the field data curves.
Currently, only one form of the autocorrelation function
is
included
in
the
probabilistic
slope-
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stability model.
These autocorrelation functions in
each coordinate direction are
Px(Llx) =exp [-(Llx/k.) 2 )

(40a)

Py(Lly) =exp [-(Lly/ky) 2 )

(40b)

p,(Llz) =exp [-(Llz/k,)

2

(40c)

)

The coeff i c ien ts kx, ky, and kz may vary for c and
tan $ for each soil type within an embankment.
They control the
rate of variance decay with
distance.
,...._,,
Variance reduction is performed on 2 and (tan ~) 2
for each soil type along the failure arc within the
embankment. The intersections of each soil boundary
with the failure arc are determined in terms of
polar coordinates.
The intersection coordinates are
then used as the limits of integration for the
variance-reduction functions.
It is not practical
to use closed-form solutions to the variance functions, since alternative forms may be necessary.
Numerical techniques are used to evaluate rs,t'(L)
and rs,z 2 (b) for both cohesion and tan~·

c

soil type

intersected by

the failure surface.

Val-

~es

of the variances of resisting moment, Mr' and
Mr b'• are computed separately by first evaluating
st~ and then sb• as previously explained, where
(42)

and
(43)
Equation 33 shows that the computation of the
variance-reduction function for tan ~ along the
arc length rtan ~,t' (L) requires knowledge about the
stresses normal to the failure s urface.
The normal
stresses evaluated at the base of each slice in
Bishop's simplified method are used to evaluate the
variance-reduction functions.
Thus, once the safety
factor has been found, the normal forces may be
calculated.
The numerical integration of rs,t' (L) involves
subdividing the arc length into finite segments.
The value of the normal stress at each segment is
then found by interpolating from the normal forces
at the midpoint of each slice.

PROBABILISTIC SLOPE-STABILITY COMPUTER MODEL
P robabillty of Failure
The theoretical model presented above has been incorporated into a slope-stability-analysis computer
program originally developed by Bailey (10).
The
probabilistic analysis does not begin until the
plane-strain safety factor has been computed; therefore, if desired, the program can also be used for
conventional deterministic analysis.
There are five main steps in the analysis:
1. Evaluate the plane-strain safety factor F.
2. Evaluate the resistance of the end areas.
3. Evaluate the critical width be•
4. Evaluate the variance of resisting moment by
computing the three-dimensional variance-reduction
functions for cohesion and tan ~·
s. Evaluate the probability of failure.
Plane-Strain Safety Faotor
Bishop's simplified method of slices (12) is used to
evaluate the plane-strain safety f acto;-F and to compute the normal stresses along the failure arc.
The
format of the program is essentially the same as
that used in ICES LEASE I (14), and the user-machine
communication is interactive.
End-Area Resistance
A typical cross section of an embankment, a failure
arc, and the slices used in the deterministic
analysis are shown in Figure 3.
End-area moment
resistance may be found by integrating the moment
resistance on a differential element over the end
area.
The moment resistance on a differential
element is given by
dM = r(c +Ko

CJ

tan t/>)dxdy

(41)

where K0 is the coefficient for lateral at-rest
earth pressure.
Once the end-area resistance has been computed,
the critical width can be computed from Equation
17. The factor of safety of the cylindrical failure
mass can then be calculated by using Equation 14.
Variance o f Resist-ing Moment
The variance-reduction integrals for c and tan ~
described in Equations 28-39 are evaluated for each

The standard deviation of the safety factor and the
reliability index are computed from Equations 11 and
16, respectively, following the evaluation of the
variance of the resisting moment.
Vanmarcke (i)
shows that the probability of failure of a mass of
width b is directly related to the reliability index
Bb· Thus, Bb is a measure of the probability of
failure.
The value of b that minimizes the reliability index does not necessarily maximize the probability of failure because Pf(b) and Bb have a nonlinear
relation.
A curve of Pf (b)
versus
b
generally has a relatively flat peak, and it has
been found that the value of b that minimizes the
reliability index closely maximizes Pf(b) for all
practical considerations.
The value of the probability of failure can be
computed from the mean and the standard deviation . of
the safety factor, and it can be assumed that the
safety factor follows the normal probability density
function.
This can be evaluated from the probability integral p(x) of a standardized normal probability density function:
p(x) = (21T) -1'> J:'!,., b exp (-t 2 /2)dt

(44)

Two infinite series, given by Dwight <!.il, are used
in the computer program to evaluate p(x).
The probability of failure of the entire embankment of length B must consider an infinite combination of overlapping . failure masses of width b (Figure 1). A moving average of strength is associated
with failure surfaces of width b that have center
z 0 and end coordinates z 0 ± b/2, where z 0 is randomly located from b/2 to B - b/2.
The probability of failure of the embankment
[PF(B)J can be calculated based on the rate of
decay of
reliability per unit length and
the
probability of survival of the embankment <i>·
APPLICATION OF THE COMPUTER MODEL
The use of the computer model requires data input
for a conventional deterministic analysis as well as
the
statistical
parameters
required
for
the
probabilistic analysis.
The data required for the
conventional
analysis
include
(a)
cross-section
geometry 1
(b)
soil
parameters,
including
unit
weight,
cohesion,
and
friction
angle
(for
a
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probabilistic analysis these parameters must be mean
values) ,
(c)
pore-pressure
data J
and
(d)
specifications for the location of the failure
surface.
The
parameters
required
for
the
probabilistic analysis include (a) the standard deviation of the strength parameters
and tan q, for
each soil type, (b) variance decay parameters for
cohesion and tan q,, and (cl the total length of
the embankment,
The program is currently limited to circular
failure surfaces.
We are currently enhancing the
probabilistic slope-stability analysis to accommodate other shapes of failure surfaces.

The plane-strain safety factor calculated by
Equation 2 is 1. 35 for the center of rotation at
point A.
For a cylindrical failure surface, the
critical width calculated from Equation 17 is 36.9 m
and the safety factor calculated from Equation 10 is
1. 71.
For the failure arc of radius 17.98 m (critical
point), as shown in Figure 4, several computer
trials were run in which the standard deviations of
the strength properties were held constant and the
autocorrelation
coefficients
were
varied .
The
results, given in Table 1, list the standard devia-

c

-

tion of the safety factor (Fb) , the reliability index
<ab>• and the probabili ty of failure.
Each set
of results is tabu lated with the coefficients of
variation and the variance decay parameters used.
The results indic!te that, as the variance decay constants increase, Fb increases, thus increasing the
probability of failure.
It can be seen that the
value of these constants plays an important role in
the magnitude of the probability of failure.
The last set of trials in Table 1 demonstrates
the effect of the point variances on the probability
of failure .
The autocorrelation coefficients were
held constant while the coefficients of variation

Illustrative Examples
Several example problems were chosen to demonstrate
the effects of the variances, the autocorrelation
coefficients, and the location of the failure surface on the probability of failure of an embankment.
Example 1
The embankment shown in Figure 4 illustrates a base
failure in a cohesive soil. The embankment is 9.1 m
in height and has a 1. 5: 1 slope.
Mean strength
properties are shown in Figure 4 and given below:

--

Propetty
c (kPa)
Soil 1
Soil 2
tan <!>
Soil 1
Center of rotation point
Embankment width (m)
End-area resistance Re (kn•m)
Radius (m)
£ritical width be (m)

34.97
43.11

Example 2
The embankment of example 1 was also used in example
2. The variance properties were held constant while
the radii and the location of the center of rotation
were varied along a grid, as shown in Figure 4.
Table 2 gives the variance properties for example 2,
and Table 3 gives the pertinent data that were used
for points A and B.
It should be noted that the
maximum probability of failure does not coincide
with the failure surface with the minimum plane-

0.213
A

229
2.95xl0 5
17.98
36.9
1. 35
1.71

F

Fb
Figure 4. Slope geometry and failure arcs
for examples 1 and 2.

1

--

-'
(c/c and "
tan
q,/tan q,) were decreased by 10 percent.
The probability of failure predictably decreased, as
indicated in Table 1.

;

SOI L

I

-

-

Y · 2043 kN/m3
c=34. 97 k Pa
12.

E
v

cf>.

oi
SOIL

y•

E

2

16.07 kN/m3

0

!:"•431lkPa

cO

</:i: 0.
S OIL

y.

c.

3 -

Z l.Z2 kN/m 3

0

cf> • 45°

Table 1. Results of computer trials for
example 1.

c/c

tan <f>/tan <f>
(%)

(%)

k

kx, kz
(m)

(~)

Soil

Soil

Soil

Soil

Soil

Soil

Soil

Soil

Trial

1

2

I

2

l

2

I

2

Fb

~b

PF(B)

1
2
3
4
5
6

27.4
27.4
27.4
27.4
17.4
27.4

41.7
41.7
41.7
41.7
31.7
41.7

16.4
16.4
16.4
16.4
6.4
16.4

0
0
0
0
0
0

5.33
8.53
10.67
21.34
10.67
10.67

7.62
12.19
15 .24
30.48
15.24
15.24

1.5 2
2.44
3.05
6.10
3.05
3.05

0.76
1.22
1.52
3.05
1.5 2
1.52

0.173
0.219
0.244
0.331
0.184
0.244

7.22
4.70
3.88
2.37
5.13
3.88

9.lxl0-12
2.8xl0-5
9.0xl0-4
8.3xl0-2
3.lx!0-6
9.0xJ0-4

;._,
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Table 2. Soil properties for example 2.

Soil
1
2

c(kPa) c/c <%l

tan <fl

tan <fl /tan <fl(%)

kx, kz (m)

ky (m)

34. 97
43.11

0.2 13
0

16.4
0

10.67
15.24

3.05
1.5 2

27.4
41.7

Note: Embankment width= 229 m.

Table 3. Results of computer trials for
example 2.

Trial
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Center of
Location

R(m)

be (m)

F

Fb

Fb

~b

PF(B)

A
A
A
A
B
B
B
B

17.98
16.92
15.70
14.48
15.54
14.0 2
12.50
10.97

36.90
31.52
26 .35
20 .22
36.39
28.40
22.9 1
16. 16

1.35
1.39
1.42
1.51
1.35
1.40
1.45
1.58

1.71
1.77
1.85
2.02
1.70
1.80
1.90
2.16

0.244
0.203
0. 231
0.264
0.18 7
0.221
0.258
0.292

3.88
3.78
3.66
3.86
3.72
3.63
3.47
3.96

9.0xl0-4
1.Sxl0-3
2.7xl0-3
l.6xl0-3
l.7xl0-3
2.8x!O-J
5.9xl0-3
l.3xl0-3

strain safety factor.
This illustrates that the
probability of failure depends not only on the
plane-strain safety factor but also on the variance
decay (dependent on the arc length) and the contribution of the end resistance.
A comparison of
trials l and 7, as given in Table 3, indicates a
much higher probability of failure for trial 7
(5.9x10-')
than
for
trial
l
(9.0xio-•)
even
though the safety factor for trial 7 is higher than
that for trial l (1.45 compared with 1.35).
General Discussion of Results
The values chosen for c and 'tar; $ in the example
problems for each soil type are considered to be
realistic .
Lumb (1§.) and Matsuo (_§_) have reported
the coefficie nt of va r iation for tan$
[(~ ~/
tan ill to be from 5 to 20 percent and for cohesion
[(c/c)] to be from approximately 15 to 40 percent.
There is little information available concerning
the typical appropriate values to be used for variance decay parameters.
The appropriate values of
the probabilistic parameters to be used in the
analysis must be determined from rather extensive
field studies.
The actual form of the autocorrelation function depends on the soil characteristics
and its manner of placement.
A field study sponsored by the U.S. Bureau of Mines is currently under
way .
The study involves the variance and correlation properties of mine tailings dams and assessment
of their reliability.
Preliminary results on a
tailings dam have shown the vertical correlation
distance, ky, is much smalle r t ha n the horizontal
correlation distance.
Futu re studies may produce
more information regarding the spatial variance
properties of particular soil types.
Pooling of information from many such studies could assist design
engineers in estimating the probabilistic parameters
without the need for extreme field studies on any
site.
CONCLUSIONS
A computer model has been developed to perform probabilistic slope-stability analysis.
The model is
based on an extension of Vanmarcke' s probabilistic
slope-stability model (9) and can accommodate zoned
embankments and soils f~r which the strength parameters are described by the Mohr-Coulomb strength envelope.
The model currently uses a cylindrical
failure surface but can easily be extended to other
failure-surface shapes by using different formulations for the autocorrelation functions along the
failure surface and along the embankment axis.
In a

statistical sense, the model is three-dimensional
because the spatial variation of the strength parameters is considered.
The mechanics of the model,
however, are two-dimensional except that the resist ance at the ends of the cylindrical failure mass is
considered. Pore pressures are treated as deterministic parameters and are computed from the location
of a piezometric surface from a construction porepressure parameter.
By determining the probability
of failure for various positions of the piezometric
surface, a critical pore-pressure condition can be
determined.
Pore pressures can then be monitored in
the field and compared with pore pressures that
would produce an unacceptable probability of failure.
A more extensive field and laboratory program
will be necessary to define the probabilistic soil
parameters than would be required for a conventional
analysis.
We are currently conducting an extensive
field investigation to establish the statistical
soil parameters for a tailings dam. As more experience is gained in this area, it should be possible
to develop specific guidelines as to the required
extent of such an investigation.
Probabilistic analysis appears to be a more rational way to evaluate embankment stability than the
conventional safety-factor approach.
It has been
pointed out that it is possible to have a case in
which the probability of failure for one slope is
higher than that for a second slope even though the
second slope has a lower safety factor.
Furthermore, the example problems suggest that the critical
failure surface based on the safety factor is not
the same as that based on the probability of fail ure.
Probabilistic analysis in itself provides a
rational method for evaluating the reliability of
slopes, and it will become even more valuable as
methods for risk-benefit analysis of earth structures are further developed.
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Reliability of Soil Slopes
L. ALFARO AND M.E. HARR

Results of a study of the safety of soil slopes are reported in which the measure of safety used is "reliability" (or the "probability of failure"), an a priori
quantitative estimate of the likelihood of the safety (or failure) of a slope. A
closed-form solution to determ_ine slope reliability is proposed in which a material with two resistance parameters (c and tan t/J) is accommodated. Input to
the model consists of a bivariate distribution of c and tan t/J for the slope material and a line called the "critical boundary", which is independent of the opera·
tive strength parameters. This line is the locus of points in the c tan tJ.> plane for
which the slope in question is in a state of limiting equilibrium (factor of safety
equal to unity). Beta distributions are assumed to model the variability of c
and tan I/.>. The critical boundary is determined from two-dimensional and
three-dimensional slope-stability analyses. For the former, the ordinary method
of slices is adopted because of its simplicity (it requires no iterations) and because it is the only method that does not make the unrealistic assumption that
the factor of safety takes the same value along the entire slip surface, thus permitting the analysis to yield some information regarding the failure process.
For the three-dimensional analysis, Hovland's method is used. In concept, it is
the three-dimensional equivalent of the ordinary method of slices. Output
from the model is the probability of failure of the slope, which is information
dependent and therefore can vary as new information is obtained. These probabilities can then be used to place the problem in the framework of decision
theory.

Current procedures for evaluating the safety of
slopes consist in determining a factor of safety
(.!_-,!) that is compared with allowable values found
to be satisfactory on the basis of previous experience. The factor of safety suffers from the following:
1. Elements of uncertainty in analyses are not
quantified when the factor of safety is used.

2. The scale of the factor of safety (F) is not
known.
For example, a structure with a factor of
safety of 3. 0 is not necessarily twice as safe as
another with a factor of safety of 1.5.
3. Allowable values to be selected for the factor of safety are the result of experience.
In
dealing with new or different problems for which
there is no previous experience, there is no allowable factor of safety.
To overcome these difficulties and permit the engineer to predict the performance of his or her designs, the concept of "reliability" or "probability
of failure" is recommended (5-7) •
Probability itself is ;: ~ubjective interpretation. According to the definition of Tribus (~), "A
probability assignment is a numerical encoding of a
state of knowledge." A probability is understood to
be an information-dependent quantity that may not be
intrinsically related to the physical world.
That
is, the estimate of the reliability of a structure
may change as new information regarding it is obtained, although the structure itself would remain
unaltered.
This paper introduces a procedure to determine
reliability that involves no approximations (from a
probabilistic point of view) and can accommodate a
material with the two customary operative strength
pararneters--i.e., "c" and "tan ljl" = "t"
(tan ljl
is designated t for simplicity).
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FORMULATION OF PROBABILITY OF FAILURE

The probability of having the average value of c
along the critical slip surface equal to ci is

It is possible to locate points that represent combinations of c and t [on a (c - t) or [ (c/yH) - t]
plane] for which a slope is in a state of limiting
equilibrium (factor of safety equal to unity) • The
locus of such points generally demonstrates a curve
(AB in Figure 1), which will be called the "critical
boundary".
In concept, if the average values of the
operative material parameters lie on or above curve
AB, the slope will be safe. Consequently, the probability of failure is the likelihood that the point
that represents the average values of the operative
strength parameters lies below curve AB in the
shaded region of Figure 1.
Since the strength parameters (c and t) are themselves random variables and not deterministic quantities, their description is given by their joint
probability density function:
f (c, t).
In concept,
the f(c,t) axis is normal to the plane of the paper
in Figure 1.
Random variables c and t will be assumed to be statically independent and to follow
beta distributions; therefore, the joint density
function of c and t is equal to the product of the
marginal density functions of c and t (7,9).
Since
the beta distribution permits the selecti~n of extremes of the variable (a minimum and a maximum
value),
in
the
most
general
case,
'1nin ::!_ O,
cmin .::!. 0'
tmax < "'•
and
Cmax < "'
and
the joint density funct i on of (c,t) will appear as a
rectangle on the c,t plane (Figure 1).
If
the critical boundary is
represented
by
t = g (c), then the following quantities are defined
(see Figure 2) :

Ut = g( Cm;n)

(2)

Given these values,
be quantified.

the probability of failure can

Figure 1. Interference between the probability density function of the material
parameters and the critical boundary.

P(c; < c < c; +de)= f(c;)dc

(3)

The probability of having a
ti, where ti= g(ci), is

value of

t

less

('i f(t)dt = F(t;)

than

(4)

Jtmfo

where F(ti) is by definition the cumulative distribution function of t.
The probability of the
joint occurrence of these two events is the product
of their individual probabilities (the assumption of
independence).
Sununing such products (since they
are mutually exclusive) over the range Crain to Uc,
the probability of failure is obtained as
Uc

Pf=

1

Cmin

r

t=g(c)

fc(c) Jtmin

fr(t)dtdc

(5)

or, alternatively,

Pr=

i

Uc

fc(c)Fr(t)dc

(6)

min

The procedure for determining the probability of
failure just described presents several advantages
over other existing methods ClQ.-1§.) :
1. It offers a closed-form solution that avoids
the unknown errors in approximate methods such as
error propagation (7,17).
2. The concept - of limiting equilibrium is applied in the only state in which it is really valid,
i.e., when the factor of safety is equal to unity.
3. A comparison is made of capacity and demand
at the level of knowledge of the material parameters
instead of at unknown stresses as is the case in
conunon methods.
4. The procedure provides the means of visualizing the uncertainties associated with each factor in
the analysis.

Ian</>

DISTRIBUTION OF THE DRAINED STRENGTH PARAMETERS

1.0

As stated earlier, it is assumed that c and t follow
beta distributions. This assumption is supported by
the results of laboratory tests (l,18) and by the
following physical arguments:
Crlllcal Boundary

0 .0!5

1. Since the beta distribution may have finite
extremes, its tails need not go to -+oo and/or - ,
a characteristic necessary in modeling real material
parameters Ill .
2. The beta distribution requires four parameters:
a mean, a standard deviation, a minimum
value, and a maximum value.
Granted this information, it is very versatile and capable of assuming
shapes that reflect the data themselves Ill·

0.10

Figure 2. Three-dimensional view of Figure 1.
'c,TCc,tl=fc<cJ · 1TC1J

tan</>
(I)

9

The mean value tc;> be used in defining each beta
density can be determined from experimental data.
The extremes of each density (minimum and maximum
values)
reflect engineering judgment
(19).
The
standard deviation of the distributions introduces
some difficulties in the calculation of the probability of failure. One of the following procedures
is recommended for its estimation:
1. Use typical values of the coefficient variation (the standard deviation divided by the mean
value) reported in the literature (typical values
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are approximately 50 percent for c and 10-15 percent
for t) (1.Q.-23).
2. Assume an unbiased "prior" distribution for
the standard deviation of each variable (.!!_, 24) and
"update" it to obtain a "posterior" distribution as
new information is obtained
(new test results)
through the use of Bayes' theorem (~,_£!). Then determine a weighted average of the probabilities of
failure found with each discrete value of the standard deviation, weight i ng the probabilities of failure with respect to the likelihood of actually having such a value of the standard deviation.
These
likelihoods are directly obtained from the (prior or
posterior) distribution of the standard devi ation.

ayz in Figure 3).
Those forces
that oppose
failure are a function of the dip angle of the tangent to the slip surface (DIP) (Figure 3). Therefore, the global factor of safety is given by
n

F=

~
i=l

n

[Wicos(DIPi)Jtan</J+

1. I t is simple to use and involves no iterations to determine a factor of safety.
2. It is the only limiting equilibrium method
that does not make the unrealistic assumption that
the local f-actors of safety are all equal and, in
turn, are equal to the global factor of safety.

Hovland's method (~) is the three-dimensional
equivalent of the OMS.
Two specific slip surfaces--a spherical surface and a cylindrical surface
[with the axis of the cylinder tilted in the x • 0
plane (see Figure 3)]--were investigated in thi s
study.
It is felt that such surfaces produce sliding masses that approximate reality better than the
commonly used assumption (13) that the slidiny mass
is a cylinder with its axis in the x direction.
Hovland's method assumes that all movement leading to failure occurs along the y direction (Figure
3).
A consequence of this assumption is that the
forces that tend to produce failure are a function
of the angle between the tangent to the slip surface
and the horizontal direction in the yz plane (see

Figure 3. Plan and side view of a slide {top) and a three·dimensional slice
(bottom I.

al Plan View

bl Sidt View

W1sinaY'i

(7)

where
n

= number

DETERMINATION OF THE CRITICAL BOUNDARY
The locus of the critical boundary is given here for
both two-dimensional and three-dimensional slip surfaces.
For the former, the "ordinary method of
slices" (OMS) was used whereas, for the latter, Hovland's method (25) was selected.
In each case, the
minimum factor of safety was determined by investigating a number of potential slip surfaces.
This
provides the expression t • g (c) (for a factor of
safety of unity).
The OMS was selected over other limiting equilibrium methods for the following reasons:

n

~ cA1/~
i=l
i= l

of slices (of the form shown in
Figure 3),
weight of slice i,
dip (or maximum inclination) of the sl i ce
base,
area of the base of slice i, and
angle in the yz plane between the horizontal and the tangent to the midpoint of
the base of slice i.

Expressions for W, A, and DIP are given by Hovland (25).
Lrom Equation 7, it is possible to obtain a critical boundary as was done for the two-dimensional case.
The inclusion of in situ horizontal !Kol forces
acting in the x direction was also investigated. It
was found (19) that they acted so as to reduce the
probability Of failure (considerably for high values
of Kol.
However, careful consideration must be
given to these forces because soils with large
values of K0 are generally overconsolidated and
are likely to be fissured, thus rendering the proposed slip surfaces unrealistic, since the discontinuities in the soil mass would most probably
control the true shape of the slip surface.
The critical boundary (shown in Figures 1 and 2)
was approximated by a straight line.
The curvature
of the critical boundary results from the fact that,
for every combination of c and t for which the factor of safety is equal to unity, a different slip
surface will be critical. The straight-line critical boundary was obtained by using the critical slip
surface obtained with the mean values of c and t for
every combination of c and t in the plane. 'l'his approximation was made for convenience and can be justified by noting that the difference between the
probabilities of failure, when the critical boundary
is taken to be a straight line and when its true
shape is considered, was very small. This was found
to be the case in a number of problems we have
solved (19).
However, if the critical boundary is
far from~he mean values of the distributions of the
strength parameters, the probability of failure itself will be very small.
For this condition, the
linearization of the critical boundary is not recommended.
There are four ways in which the critical boundary can intersect the rectangle that represents the
distribution of material parameters shown in Figure
1.
These are developed in great detail by Alfaro
(19).
Two examples are considered here to illustrate the procedure.
Example 1
As mentioned above, variations in the standard deviations (or coefficients of variation) of the
strength parameters can greatly affect the probability of failure. The latter can change over several
orders of magnitude, depending on values of the coefficients of variation for c and t, even though the
factor of safety remains a single, constant value

(2,26).

Example 1 is intended to illustrate how different
probabilities of failure can be obtained for four
slopes that have the same factor of safety and the
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same coefficients of variation for c and t.
Two slope angles, a = 30° and 60°, and two
materials, A and B (see Table 1), were studied for
the four combinations (see Table 2).
The slope
heights that produced a factor of safety of F = 1.3
were obtained by using the OMS.
The slopes are
drawn to scale in Figure 4.
The resulting probabilities of failure are given in the sixth column
of Table 2.
As can be seen, the difference between
the probabilities of failure is small for cases 1,
3, and 4, for which Janbu' s dimensionless parameter
A (27),
(8)

A.= rHtan<f>/c

does not vary much.
However,
for case 2,
A
changes considerably and so does the probability of
failure.
It is also interesting to note that these

Table 1. Statistics of strength parameters of soils A and B.
Statistic

Parameter

c
Ve
Cmin

Cmax
Vt
tmin

tmax

Soil B

Soil A
400 lbf/ft 2
50 percent
0
. '750 lbf/ft 2

100 lbf/ft 2
50 percent
0
200 lbf/ft 2

0.268
10 percent
0.19
0.35

0.577
10 percent
0.4
0.75

Slope
Angle (0 )

Soil

A.

F2

Pf2

F3

Pf3

I
2
3
4

30
30
60
60

A
B
A
B

2.91
31.75
1.58
5.24

1.30
1.30
1.30
1.30

0.234
0.021
0.306
0.241

1.40
1.30
1.38
1.43

0.214
0.029
0.249
0.210

Case I

C(20,65)
/·'\

Cose3

cC-530)

" -::---1 .
\

H • ~'i . 0

1

H~

/

\' T' ~
\

(0,0)

Example 1 is repeated by using three-dimensional
spherical slip surfaces.
The same centers of the
critical circles used in example 1 were used in this
example. This was found to produce a negligible error in the determination of the probability of
failure.
The last two columns in Table 1 compare the resulting probabilities of failure and the three-dimensional factors of safety with the corresponding
values obtained from the two-dimensional analyses.
The differences are seen to be smalli however, it is
noteworthy that only for case 2 is the probability
of failure from a three-dimensional analysis greater
than that from a two-dimensional analysis and this
only slightly so,
The
cylindrical
sliding
surface
investigated
(with the axis of the cylinder tilted in the x = 0
plane) was found to be less critical than the
spherical slip surface for every case that was
examined.

The following conclusions can be drawn from the work
reported in-this paper:

Case

Figure 4. Slopes analyzed in example 1.

Example 2

CONCLUSIONS

Table 2. Results of analysis in example 1.

Note: The subindex (2 or 3) refers to two- or three-dimensional analyses.

probabilities of failure are very high for what
would normally be considered a tolerable factor of
safety.

1. Different probabilities of failure can be obtained for slopes judged equally safe by conventional factors of safety.
2. For a given factor of safety, slopes with
smaller values of Janbu's dimensionless parameter
;\.(:\. = yH
tan
~/c)
have
higher
probabilities
of failure.
This is because the "c parameter" of
strength abounds in uncertainty.
3. From three-dimensional analyses, it was found
that spherical slip surfaces have higher probabilities of failure than cylindrical ones (with the axis
of the cylinder tilted in the same plane as the
slope profile).
4.
In materials that have low values of ;1.,
circular
two-dimensional
slip
surfaces
yield
slightly
higher
probabilities
of
failure
than
spherical three-dimensional slip surfaces i however,
the latter is certainly more rational, since it approximates better real failed surfaces.
Only minor
differences were noted between two- and three-dimensional analyses in this studyi however, the introduction of in situ lateral stresses (perpendicular to the slope profile) can decrease the probability of failure considerably.

I
I
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Risk Reduction Versus Risk Assessment: A Case for
Preventive Geotechnical Engineering
THOM L. NEFF

The topic of risk analysis has become greatly sophisticated in recent years.
Owners and regulatory agencies have the ultimate concern of cost-effective risk
reduction. Uncertainty and risk do not lend themselves to precise quantifica·
tion, a fact that has resulted in some risk analyses finding a less than enthusias·
tic response from clients. All facilities rest on geologic materials and thus have
a degree of uncertainty that often expresses itself most strongly in geotechnical
elements of the project. This "natural" problem, and consideration of synergy
and entropy, logically leads one to emphasize prevention rather than precise
prediction of event sequences. Other professions, notably medicine and den·
tistry, have recognized the importance of preventive efforts and have formu·
lated formal preventive programs. The size, complexity, and cost of many

modern facilities suggest that a prudent approach to continuing acceptable
facility performance should include formal preventive efforts, even in the plan·
ning stages of the project. A conceptual outline of a preventive geotechnical
engineering program for a constructed facility is presented.

The field of risk analysis has qrown rapidly in
recent years,
incorporating
sophisticated mathematics, theory of probability, and modeling techniques (.!,).
The costs of failures remain so high
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that owners and regulatorv agencies demand a good
understanding of risk in allocating funding for all
project phases.
In li.ght of current envi ronmentnl
concerns and the growing size and complexity of
projects, this need to understand risk has a foundation in prudence.
Actual failures, such as the
Teton Dam, suggest that we need to improve our
understanding of risk for engineered facilities.
This paper looks briefly at the concept of risk,
adding a few relevant comments regarding the ultimate source of risk.
The paper suggests that a
majority of the ultimate users of risk analyses
remain either confused by the results or unconvinced
of the merits of such studies.
It is suggested that
one way to bring a modicum of clarity to the subject
lies in the consideration of formal risk reduction
and how such an approach varies from the assessment
mode.
A brief conceptual outline of a preventive
engineering approach for geotechnical aspects of
facilities concludes the paper.
ENTROPY AND SYNERGY AND THE CONCEPT OF RISK
The presence of uncertainty (doubt or lack of ahsolute sureness) in a situation gives rise to risk
(chance of loss or degree of probability of loss).
Much recent work in risk analysis has riqhtly focused on reducing the uncertainty in the data needed
to analyze risk in 7arious situations (?).
Frequently, probabilistic models assist in- actually
carrying out risk analyses.
These models seek to
identify and quantify sources of uncertainty and
then incorporate the results into the variance of
key aspects of the model.
Often, the outcome of
such a study results in a numerical assessment of
the probability that some event will occur,
a
"number" many clients have some difficulty in evaluating or using.
In geotechnical engineering, we often assign the
major uncertainties to the vagaries of the geological setting and ask the client for more exploration
funds
to
"reduce"
uncertainty.
Some
engineers
overemphasize numerical predictions of performance
and, again, exhaust large amounts of funds in sampling,
testing,
analyzing,
and evaluating small
(usually nonrepresentative) soil samples to arrive
at the "perfect" prediction (]_).
Perhaps we might help to keep these many (often
conflicting) factors in proper perspective by considering the more fundamental aspects of uncertainty
and thus arrive at a more efficient and cost-effective approach to dealing with risk.
The terms
synergy and entropy offer important insight into the
concept of risk.
A general definition of synergy states that one
cannot predict the behavior of complete systems by
using as a basis only the known behavior of one or
more subsystems.
We can often come close, for a
variety of reasons, but a degree of uncertainty
exists regarding all predictions.
Another definition of synergy states that the sum of the combined
effects of a group of subsystems can greatly exceed,
or greatly fall short of, the simple algebraic total
of the separate effects.
These definitions, and
their general ramifications, provide strong incentive to workers whose mission seeks cost-effective
prevention of adverse performance and should provide
a measure of reason to those who seek to assess
risk.
Some suggest that synergy, or the concept
represented by the term synergy, constitutes one of
the natural laws of the universe.
These two definitions suggest that we cannot make totally accurate
predictions, even when experts try (3), and that the
combined effects of groups of subsystems can produce
"unusual" results.
When engineers deal with geotechnical aspects of
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constructed facilities, they face uncertainty.
The
size of samples tested in the laboratory and the
"disturbance" of those samples render it difficult
to produce truly accurate design parameters.
Three
key geotechnical parameters--strength,
compressibility, and permeabili ty--all change with time and
with variations in effective stress.
More and more
data will never remove the uncertainty.
Frequently,
more data only confuse the issue.
Another problem in this regard stems from the
second law of thermodynamics--i.e., the "entropy
law".
Others have discussed in great detail the
role of the entropy law in economics <!l and in the
current battle of preserving certain environmental
standards (2_).
The entropy law remains involved in
every aspect of behavior.
A "simple" definition
states that the entropy of the universe, or of an
"isolated" structure, increases constantly and that
this increase remains continuous and irrevocable.
The modern interpretation of this degradation of
energy consists of a continuous turning of order
into disorder.
The notion of introducing "outside"
information into a system represents the basis of
preventive measures.
Some interest in entropy and
soil behavior has taken place (i); however, the
results of this work have not found application in
practical engineering problems.
Some consider that the entropy law does not
express a natural law but instead reflects the
difficulty of the human mind in describing a state
that involves a large number of details.
Certainly
this law has a unique place in science in that it
marks the recognition by that most trusted of all
sciences, physics, that qualitative change exists in
the universe.
The entropy law does not determine
when the entropy of a closed system will reach a
certain level nor exactly what will happen at that
point; however, it does determine the general direction of the entropic process of any isolated system.
The concept of synergy remains linked to the
concept of entropy because of another principle:
the emergence of novelty by combination.
Most of
the properties of water do not logically follow from
universal principles applied to the elemental properties of the components of water, oxygen, and
hydrogen.
If we look around us, we see many physical examples of the entropy law.
Things do generally wear out--systems tend toward a condition of
high probability, i.e., failure--if external energy
is not applied.
Entropy and synergy remind us of the most fundamental sources of uncertainty in the universe.
A
proper appreciation of the role of these two factors
in all endeavors, especially geotechnical engineering, will force us to carefully evaluate the marginal utility of additional soils or geologic data and
will also force us to consider the difference between risk assessment and risk reduction.
COMPLEXITY OF CURRENT SITUATION
In our very complex world, we seem to have reached a
point where owners, operators, policymakers, and
regulators often remain somewhat polarized from the
designers and constructors of large facilities.
High inflation rates have put tremendous pressure on
engineers to come up with efficient and cost-effective systems (facilities), but they often lack the
up-front money from the owners to permit the kind of
studies necessary to generate needed design data.
For owners, the financial losses (and/or political
problems)
associated with unplanned outages, or
"failures", remain very large for some facilities
(large power plants, for example). Some owners find
it difficult to know quite what· to do with the
results of a study (by a competent, well-meaning
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engineer) that states that the owner's new dam has a
probability of 2xlo-•
of
failing
in
the next
year. The owner doesn't want it to fail--ever!
And
he is willing to pay a "reasonable" amount to ensure
that it does not fail.
Clearly, the clients want to
prevent (avoid) problems at a reasonable cost. Many
design engineers do not have experience with their
"products" long after they are built and thus have
not had the blessing of important feedback.
Formal
preventive efforts, especially during the project
design and planning phases, remain relatively new to
much engineering.
Most engineers want to do a good job but resent
what they consider unfair cost restrictions on their
creativity and competence by short-sighted owners.
Few owners actually understand the complex nature of
the building process for large projects and seldom
realize the risk that they take in carrying forward
projects that have significant geotechnical aspects.
Some clients ask, "Why do I have to pay so
much for an 'assessment' of risk?
Can't we just
spend the money and begin reducing risk in the
beginning?"
This remains a difficult question to
deal with because of the interdependent nature of
risk fnctors.
SUCCESSFUL PREVENTIVE TECHNIQUES
Other professionals have considered prevention an
important element in their delivery of services and
have made great strides in formalizing effective
preventive techniques. The latest piece of evidence
that strongly supports this attitude is the major
change of emphasis on the part of the American
Cancer Society (after Congressional urging) from
seeking cancer cures to preventing cancer.
The
force of circumstance acts very strongly, but some
organizations resist far beyond what a practical
person would consider reasonable.
A brief look at
several of these efforts can give good insight into
how engineers could pursue similar tasks.
The approach of the dental profession has changed
significantly over the years.
Farly practice focused primarily on reparative dentistry.
Over the
years, in addition to new reparative techniques,
dentists have introduced the use of regular checkups
by a professional; better cleaning methods, i.e.,
with dental floss; better toothbrushes and toothpaste; and the use of fluoride in drinking water and
as a mouthwash. The general public has an increased
awareness of the importance of better dental care.
In addition, the use of oral surgery and orthodontia, along with X-rays, has made the practice of
dentistry more sophisticated.
The profession slowly
adopted the prevention concept, and people even more
slowly believed that prevention would pay dividends
above its cost. Some dental problems do not show up
for years, when it remains too late to really do
anything about them.
Dr. G.B. Black spoke to a
class of dental students as follows:
"The day is
surely coming, and perhaps within the lifetime of
you young men before me, when we will be engaged in
practicing preventive dentistry rather than reparative dentistry."
Dr. Black made this statement in
1896.
Now, in 1979, I think we see excellent evidence that preventive dentistry does work, remains
cost effective, and results in better overall general health and fewer serious dental problems.
Quite clearly, however, it has not cured (or prevented) all dental problems.
An explanation for
this "shortcoming" may lie in the continued high
intake of processed sugar by people in developed
countries.
Preventive dentistry has four key features:
1. Formal

examination

by

a

professional,

for

purposes of monitoring and control;
2. Simple, regular tasks that the patient performs, such as cleaning and flossing;
3. Recordkeeping of performance and written notes
by the professional: and
4. Special diagnostic and reparative techniques,
such as X-rays.
Despite significant improvements, no dentist would
guarantee a cavity-free patient.
The medical profession has used the term preventive medicine since the 1930s; however, the essential features of this concept have existed for many
years. The earliest preventive measures employed in
medicine
consisted
largely
of
nonmedical
items--i.e.,
immunization,
water
purification,
sewage separation, adequate housing, and a reasonably well-balanced diet.
These measures remain
quite effective, have not improved significantly
with time, and also require no participation by a
physician.
In fact, the plumber, the public health
inspector, the building inspector, and the civil
engineer rank alongside the physician when one
considers preventive medicine in its broad aspects.
In the United States, the medical profession has
made relatively good progress in the prevention of
infectious diseases, accidents, wide-scale poisoning, etc.
However, in the case of more complicated
diseases, such as cancer, heart disease, stroke,
genetic defects, and diabetes, essentially nothing
is done in the way of prevention.
Some of these
more complicated diseases can be prevented only
through changes in personal life-style, changes that
generally come very reluctantly.
In many areas,
particularly in nports medicine, the emphasis remains on prevention rather than on predicting events
(]).
The medical profession recognizes the need to
develop incentives to cause people to carry out
preventive efforts on their own.
Apparently, massive data will not alone turn the tide.
In view of
this, the medical profession also suggests that
essentially
nonmedical efforts can
have
highly
effective results <i, p. DlO).
The importance of
<liet Lo geueral health has received much recent
attention.
In addition,
the
importance of the
environment (air and water pollution) in promoting
general health has gained much acceptance.
Periodic
medical checkups will not alone prevent heart attacks, but a relatively stress-free employment, good
diet, plenty of exercise, and freedom from air and
water pollution will have a measurable effect on
lowering the incidence of heart attacks for the
general population.
Perhaps the engineering profession should think of more effective ways to encourage "behavior" that will result in specific decreases in the number of failures noted.
Several key features of most preventive medical
efforts are (a) a "healthy" environment; (b) periodic evaluations by trained professionals;
(c)
records of performance "data" such as blood pressure, pulse rate, and weight; (d) direct involvement
of the "user" (patient) in the process; and (e) a
simple method of evaluating results.
Note also, however, the great difficulty in truly
preventing
very complicated
diseases--i.e.,
the
difference between cancer and a broken leg.
PRUDENCE AND COST-EFFECTIVENESS:
NECESSITY

A MARRIAGE OF

Many owners of large facilities take more prudent
care of their cars and power lawn mowers than they
do of their multi-million-dollar facilities.
Capital investments and the consequences of adverse
performance justify a certain attitude toward pre-
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ventive maintenance of one's automobile or lawn
mower.
The same logic (with roughly the same reasoning) should apply when one deals with bigger
numbers. Many geotechnical engineers find a strange
dichotomy in this area when they ask for money for a
few more piezometers to monitor the post-construction behavior of a project.
Forget geology for a moment and the uncertainty
it brings to our work.
Time remains one of our
enemies, especially in geotechnical aspects, where a
change only in moisture content can drastically
alter the safety factor for a project.
Prudence
suggests
that we monitor
pore
pressures
(continually) in certain key areas.
Cost-effectiveness
demands that we not have too many sampling stations.
Who remains the best judge of how many
sample locations and how often to sample?
Most
likely the job requires an "experienced" geotechnical engineer--one who has had design, construction, and post-construction experience.
Because of
the organization of many firms, people with such
qualifications remain relatively uncommon.
Cost-effectiveness does not lend itself to simple
evaluation, especially when we have "success" at
preventing problems.
We "learn" a lot from failures,
and
they provide data
in assigning uncertainty, risk, and "costs" to current projects.
The key to successful programs lies in a continual
evaluation of data, full and open disclosure to the
client regarding their meaning, and effective involvement of the client's personnel in the entire
process of obtaining and evaluating the data.
The
engineer needs to continually convey to the client
the meaning of his or her careful deliberations, and
the client has the right to both question the engineer's conclusions and inform him or her of the
current level of risk that seems appropriate to the
client's present and future business goals.
Good
conununication remains the key to actually getting a
cost-effective response to a prudent action.
RISK REDUCTION VERSUS RISK ASSESSMENT
Some facility owners have had a less-than-enthusiastic response to risk-assessment studies.
The U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers has designed and constructed
many dams without (as of July 1980) a single catastrophic failure (no failures in 7900 dam years).
Despite this enviable record, some researchers find
it appropriate to assign a degree of probability for
failure to the Corps of Engineers inventory (2).
The power of statistics can sometimes overwhelm even
circumstance.
The Florida phosphate industry builds literally
miles of new "dams" each year.
State legislation
has raised the level of general design input for
these darns, which, in turn, has reduced the frequency of adverse performance.
Mine owners, ever
cautious of costs, generally respond to the logic of
risk reduction rather than risk assessment.
Risk
reduction strikes them as a positive step, while
some experiences with risk assessment have resulted
in a beautifully bound report that still leaves them
with tough decisions to make and the sinking feeling
that the report does not help in making them.
I believe that we understand the fundamentals of
geotechnical engineering well enough to offer positive suggestions to clients that will reduce risk
almost inunediately while at the same time generating
data that will permit the continual assessment of
risk.
Focusing on water control seems a logical
place to begin.
Granted, we do have complex problems in geotechnical engineering, but simply understanding and using the principle of effective stress
will go a long way toward preventing adverse behavior.
I believe that much of the adverse geo-
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technical performance noted occurs because of the
inability of a number of engineers (even self-styled
geotechnical types) to grasp the essentials of this
most elementary of our powerful fundamentals.
The
plea is, Emphasize risk reduction first and keep an
open mind regarding what you will then "learn" about
risk analysis.
Observe reality and discover the
obvious.
PREVENTIVE GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERING:
PROPOSAL

A MODEST

My concept of preventive geotechnical engineering
(directed primarily at risk reduction) has grown out
of a number of years of experience on a wide variety
of
civil
engineering
projects,
experience
that
includes the areas of planning, design, construction, and post-construction evaluation.
The work
includes a fair number of failure studies as well as
court litigation over the cause, responsibility, and
liability for the failures.
This experience has led
to the formulation of Neff's Laws of Failure:
1. Without external actions focused on prevention, all facilities will eventually fail.
2. Failures (unplanned adverse behavior) cost a
lot.
3. Many failures need not happen.
4. Preventing most failures
involves a small
fraction of the cost of the actual failure.
S. Preventing
failures
involves
a
continual
assessment and evaluation by a multidisciplinary
team (designer, constructor, and owner-operator) of
changing conditions that can affect desired performance.
Other professions, notably medicine and dentistry, have recognized the efficiency and cost-effectiveness of preventive measures and have developed
formal preventive programs.
For large,
complex
civil works projects, especially ones with significant geotechnical aspects, it appears prudent to
consider preventive engineering efforts from the
conceptual planning stage for the project.
The
demand for efficient use of resources, the incredibly high cost of unplanned outages, and increased emphasis on not violating the environment
all reinforce the need for such programs.
An outline of the elements of a preventive geotechnical
engineering program is given below:
1. Clear
statement
of
desired
performance
(owner-operator-designer)--(a) During construction,
(b) shortly after construction, and (c) long after
construction;
2. Identification of a single person in responsible charge of each concerned group-- (a) Owner, (b)
designer (s), (c) contractor (s), (d) operator (s), and
(e) maintenance;
3. Review and evaluation of precedence with
previous similar projects (especially identification
of how previous failures could have been prevented) -- (a) Risks, (b) failures, (c) uncertainty,
(d) remedial tasks, and (e) costs;
4. Review for owner by independent designer--(a)
Value engineering and (b) safety engineering;
5. Review for owner by independent contractor--(a)
Construction
methods,
(b)
construction
sequence, and (c) cost estimate;
6. Formal
written document
by designer
and
reviewers--(a) Major uncertainties in design,
(b)
key assumptions in design, (c) key parameters that
control performance,
(d) critical values of key
parameters at each stage of construction (including
post-construction),
(e)
possible consequences of
adverse performance and operation, and (f) method(s)
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to obtain values of key parameters;
7. Identification of method(s) to provide incentive and increase awareness of all team members--(a)
Awareness of key aspects of desired performance and
(b) incentives to cost-effectively achieve desired
performance;
8. Formation of geotechnical task force--Inclusion of staff from owner,
designer,
contractor
(after chosen), consultants, and contracts group;
9. Development and implementation of a construction monitoring
and
control
system--Input
from
owner, designer, contractor, and consultants; and
10. Development and implementation of continuing
evaluation plan for expected life of the project-- (a) Cost, (b) responsibility, and (cl accountability.
As more experience and field data appear, the
work tasks in this list will change to reflect
reality and circumstance.
I do not consider the
outline all-inclusive for very complex projects nor
that every project will require all of the items
listed in this outline.
I encourage comments from
readers to help modify this list and add to its
usefulness and effectiveness.
I fully acknowledge the preliminary and somewhat
elementary nature of the remarks put forward in this
paper.
A great deal of work must occur before such
preventive geotechnical programs can find effective
application on a wide variety of projects.
A critical review of these ideas and concepts should promote further discussion on their merit.
We need to
carry out research (funded by government or other
policy-setting groups) to help develop the tools
necessary to perform such work effectively.
Successful studies will require the integration
of multidisciplinary effort that focuses on key
fundamentals that control the behavior of geologic
materials as well as the more general principles,
procedures, and methods that affect facility performance from a geotechnical point of view.
A list of
primary subject areas would include (a) engin~ering;
(b) applied research; (c) geology; (d) system analyses; (el soil-rock-structure interaction; (f) data
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collection, manipulation, and portrayal; (g) motivation and behavior modification, and (h) economics.
I have begun to assemble such a team and have initiated planning sessions to outline project work
scopes.
I have also begun to integrate preventive
concepts into design courses at both the graduate
and undergraduate levels.
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